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SUMMARY 

This thesis investigates the laminar flame speed of C1–C3 alkanes and their binary 

mixtures at conditions of interest in gas turbines. Natural gas is a primary fuel for power 

generation. It is primarily composed of methane but can contain significant proportions 

of higher hydrocarbons (typically C2–C4 alkanes). Gas turbine combustors operate at high 

preheat temperature and pressure. Furthermore, steam injection, product recirculation and 

fuel-staging can lead to significant levels of vitiation. Understanding the combustion 

characteristics of such systems is important, and many chemical kinetics mechanisms 

have been developed to assist in this. However the development of these mechanisms is 

limited, in part, due to lack of experimental results for validation. One such parameter is 

laminar flame speed, which has been found useful not only for validating the mechanisms 

but also for developing empirical scaling laws for practical combustion systems. 

This thesis addresses the lack of laminar flame speed data of C1–C3 alkanes at 

high preheat and significant oxidizer dilution. To this effect, unstretched and stretched 

flame speeds were measured for pure propane and methane/ethane and methane/propane 

mixtures (with 60–80 vol% CH4) at a range of preheat temperatures (300–650 K), 

pressures (1–10 atm), equivalence ratios (0.6–1.8) and oxidizer dilution (15–21 vol% O2). 

Three diluents viz. N2 (0–28%), CO2 (0–10%) and H2O (0–30%) were tested. The 

unstretched flame speed measurements were performed using a modified Bunsen flame 

technique based on reaction zone area from chemiluminescence imaging, whereas the 

strain sensitivity measurements were performed using a bluff-body stabilized stagnation 
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flame with high resolution PIV. Over 400 measurements are reported over a wide range 

of conditions along with comparisons to predictions from leading chemical mechanisms. 

These measurements are used to: (i) discern the uncertainties associated with the 

measurements, (ii) understand the effect of fuel mixture and vitiation on flame speed, and 

(iii) validate the performance of the leading chemical kinetics mechanisms. 

Extensive testing shows the unstretched flame speed measurements from the 

modified Bunsen technique are generally within ±10% of other stretched corrected results 

while the mechanism predictions are within ±20% of the measured flame speeds. 

Vitiation studies for propane/methane/air flames at high preheat show the reduction in 

flame speed results primarily from the thermal effect of the diluent; the direct chemical 

influence is roughly 30% for CO2, 10% for H2O and <1% for N2. The relative change in 

flame speed from the undiluted mixture is well correlated with the fractional change in 

the adiabatic flame temperature over a range of equivalence ratios, dilution levels and 

fuel mixtures. These correlations can be useful for combustor design. Significant 

difference in the measured and predicted flame speeds were observed at certain 

conditions, highlighting possible avenues for improvements in the chemical kinetics 

mechanisms. Systematic errors were also identified in the Bunsen flame measurements at 

specific conditions, such as for rich flames with dilution, indicating a need for better 

understanding of the technique at these conditions. The flame speeds measured using 

Bunsen flame technique do not show any clear correlation with the flame height or the 

strain sensitivity of the reactant mixture. Previously proposed mixing rules for estimating 

flame speed of fuel mixtures from pure fuel values are shown to be reasonably accurate 

(within 5%) for range of pressure, reactant temperature and dilution conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

This thesis investigates laminar flame speed of C1–C3 alkane fuels over a range of 

conditions of interest in gas turbine applications. The motivation for the current work and 

its context in relation to previous work done in the field is presented in this chapter. 

1.1 Motivation 

Gas turbines operate over a wide range of conditions including pressure, 

temperature and reactant (e.g., fuel, oxidizer and diluent) composition. Turbines used for 

power generation are subjected to strict economic and environmental constraints which 

limit their emissions, specific fuel consumption and power load. Variations in the 

operating conditions of the gas turbine can have significant effect on its component life 

and combustor performance, as they can alter the flowfield and the spatial distribution of 

heat release. These in turn affect the combustor characteristics such as flashback, lift-off, 

blowout, combustor cooling and dynamic stability [1, 2]. These variations can also affect 

the emission characteristics of the combustor due to incomplete combustion or poor 

mixing leading to increased NOx, CO, unburned hydrocarbon (UHC) and soot 

production. Clearly, accounting for the relationship between combustor performance and 

operating conditions during the gas turbine design phase can lead to significant 

improvements and cost savings. Since there is a lack of sufficient experimental 

fundamental combustion data over the wide range of operating conditions of gas turbines, 
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predictions from chemical kinetics mechanisms are often used. However while these 

predictions are useful, they still need to be validated at appropriate conditions. 

Recently, we have seen a rise in natural gas as a major source for electrical power 

generation. Natural gas is used as fuel for power generation primarily through land based 

gas turbines. In the USA alone, the power generation from natural gas is expected to 

increase significantly in the next few decades [3] . This has renewed the interest in better 

understanding the combustion chemistry of natural gas, which is a mixture of methane, 

higher hydrocarbons and small fractions of nitrogen, carbon dioxide and hydrogen 

sulfide. The increased availability of natural gas world-wide, as compressed natural gas 

(CNG) and liquefied natural gas (LNG), and from unconventional sources like coal-bed 

methane have led to higher variability in the composition of natural gas supplied to end-

users. While natural gas primarily consists of methane (75–98% by vol.), depending on 

its source, it can contain significant proportion of higher alkanes (0–15%) such as ethane 

and propane. Table 1.1 shows typical variation in the composition of natural gas at 

extraction site and after treatment.  

Table 1.1. Variability in natural gas composition (percent mole fraction). 

Content U.S.A. (treated) [5] World (pre-treatment) [4] 

Methane 75–98 42–85 

Ethane 0.5–13 0.1–9 

Propane 0–3 (24a) 0–5 

Higher-hydrocarbonsb 0–0.4 0–25 

Non-hydrocarbonsc Trace 4–20 

                                                
a The higher value is due to addition of propane during peak shaving processes. 
b Higher hydrocarbons mainly consist of C4–C9 alkanes. 
c Non-hydrocarbons primarily refers to (but not limited to) nitrogen, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, 

sulfur, helium and mercury. 
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Furthermore practices wherein reserve fuels such as LNG or propane are used, to 

meet the increased power demand during peak shaving , increase the fuel variability 

significantly [5]. Naturally fuel flexibility has been an important concern in design of 

modern land-based gas turbines, especially those which rely on lean premixed 

combustion to meet emissions restrictions. 

While a number of studies have examined the combustion characteristics of each 

of the alkanes individually, few studies have investigated mixture of alkanes, especially 

at operating conditions close to those found in gas turbines. Although it is not practical to 

measure combustion characteristics of all different possible compositions of natural gas, 

it is worthwhile to investigate a range of compositions in order to improve mixing rules 

previously developed for fuel mixtures and to validate the performance of chemical 

kinetics mechanisms. 

Apart from fuel composition, oxidizer composition can also alter the combustion 

characteristics. Vitiated air refers to air with significantly lower oxygen percentage than 

standard air. It is often encountered in gas turbines applications, due to implementation of 

techniques such as exhaust gas recirculation, inter-turbine combustion, and fuel staging, 

to help reduce emissions and improve efficiency and performance [1]. Vitiated air from 

combustion processes contains increased level of N2, CO2, H2O, CO, NOx and unburned 

hydrocarbons. The O2 mole fraction in vitiated air can be as low as 12%. Table 1.2 lists 

typical conditions encountered by the reactant mixture at the inlet of gas turbine 

combustors and afterburners/augmentors. Furthermore, gas turbines for power generation 

sometimes employ water mist (inlet spray inter-cooling (ISI)) to cool the air flow to the 

compressor, which is useful for power augmentation and power retention on hot days [6]. 
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This can lead to an oxidizer with significant proportion of H2O and reduced O2 mole 

fraction even before combustion. 

Table 1.2. Typical inlet conditions in gas turbine combustors and afterburners. [7] 

Inlet conditions Main combustor Augmentor 

Temperature (°C) 350–650 650–1050 

Pressure (atm) 10–30 0.5–6 

Oxygen (% vol.) 21 12–17 

Gas turbines operate at elevated pressures [1]; as a result the temperature of the 

reactant at combustor inlet is also increased. Furthermore combustors based on concepts 

like staged combustion or rich-burn/quick-quench/lean-burn (RQL), to meet emissions 

requirements, also encounter an increase in reactant temperature. Increased pressure and 

temperature have a significant effect on the combustion characteristics of a fuel/air 

mixture and influence every aspect of combustor design. It is apparent that their effect 

must be accounted for in the design phase. 

With such multiple factors viz. reactant composition, pressure and temperature, it 

gets increasingly complex to account for various combustion characteristics that may be 

affected. Traditionally, studies have focused on measuring properties such as ignition and 

extinction characteristics, flammability limits, laminar and turbulent flame speeds and 

emissions, as a way to quantify the combustion process and use the results to improve 

chemical kinetics mechanisms [8]. With respect to laminar flame speed, an extensive 

database exists, but over a limited range of conditions. Laminar flame speed has proved 

to be useful in gas turbine design in terms of improving the understanding and developing 

empirical models for turbulent flame speed, flame propagation through heterogeneous 

fuel–air mixtures, ignition energy requirements, and other conditions of interest in gas 

turbines [1]. It serves as a global parameter accounting for the reactivity, diffusivity and 
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exothermicity of the fuel–air mixture and physical conditions at which combustion occurs 

[9]. The comprehensive nature of laminar flame speed and its sensitivity, in accounting 

for combustion processes, have encouraged its use as a measure for validating chemical 

kinetics mechanism. Also while the definition of laminar flame speed is straightforward, 

measuring it accurately has proved to be difficult. Various techniques have been 

developed to measure laminar flame speed. The following section provides a brief 

overview of a few techniques used for measuring laminar flame speed and discusses the 

results reported for low-order (C1–C3) alkanes. 

1.2 Literature review 

Essentially, flame speed is the speed at which a flame propagates into a reactant 

mixture. In reference to laminar flames, terms such as flame speed, burning velocity, 

propagation velocity and deflagration velocity are often used interchangeably. The 

laminar flame speed is generally used to refer to an unstrained (uniform flow), 

unstretched (planar) and adiabatic flame propagation [10]. Flame speeds affected by 

strain, stretch and the non-adiabatic nature of the flow are referred to by appropriate 

adjectives. Since it is experimentally difficult to simultaneously satisfy all the criteria for 

generating an appropriate flame for flame speed measurement, various techniques have 

been developed for establishing a stationary or propagating flame front and observing it. 

Laminar flame speed of hydrocarbon fuels has been studied since the early 20th 

century [11, 12]. However the early measurements did not account for effect of stretch on 

the flame speed due to the motion of the flame surface and its shape. Also different 

observation techniques resulted in measurement of velocities in different region of the 

flame front. As a result, a significant differences (as high as 50%) from currently 
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accepted values were observed in the measured flame speeds [13–16]. More recent 

measurements have tried to account for systematic errors introduced due to stretch 

effects, variations in pressure and heat loss to the burner, thereby reducing the spread in 

the measured flame speeds. This section first provides a brief overview of some of the 

recent measurements of laminar flame speed of C1–C3 alkanes at different pressures, 

temperatures and fuel/air compositions. A discussion of different flame speed 

measurement techniques follows. 

1.2.1 Flame speed measurements of pure fuels 

Since methane is the first member of alkane family, its chemistry is relevant for 

studying combustion chemistry of higher hydrocarbons. Consequently, laminar flame 

speeds of methane–air mixtures have been reported by various groups over a wide range 

of conditions [17–20]. Instead of reviewing all the measurements reported, the following 

discussion highlights some of the results from studies that have extended the range of 

conditions. Rozenchan et al. [21] measured the flame speed for methane–air and 

methane–oxygen–helium mixtures up to 60 atm at room temperature. They used schlieren 

imaging to observe the evolution of an outwardly propagating spherical flame from 

which the burned flame speed was calculated. The flame speed was corrected for stretch 

effects using linear regression and then converted to unburned unstretched flame speed 

by correcting for the density ratio across the flame. They observed that at high pressure 

(20 atm and above) the thermo-diffusive and hydrodynamic instabilities become 

predominant, which results in increasingly wrinkled flames. The instabilities were 

suppressed by using a highly diffusive species such as helium as the diluent and 

increasing the inert diluent in the oxidizer. Their comparison with predictions from the 
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GRI 3.0 mechanism [22] shows a reasonable agreement for lower pressures but 

significant differences are observed for pressures over 20 atm, where the mechanism was 

observed to over-predict the measurements over the range of equivalence ratio ( = 0.8–

1.4). The differences are more acute at rich conditions (𝜙 > 1.1). The overall reaction 

order (n)d for methane–air mixtures calculated from the measurements varied non-

monotonically from 1.3 at atmospheric pressure to a low of 1.02 at 5 atm before 

increasing to 1.05 at 10 atm and 1.18 at 20 atm for a fuel lean ( = 0.8) mixture, and were 

1.35, 0.80, 1.07 and 1.68 at 1, 5, 10 and 20 atm respectively for a rich ( = 1.2) mixture. 

Dong et al. [23] measured laminar flame speed of methane–air and ethane–

hydrogen–air mixtures, with nitrogen and helium dilution, at room conditions. They also 

investigated the effect of varying composition at constant flame temperature. Particle 

image velocimetry (PIV) was used to characterize the flowfield of a flame transitioning 

from a positively stretched stagnation flame to a negatively stretched Bunsen flame. The 

local flow velocity measured at the zero stretch rate condition was used to determine the 

unstretched laminar flame speed. Their comparisons of flame speed for methane mixtures 

with predictions from GRI 3.0 showed that the mechanism over-predicts the flame speed 

at lower flame temperatures by up to 20%. Interestingly the differences were lower for 

rich mixtures. Significant differences were also observed between the measured and 

predicted flame speeds of mixtures with ethane. However this could be due to the fact 

that the GRI mechanism is designed to model natural gas mixtures primarily consisting of 

methane. 

                                                
d The overall reaction order was calculated from 𝑛 = 2 + 2(𝜕ln𝑠𝑢

0)/(𝜕ln𝑝) , where 𝑠𝑢
0 is the unburned and 

unstretched flame speed of the mixture and p is the pressure. 
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Laminar flame speed measurements for methane–air mixtures with argon, 

nitrogen and carbon dioxide dilution were reported by Zhu et al. [24]. They performed 

the velocity measurements using Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) on counter-flow twin 

flames, with linear regression to correct for stretch effects. Flame speed measurements 

were reported for reactants at room temperature over a pressure range of 0.25–2 atm. The 

adiabatic flame temperature of the flame was varied from 1550–2250 K by adjusting the 

level of the diluent gases and equivalence ratio of the mixture. They observed that flame 

speed for methane–air mixtures at a fixed adiabatic flame temperature has a local 

minimum close to stoichiometric conditions and shows a local maximum at a slightly rich 

( ~ 1.2) condition. The comparison of the measurements with predictions from their C1 

and C2 mechanisms shows a good agreement over most of conditions considered. 

However at rich equivalence ratios, the C2 mechanism over-predicted the flame speed 

value (by 10–20%) especially for the argon dilution. 

A recent study by Ogami et al. [25] used a flame stabilized over a slot burner to 

measure laminar flame speed for methane–air–helium mixtures with preheat temperature 

up to 600 K, pressures of 1–10 atm and equivalence ratios of 0.8–1.2. Helium was added 

to the mixture to suppress the instabilities in the flame front. Particle Tracking 

Velocimetry (PTV) was used to determine the velocity field, and Planar Laser-Induced 

Fluorescence (PLIF) of the OH-radicals was used to determine the flame front location 

and angle. The flame speed was then calculated from the component of interpolated 

velocity normal to the flame front. Although the local stretch rate was calculated from the 

velocity field and flame front position, no correction was made to the flame velocity as 

the calculated stretch rate (in terms of Karlovitz number) was close to zero (O(10-3)). 
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Their results indicate that the predictions from GRI 3.0 show good agreement with the 

measurements for low pressure, but at high pressure over-predict the flame speed at room 

temperature and under-predict the flame speed at higher preheat temperature over the 

range of equivalence ratios. Recent studies have also reported flame speed measurements 

of methane with steam dilution at atmospheric pressure using various techniques [26–28]. 

These studies have shown reasonable agreement (within 10%) with prediction from GRI 

3.0 over range of dilution levels. 

1.2.1.1 Higher alkanes 

In relation to higher alkanes, Jomass et al. [29] measured flame speed of C2–C3 

hydrocarbons at room temperature and 1–5 atm. The flame speed measurements were 

performed by observing the evolution of an outwardly propagating spherical flame front 

using schlieren imaging. The unstretched flame speed was calculated by extrapolating to 

zero stretch and correcting for the density ratio across the flame. Their results indicate 

that the predictions from the tested chemical kinetics mechanism (C1–C3 mechanism 

[30]) over-predicted the flame speed for both ethane and propane especially at high 

pressure and fuel-rich conditions. Konnov et al. [31] measured laminar flame speed of 

ethane–oxygen mixtures, with nitrogen and argon dilution, at room temperature and 

pressure. The oxygen mole fraction in the oxidizer was varied from 15–21%. The 

measurements were performed on a non-stretched flat flame using the heat flux method. 

Their results show a good agreement with the prediction from their detailed chemical 

kinetics mechanism for small hydrocarbons. 

Zhao et al. [32] reported flame speeds of propane–air mixtures with nitrogen 

dilution (up to 40% of total reactant volume) at high preheat conditions (up to 650 K) and 
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atmospheric pressure. They measured the strained flame speed of a flame stabilized in a 

bluff-body stagnation flow using PIV. The unstrained flame speed was determined from 

linear extrapolation to zero strain rate. Their measurements show that the flame speed, for 

a rich ( = 1.1) mixture, decreases linearly with increase in nitrogen dilution level. The 

measurements were also compared with predictions from the C1–C3 mechanism [30]. 

Here radiative heat losses were accounted for by implementing an optically thin radiation 

submodel (for H2O, CO2, CO and CH4). The radiative heat losses resulted in a negligible 

(less than 0.1 cm/s) difference in predicted flame speed. The comparison shows that at 

high preheat temperatures the mechanism tends to under-predict the flame speed for rich 

( > 1.1) and sufficiently lean ( < 0.7) mixtures. 

1.2.2 Flame speed measurements of fuel mixtures 

Many studies have reported laminar flame speeds for natural gas (NG) with 

methane as the primary constituent (> 90%). Measurements have also been reported for 

mixtures of hydrocarbons and hydrogen [33, 34]. However relatively few measurements 

have been reported for natural gas-type mixtures with high levels (> 20%) of secondary 

hydrocarbons. Kishore et al. [35] measured flame speeds for a methane–ethane (75:25 by 

volume) mixture at 307 K and atmospheric pressure using the heat flux method. They 

also reported flame speeds for methane with nitrogen and carbon dioxide dilution (up to 

40% vol. of fuel). They observed that the addition of ethane significantly influences the 

flame speed of rich mixtures, whereas lean mixtures showed small change from the flame 

speed of pure methane. 

In a study, parallel to work reported in this thesis, Bourque et al. [36] reported 

stretch-corrected laminar flame speed measurements of natural gas–air mixtures, with 
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low methane (up to 62.5% vol. of fuel) and significant proportion of higher alkanes (C2–

nC5). The measurements were performed at room temperature and atmospheric pressure 

using schlieren imaging to track the evolution of an outward propagating spherical flame. 

A comparison of the measurements with those for pure methane shows that effect of 

higher alkanes is more noticeable at rich and significantly lean ( ~ 0.7) conditions. Also 

flame speed predictions from their natural gas mechanism [37] tended to slightly (~10%) 

over-predict for lean mixtures and under-predict for rich-mixtures. A comparison of 

measurements for stoichiometric natural gas-type mixtures (with 62.5% methane) at high 

pressure showed that flame speeds predicted by the mechanism are lower by almost 25%. 

1.2.2.1 Mixing rules 

Laminar flame speed is affect by number factors, such as heat release and specific 

heat capacity (hence the flame temperature), activation energy and diffusivity of reacting 

species, which scale differently for different fuels. Furthermore these factors can 

influence each other and can alter the flame structure significantly. Due to the difficulty 

in separating the coupling between these different factors, it is challenging to determine 

the flame speed of a fuel mixture from the flame speeds of the individual fuel 

components. Simple linear mixing rules based on fuel composition (such as mole or mass 

fraction) are not expected to be sufficiently accurate. Nonetheless attempts have been 

made to develop mixing rules for fuel mixture based on the properties of the constituents. 

Hirasawa et al. [38] proposed a mixing rule for binary fuel mixtures (of ethylene, n-

butane and toulene) based on a mixing rule developed for flame temperature. They 

observed a good agreement between the measured and predicted flame speed over a wide 

range of equivalence ratios at atmospheric pressure and hence suggested that “the kinetic 
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coupling between the components of the [hydrocarbon] fuel blend, if any, is of minimal 

importance to the flame speed”. Ji et al. [39] showed that this mixing rule, based on the 

adiabatic flame temperature, also gives good predictions for higher hydrocarbon fuels. 

Sileghem et al. [40] observed that a linear mixing rule based on reciprocal of 

flame speed and energy fraction instead or mole fraction of the fuel, predicted the flame 

speed of gasoline–alcohol blends reasonably well even at high pressure and temperature. 

They also reported that these rules did not work well for hydrogen–methane blends, 

where they expect the kinetic coupling to be an important factor affecting the flame speed 

of the mixture. Yu et al. [33] reported a linear correlation between the relative amount of 

hydrogen additione and flame speed of methane and propane with small quantities of 

hydrogen addition. Similar linear correlations have been reported for other hydrocarbon 

fuels with hydrogen addition [41, 42]. Further discussion on different mixing rules is 

covered in Section 2.2. 

1.2.3 Flame speed measurement techniques 

Numerous techniques have been developed to measure laminar flame speed. Of 

the different approaches used, the Bunsen flame, spherical flame, counter-flow or bluff-

body stagnation flame and flat flame configurations have received considerable attention. 

The flame speed so measured often needs to be corrected, for example to account for the 

influence of stretch and heat transfer. This section presents a general discussion of these 

techniques. A detailed discussion of the modified Bunsen flame technique and stagnation 

flame technique is presented in subsequent chapters. 

                                                
eThe relative amount of hydrogen is quantified by RH, which is the ratio of amount of hydrogen and the air 

required to oxidize it totally to the amount of hydrocarbon fuel and the air available for its oxidation. 
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1.2.3.1 Flat flame burner configuration 

The flat flame configuration [43, 44, 45] provides a simple flame front to analyze 

and is considered to be theoretically most accurate [10]. It consists of a flat flame 

stabilized, over a porous plug or multiple small jets, by adjusting the flowrate and/or the 

heat flux to the burner. Figure 1.1 shows a simplified schematic of such a burner. The 

separation between the burner and the flame is of the order of flame thickness (~100 μm–

1 mm). The flame speed is measured by measuring the volumetric flowrate of the 

reactant mixture and the flame area. In the presence of heat flux, the flame speed is 

corrected by extrapolation to zero heat flux. Measurements from this technique are 

generally limited to low pressures and low flame speed mixtures. At high pressure, there 

is a higher heat transfer to the burner because the flame is positioned close to the burner; 

also there is an increased propensity of the flow to turn turbulent. 

 
Figure 1.1. Schematic of a flat flame stabilized on a burner. [10] 

1.2.3.2 Spherical flame configuration 

Spherically propagating flames [9] also provide a simple flame configuration and 

are relatively more accessible for high pressure measurements. The most commonly used 

configuration has an outwardly propagating flame. The flame front evolution is 

determined either by measuring the pressure history in the chamber [46] or by tracking 
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the location of the flame front [21]. The latter approach has gained traction due to its 

better accuracy and reliability. For tracking the flame front motion, schlieren or 

shadowgraph imaging is commonly used. Figure 1.2 shows a typical evolution of a 

spherical flame. The stretch rate, which affects the measured flame speed, is calculated 

from the rate of change of the flame radius by 𝑆𝐿 = (2/𝑟𝑓)(d𝑟𝑓/d𝑡), where 𝑟𝑓 is the 

radius of the flame front at time t. The measured flame speed is then extrapolated to zero 

stretch rate to determine the unstretched flame speed, which is then corrected for density 

change across the flame to determine unburned flame speed [9]. Models have been 

developed to address linear and non-linear extrapolation to zero stretch rate [47, 48]. 

 
Figure 1.2. Evolution of an outward propagating spherical flame visualized using shadowgraph 

imaging. Adapted from [49]. 

Since the pressure and temperature in the combustion chamber are changing while 

the flame is evolving, this limits the accuracy of the technique for measurements at large 

flame radii (small stretch rates). This problem has been addressed to some extent by the 

dual-chamber design [50]. In addition, recent measurements by Lowry et al. [51] show 

that by using a large pressure vessel, it is possible to maintain the pressure and 

temperature constant over the duration of flame speed measurement so that no significant 

flame acceleration is observed. However the primary limitation of this technique is the 

difficulty in measuring flame speed at relatively high reactant temperature. At high 

temperatures, the auto-ignition time of the reactant is reduced and can be comparable to 
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the residence time required to ensure no motion of the reactants in the combustion 

chamber. In addition, it can be difficult to ensure a uniform temperature distribution in 

the vessel due to heat losses to the chamber walls. 

1.2.3.3 Stagnation flame configuration 

One way to address the residence time issue for high temperature reactants is by 

using flowing systems. By adjusting the flowrate of the reactants and length of heating 

section, it is possible to control the time reactants spend at high temperature before the 

flame front. For such measurements, the stagnation flame configuration [52], which 

provides a relatively simple flame configuration to model, is often used. This technique 

measures the strained flame speed of a stationary flame stabilized in a stagnating jet, 

which can then be extrapolated to zero strain if a sufficient number of flowrates are used 

[9]. The flame speed and strain rate are determined by measuring the axial velocity along 

the central streamline (Figure 1.3b) using techniques such as LDV [24], PTV [25] or PIV 

[32]. The minimum velocity location is conventionally used as the reference location for 

the flame speed and the local strain rate upstream of this location is considered the 

reference strain imposed on the flame. 

The stagnation plane is achieved either by impinging two axisymmetric jets 

(counter flow or opposed flow flame) or by impinging the jet on a bluff-body (bluff-body 

stagnation flame). For the counter flow flame, the two jets do not have to have the same 

composition, although it is preferred as it provides an adiabatic stagnation plane. This 

configuration, sometimes referred to as the twin flame configuration, is not readily 

extensible to high pressure due to the complexity of the setup at high pressure resulting 

from requirements of cooling of the nozzle in the product zone, the size of the pressure 
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chamber and high fuel consumption. On the other hand, in the bluff-body stagnation 

flame approach, one of the nozzles is replaced by a stagnation plug. Not only does this 

allow for a simpler setup and lower reactant flowrate requirements but also the flames so 

obtained are steadier (as the stagnation plane is fixed). The primary drawback is this 

approach is that the stagnation plane is no longer adiabatic, which prevents accurate 

measurements close to extinction strain rates. 

 
Figure 1.3. (a) Chemiluminescence image of a stagnation flame and (b) reference flame speed and 

strain rate calculated from axial velocity profile along the central streamline. 

1.2.3.4 Bunsen flame configuration 

Another configuration that is of interest for high temperature measurements is the 

Bunsen flame configuration. Similar to the stagnation flame configuration, the Bunsen 

flame configuration can allow for easy adjustment to residence time. Experimentally it is 

one of the simplest techniques to implement and one of the earliest methods used. Two 

approaches are commonly used for determining the flame speed from a Bunsen flame 

configuration viz. (i) flame angle and (ii) flame area. The flame angle method determines 

the flame speed in the linear portion of the Bunsen flame shape from, 𝑆𝐿 = 𝑈 sin 𝛼, 

where U is either the nozzle exit velocity [9] or the local flow velocity [46] and 𝛼 is the 

half cone angle of the flame. On the other hand, the flame area method defines an average 
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flame speed over the full flame surface from, 𝑆𝐿 = 𝑄̇̇ /𝐴, where �̇� is the volumetric 

flowrate at the exit of burner nozzle and A is the area of the flame surface. The geometry 

of the Bunsen flame poses a problem in accurately defining the flame surface location for 

velocity or area measurements. Different definitions of flame surface based on schlieren 

[10], shadowgraph [53] or chemiluminescence [57] imaging have been reported. Figure 

1.4 shows the effect of imaging technique on the definition of the flame surface. Due to 

the differences in flame surface definition, there has been variability in the measurements 

reported. 

 

 

Figure 1.4. Flame edge location in a Bunsen flame determined using different visualization 

techniques. The schematic on the left shows the relative positions of the different edges (not to scale). 

Adapted from [10, 55]. The center figure a chemiluminescence image of a Bunsen flame with the 

corresponding schlieren image on the right. Adapted from [54]. 

Furthermore, a Bunsen flame is affected by varying strain and curvature effects 

along the flame surface and heat transfer to the burner [10]. These effects are not easy to 

correct for, which limits the accuracy of the measurements. As such various approaches 

have been used to minimize the influence of these effects on the final flame speed 

measurement. Natarajan [55] suggested that a modified Bunsen flame area technique that 

relies on the reaction-zone area of the flame for determining the flame speed, provides a 

good estimate of the unstretched and unburned flame speed. Another approach to reduce 

the stretch effect due to the flame curvature is by using a 2-D slot burner. This approach 
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is known to provide a better estimate of the flame speed when only the planar region of 

the flame is used as in the flame angle method [56, 57]. However slot burners are 

expensive to scale to high pressure measurements due to the high flowrate requirements. 

1.2.4 Summary 

The literature review shows that there is significant lack of flame speed data at 

conditions relevant in gas turbine applications. Until recently, most of the flame speed 

measurements for C1–C3 alkanes were limited to either atmospheric pressure or room 

temperature. Furthermore there is also a lack of measurements for blends of alkanes 

relevant to changes in natural gas composition. To address this different mixing rules 

have been proposed for determining flame speed of fuel blends from the properties of 

pure components. However these mixing rules need to be verified for alkane fuel blends 

under relevant conditions. Measurements are also scarce for oxidizer compositions with 

low oxygen content (< 21%) especially with steam and carbon dioxide dilution.  

The comparisons of the measurements reported with prediction from chemical 

kinetics mechanism show a need for improvements in the mechanism. The mechanisms 

are observed to over-predict flame speed values for mixtures with low adiabatic flame 

temperature. They also over-predict the flame speed for lean alkane blends while under-

predicting the flame speed for rich blends. Furthermore these mechanisms need to be 

validated at high temperature conditions similar to those observed in gas turbines. 

1.3 Present work 

The primary goal of this thesis is develop a database of unstretched and stretched 

laminar flame speed measurements at high temperatures relevant to gas turbines. These 
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measurements are used to understand the effect of fuel composition through binary 

mixtures of methane with ethane and propane. Furthermore, the effect of diluents (N2, 

CO2 and H2O) on the flame speed of pure and binary fuel mixtures is also studied for 

different oxygen concentrations. To this effect, the measurements are performed at 

preheat temperatures of 300–650 K and 1–10 atm pressures over a wide range 

equivalence ratios (0.6–1.8). The O2 mole fraction in the oxidizer is varied from 15–21% 

by adding diluents viz. N2 (0–28%), CO2 (0–10%) and H2O (0–30%) to standard air. The 

measurements reported are for pure fuels and binary fuel mixtures with 60–80% methane. 

These flame speed measurements are performed using the modified Bunsen flame 

technique (for unstretched flame speed) and the bluff-body stagnation flame technique 

(for strained flame speed). A secondary goal of the thesis is to understand the 

performance of the modified Bunsen flame technique for measuring flame speed of 

hydrocarbon fuels. As such the technique is validated over a wide range of conditions by 

comparing the measurements to the stretch corrected flame speed measurements reported 

in the literature and the predictions from different leading chemical kinetics mechanisms. 

The systematic uncertainties in both the measurement approaches are discussed in detail 

to identify different sources of error and their effect on the flame speed measurements 

and to develop a better understanding of expected uncertainties and differences. Based on 

the analysis, a high resolution PIV technique was tested and implemented to reduce the 

uncertainty in stagnation flame approach measurements. The unstretched flame speed 

measurements from the Bunsen and the stagnation flame approach are compared with 

each other at few conditions of interest. 
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The final objective of this work is to use the measurements to verify the 

performance of leading chemical kinetics mechanisms over range of conditions and to 

identify possible regions of improvements. The predictions from chemical kinetics 

mechanisms are then used to understand the effect of different diluents and to compare 

the performance of different mixing rules for estimating flame speed of fuel mixtures 

over range of conditions. 

1.3.1 Thesis outline 

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides a detailed overview of 

modified Bunsen flame and stagnation flame techniques used for flame speed 

measurement. It also provides a discussion on different mixing rules proposed for 

estimating flame speed of fuel mixtures from individual components. Chapter 3 provides 

a detailed description of the experimental setups and numerical simulation approaches 

along with details on data reduction. It also discusses various sources of uncertainty in 

measurements and modeling.  

Chapter 4–6 present flame speed measurement and simulation results. Chapter 4 

presents the validation tests of the current measurement approaches over a range of 

conditions and discusses the expected accuracy of the current techniques and kinetic 

mechanisms. Chapter 5 describes the effect of diluents on flame speed for pure fuels at 

high temperature. Chapter 6 presents flame speed measurements for binary fuel mixtures 

and discusses the performance of different mixing rules in predicting the flame speed of a 

mixture. The thesis concludes with a summary of current measurements and modeling 

work along with recommendations for future work, which are presented in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LAMINAR FLAME SPEED 

This chapter provides a detailed background on the two laminar flame speed 

measurement techniques employed in this thesis, viz. the modified Bunsen flame and 

stagnation flame techniques. The latter portion of the chapter also reviews various mixing 

rules that have been proposed for estimating flame speeds of fuel mixtures based on the 

properties of the pure fuels. 

2.1 Flame speed measurement techniques 

A brief overview of the primary techniques used for flame speed measurement 

was presented earlier in Section 1.2.3. This part of the thesis discusses in detail the 

rationale behind the Bunsen and stagnation flame approaches. One of the motivations 

behind employing these approaches is the goal of making measurements at high preheat. 

These techniques are based on flowing reactants, and hence it is possible to reduce the 

residence time of the reactant mixture at high temperature compared to quiescent 

approaches like the spherically expanding flame method. The reduced residence time 

prevents chemical degradation of the reactants before they reach the flame. Furthermore 

these two techniques are also relatively simple to extend to high pressure. 

2.1.1 Modified Bunsen flame technique 

The modified Bunsen flame approach is used to determine the unstretched flame 

speed of a mixture by measuring the reaction zone area of an axisymmetric Bunsen 
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flame. Natarajan et al. [58] showed that this technique performs well for lean to 

stoichiometric syngas (H2/CO) mixtures over a considerable range of pressures, 

temperatures and dilution. Since the current work intends to extend the implementation of 

this technique for measuring flame speed of hydrocarbon fuels, it is useful to revisit the 

theory behind the implementation of this technique. 

When determining the laminar flame speed, it is necessary to account for the 

effect of movement of the flame edge (normal to itself) and the strain and curvature of the 

flame surface. A stationary axisymmetric Bunsen flame removes the concern in 

discerning the difference between flame propagation speed and flame displacement 

speed, but it does experience both strain and curvature effects. Sun et al. [59] performed a 

generalized integral analysis to describe the unsteady propagation of a curved flame in a 

strained flowfield. Their analysis, of a quasi-one-dimensional system, showed that for a 

weakly curved stationary flame with a thin reaction zone in the small perturbation limit, 

the burned flame speed, i.e., the velocity of the product gases leaving the flame, is 

linearly affected by the strain, whereas the unburned flame speed is linearly affected by 

both the strain and curvature of the flame. Their analysis shows that the relationship 

describing the sensitivity of flame speed (S L) to curvature and strain, i.e., stretch, effects 

can be expressed as, 

 𝑆𝐿,𝑢
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where the subscripts u  and b  refer to the unburned (upstream of the preheat zone) and 

burned (downstream of the reaction sheet) flame zones. The superscript 0 is used to 
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denote one-dimensional (unstretched) values. 𝛿𝑇
0 is the flame thickness based on the 

temperature (T) profile and is the same as the thickness of the preheat zone. 𝛾 = ∇𝑡 ⋅ 𝒏 is 

the curvature of the flame and 𝜅 = ∇𝑡 ⋅ (𝑢𝑡/𝑢) is the strain rate. Le is the mixture Lewis 

number, 𝑍𝑒 = 𝐸𝑎(𝑇𝑏
0 − 𝑇𝑢)/[𝑅𝑢(𝑇𝑏

0)2] is the Zeldovich number, Ea is the one-step 

overall activation energy and Ru is the universal gas constant. The effect of thermal 

expansion is captured by the factor 𝛼0 = 1 + ln [𝜎0 + (1 − 𝜎0)𝑒−1] where 𝜎0 =

𝑇𝑢/𝑇𝑏
0 = 𝜌𝑏

0/𝜌𝑢, i.e., the density ratio between the 1-d flame’s products and the stretched 

flame’s reactants. 

Since the burned flame speed is only affected by the strain, the reaction zone 

based flame speed measured from an axisymmetric Bunsen flame should be independent 

of (or only weakly sensitive to) the curvature of the flame. Furthermore Choi et al. [57] 

showed that for an axisymmetric methane–air flame, the effect of strain on the speed of 

the reaction zone (as determined by C2
* chemiluminescence) is marginal in the linear 

portion of the flame (i.e., where the flame angle is nearly constant) as compared to the 

curved region close to the tip. However near the tip, the strong curvature effect can not be 

ignored when determining the overall stretch rate in this portion of the flame. Choi et al. 

also reported that the flame speed along the linear portion of the reaction-zone front is 

similar for different locations within the reaction-zone, with 𝑆𝐿,𝑏 ≈ 𝑆𝐿,𝑏
0 , over range of 

stretch rate. Based on these analyses Natarajan et al. [58] suggested that it is possible to 

determine unstretched flame speed of a mixture using the Bunsen flame approach. 

When measuring flame speed using the area of a Bunsen flame, it should be noted 

that the resulting flame speed is an area-weighted average over the flame edge. However, 

the conical geometry of the flame suggests that for tall flames, the contribution to the 
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total flame area is primarily from the linear and shoulder (i.e., the flame base) regions and 

the contribution of the curved region, near the tip, is small in comparison. Thus, for 

flames stabilized at high flowrates, with large flame height (h) to burner diameter (D) 

ratio, the effect of flame stretch from the tip is small. This suggests that the flame speed 

determined from the reaction-zone based area of a Bunsen flame is a good estimate of the 

unstretched one-dimensional burned flame speed i.e. 𝑆𝐿,𝑏 ≈ 𝑆𝐿,𝑏
0 . Furthermore from the 

continuity equation, it follows that mass flowrate through the flame is �̇� = 𝜌𝑏𝑆𝐿,𝑏𝐴𝑏, 

where subscript b represents the burned (reaction) zone, 𝜌 is the density and A is the area 

of the flame front. For a one-dimensional flow, continuity dictates that 𝜌𝑢𝑆𝐿,𝑢
0 = 𝜌𝑏𝑆𝐿,𝑏

0 . 

From these relations it follows, 

 
𝑆𝐿,𝑢

0 =
𝜌𝑏𝑆𝐿,𝑏

0

𝜌𝑢
≈

𝜌𝑏𝑆𝐿,𝑏

𝜌𝑢
=

�̇�

𝜌𝑢𝐴𝑏
=

𝑄�̇�

𝐴𝑏
 2.3 

where 𝑄�̇� is the volumetric flowrate of the unburned reactant mixture. Thus the Bunsen 

flame method can be used to measure unstretched one-dimensional unburned flame speed 

from the volumetric flowrate of the reactants exiting the tube and the reaction-zone based 

flame area. 

2.1.2 Stagnation flame technique 

The stagnation flame technique measures flame speed by determining the flow 

velocity approaching a 1-D flat flame established in a stagnating flow. The flame speed 

so measured is affected by strain rate imposed on the flame and needs to be extrapolated 

to zero strain to determine unstretched flame speed. 

Two common methods are used to produce the stagnation flame: a twin flame 

approach where two reactants jets are arranged to create an opposed flow [60, 33]; and a 
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stagnation body approach where one reactant jet is directed at a solid body [61, 32]. For 

this study the stagnation region is created by impinging the reactant jet on a metal plug as 

shown in Figure 2.1. 

 
Figure 2.1. Chemiluminescence image of an axisymmetric stagnation flame. The separation between 

the flame and the stagnation plug varies depending on the flowrate of the reactants. 

The single jet-stagnation bluff body approach, compared to the twin-flame 

configuration, results in a more stable flame, reduces the complexity of the setup and 

results in a lower required reactant flowrate. However the non-adiabatic nature of the 

stagnation plane can introduce a systematic error in the determination of 𝑆𝐿,𝑢
0 , an 

adiabatic flame speed. This issue can be addressed to some extent by reducing the heat 

transfer rate to the bluff body by: (i) using a ceramic plug, (ii) letting the stagnation plug 

get heated close to the product temperature, which requires a nearly adiabatic plug, 

and/or (iii) by having the flame located at a sufficient distance from the plug.  

Egolfopoulos et al. [61] showed that by ensuring that the flame is at least a few 

flame thicknesses away from the wall, it is possible to neglect the effect of heat loss to 

the wall on the flame propagation. The heat loss in such cases is primarily from the 

products and not the flame front, which is essentially adiabatic. The non-adiabatic nature 

of the stagnation plane would still be a concern at strain rates closer to values that can 

produce flame extinction. However, since this study focuses on measuring the flame 

speed at low strain rate, the non-adiabatic nature of the stagnation plug is not a primary 

concern. 
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In the stagnation flame configuration, the axial flow velocity in the stagnation 

flow decreases from the nozzle exit to the stagnation plane (see Figure 2.2). In the 

presence of a flame, the velocity reaches a local minimum upstream of the preheat zone 

and then rises sharply across the flame due to the thermal expansion. After the heat 

release region, the velocity decreases again as one approaches the stagnation plane. Since 

the axial velocity changes continuously along the central streamline, different locations 

have been proposed as a reference for measuring the flame speed [62]. These include the 

point of 1% temperature rise or the minimum velocity location for cold edge of the flame 

and the maximum velocity location or the downstream edge of the preheat zone (defined 

based on the maximum temperature rise) for the hot edge of the flame. Of these, the 1% 

temperature rise based location is expected to be theoretically more appropriate [62] but 

results in an increased experimental uncertainty due to the difficulty in experimentally 

measuring the temperature profile. As such velocity based reference locations are often 

preferred. 

The minimum velocity point is conventionally referenced as the flame speed 

upstream of the preheat zone, i.e., the unburned flame speed, whereas the maximum 

velocity point is approximated as the reference flame speed downstream of the reaction 

zone [9]. The strain rate imposed on the flow is specified by the negative velocity 

gradient just upstream of the minimum velocity (see Figure 2.2). It has been shown that 

the flame structure defined by these values is relatively insensitive to the outer flowfield 

conditions [63]. Varying the jet velocity, for a fixed separation between the nozzle and 

bluff-body, changes the strain rate imposed on the flame. Increasing the jet velocity 

increases the strain rate and pushes the flame closer to the bluff-body. While direct 
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measurement of the local strain rate from the velocity profile should be used in this 

approach, the imposed strain rate can roughly be estimated from: 𝛼 ≈ 2𝑈/𝐿, where 𝑈 is 

the mean flow velocity at burner nozzle exit and 𝐿 is the separation between the nozzle 

exit and the stagnation plane. This is useful for planning the flowrate requirements for the 

experiments. 

 
Figure 2.2. Axial velocity and temperature profile in stagnation flow with a flame. The minimum 

velocity is used as a reference flame speed and the local strain rate upstream of this location is the 

strain rate imposed on the flame. 

The flame speed measured with the stagnation flame technique, 𝑆𝑢, is affected by 

the stretch effect, 𝜅, due to the non-uniform flowfield approaching the flame, i.e., the 

streamlines are not normal to the flame. This stretch effect can be corrected by 

appropriate extrapolation to zero strain (and therefore to zero stretch). Typically a simple 

linear extrapolation, 𝑆𝑢 = 𝑆𝑢
0 −  𝑙 𝜅, is sufficient to correct for the non-zero strain rate, 

especially when the measurements are limited to low strain rates and low Karlovitz 

numberf [18]. The unstretched flame speed is then given by 𝑆𝑢
0, and the strain sensitivity 

of the flame speed is given by the Markstein length, 𝑙. Studies based on higher-order 

                                                
f Karlovitz number, Ka = 𝜅𝛿/𝑆𝑢

0, is the ratio of characteristic residence time in flame zone to that in the 

hydrodynamic zone. 𝛿 is the characteristic flame thickness. A low Karlovitz number represents a thinner 

flame and hence smaller influence of separation distance on stagnation flame. 
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analysis [62, 64] have reported using nonlinear extrapolation for better accuracy in 

determining the unstretched flame speed due to its slight nonlinear variation at small 

strain rates. This inaccuracy can be minimized by increasing the distance between the 

nozzle and stagnation plane so that the flame can be approximated as a surface [9, 18]. 

2.2 Flame speed mixing rules 

One of the goals of this thesis is to examine flame speeds for binary fuel mixtures 

under high preheat and with dilution. However for combustor design, it is impractical to 

measure or run simulations to predict flame speeds for all possible fuel mixtures. 

Therefore different mixing rules have been proposed to estimate the flame speed of a 

mixture based on the flame speeds of its individual fuel components. This section 

presents some of the mixing rules derived based on: 

1. mole fraction weighting; 

2. mass fraction weighting; 

3. energy fraction weighting; and 

4. adiabatic flame temperature weighting. 

2.2.1 Mole and mass fraction based rules 

In terms of mole and mass fraction weighting, the mixing rules are similar and are 

either: (a) a linear combination of the flame speed, or (b) a linear combination of the 

reciprocal of the flame speed [65]. These rules can be expressed as follows, 

 𝑆𝐿,𝑚 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑆𝐿,𝑖

𝑖

 2.4a 

 1

𝑆𝐿,𝑚
= ∑

𝑥𝑖

𝑆𝐿,𝑖
𝑖

 2.4b 
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 𝑆𝐿,𝑚 = ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑆𝐿,𝑖

𝑖

 2.5a 

 1

𝑆𝐿,𝑚
= ∑

𝑦𝑖

𝑆𝐿,𝑖
𝑖

 2.5b 

where, 𝑆𝐿,𝑚 is the flame speed of the fuel mixture. 𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑆𝐿,𝑖 are respectively the 

mole fraction, mass fraction and flame speed of the 𝑖th component of the fuel mixture. Di 

Sarli [65] et al. studied the mole fraction based mixing rule for methane/hydrogen 

mixtures. They reported that the linear combination of flame speed (2.4a) always resulted 

in a flame speed estimate well above the actual flame speed of the mixture (sometimes 

more than 100% difference). They attributed this difference to the strong non-linear 

effects in chemical kinetics that provided greater influence to the more slowly reacting 

methane. They also reported that the linear combination of reciprocal of flame speed 

(2.4b) results in a better estimate (±20%) of flame speed for lean and stoichiometric 

methane/hydrogen mixtures over a wide range of hydrogen content (10–95% mole 

fraction), pressure (1–10 atm) and reactant temperature (300–400 K). 

Sileghem et al. [40] studied the mole and mass fraction weighted mixing rules 

(2.4a, 2.4b and 2.5a) for blends of hydrocarbons and ethanol. They observed that the 

mole (2.4a) and mass (2.5a) fraction weighted mixing rules predicted higher (~4%) flame 

speeds than the actual values, with the mass fraction based weighting performing better. 

They also reported that the mole fraction based mixing rule based on reciprocal of flame 

speed (2.5b) resulted in higher differences and are not good enough for ethanol and n-

heptane mixtures.  
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2.2.2 Energy and temperature based rules 

Sileghem et al. [40] also proposed and investigated the performance of energy 

fraction weighted mixing rule, expressed as, 

 𝑆𝐿,𝑚 = ∑ 𝛼𝑖𝑆𝐿,𝑖

𝑖

 2.6a 

 1

𝑆𝐿,𝑚
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𝑆𝐿,𝑖
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 2.6b 

where, 𝛼𝑖 = Δ𝑐𝐻𝑖
0𝑥𝑖 / ∑ Δ𝑐𝐻𝑖

0𝑥𝑖𝑖  is the energy fraction and Δ𝑐𝐻𝑖  is the heat of 

combustion of the 𝑖th fuel component. Their calculations showed that the energy fraction 

based mixing rule (2.6a) and adiabatic flame temperature based rule (see following) 

produced very similar results and are usually better than the mole and mass fraction based 

rules. They also reported that the energy fraction based mixing rule using reciprocal of 

flame speed (2.6b) resulted in good estimate of the flame speed of the mixture. 

The adiabatic flame temperature based mixing rule was proposed by Hirasawa et 

al. [38]. They noticed that adiabatic flame temperature is the primary factor affecting the 

flame speed of binary mixtures of ethylene, n-butane and toluene, and that the effect of 

kinetic coupling of the fuel species is negligible. From this they developed an empirical 

mixing rule as follows. First, the heat release (𝑄𝑖) from one mole of fuel is related to the 

adiabatic flame temperature (𝑇ad,𝑖) through, 

 
𝑇ad,𝑖 −  𝑇𝑢,𝑖 = Δ𝑇𝑖 =

𝑄𝑖

𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑝,𝑖
 2.7 

where 𝑛𝑖 is the number of moles in the product (including diluents), 𝑐𝑝,𝑖 is the molar 

specific heat of the products and 𝑇𝑢,𝑖  is the temperature of the reactants. Assuming the 

same relation is valid for fuel mixture, the heat release for the mixture is 𝑄𝑚 =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑄𝑖𝑖  
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and the number of moles of the product is 𝑛𝑚 =  ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑖 , then the adiabatic flame 

temperature of the fuel mixture can be expressed as, 

 
Tad,m −  Tu = Δ𝑇𝑚 = ∑

𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖Δ𝑇𝑖

𝑛𝑚
𝑖

 2.8 

Next the flame speed can be related to the adiabatic flame temperature through [66], 

 
ln 𝑆𝐿,𝑖 = −

�̃�𝑎,𝑖

𝑇ad,i
 2.9 

where �̃�𝑎 = 𝑇𝑎/2 – 𝑇ad ln[{Le (λ/cp)Bc/Ze}1/2/𝜌𝑢] is a modified activation temperature. 

𝑇𝑎 = 𝐸𝑎/𝑅 is the activation temperature, 𝐸𝑎  is the activation energy, 𝑅 is the universal 

gas constant, 𝐿𝑒 is the Lewis number, 𝜆 is the thermal conductivity, 𝐵𝑐 is the frequency 

factor, 𝑍𝑒 is the Zeldovich number and 𝜌𝑢 is the density of the reactants. Assuming that 

the flame speed of the fuel mixture can be related to the adiabatic flame temperature of 

the mixture using the same scaling, and that �̃�𝑎,𝑚 can be approximated in a similar 

fashion as Δ𝑇𝑚, then the expression for flame speed of the mixture for constant 𝑇𝑢 can be 

expressed as, 

 
ln 𝑆𝐿,𝑚 =

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑇ad,𝑖 ln 𝑆𝐿,𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑇ad,𝑖𝑖
=

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑇ad,𝑖 ln 𝑆𝐿,𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑚𝑇ad,𝑚
 2.10 

Hirasawa et al. [38] reported that the adiabatic flame temperature based mixing 

rule (2.10) provided a good estimate (±5%) of flame speed for binary mixture of 

ethylene, n-butane and toluene. Ji et al. [39] further showed that this mixing rule also 

gives good flame speed prediction for binary mixtures of n-dodecane, methylcyclohexane 

and toluene. Based on the performance of the flame temperature based mixing rule, they 

suggested that the flame speed of these binary mixture is more sensitive to the flame 

temperature and that kinetic coupling at best has a second order effect.  
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CHAPTER 3  

APPROACH 

This chapter provides a detailed overview of the experimental facility and 

numerical simulations used for determining laminar flame speeds. The chapter also 

discusses some of the sources of uncertainties associated with the measurements and how 

they are accounted for in the experiments. 

Since one of the primary goals of this work is to measure laminar flame speeds at 

high preheat temperature, it is necessary to employ a system which provides a low 

residence at high temperatures. This is important for avoiding any significant changes in 

reactant composition before it reaches the flame front. Flowing systems, like those used 

for Bunsen and stagnation flame techniques, are well suited for such applications because 

the fuel and oxidizer can be mixed at low temperature and then preheated quickly, to 

desired temperature, short distance upstream of the flame. 

Further to facilitate the measurement of flame speed, over wide range of 

conditions, it was decided to use a modified Bunsen flame approach for unstrained flame 

speed measurement and the stagnation flame approach for strained flame speed 

measurements. Unstrained flame speed from extrapolation of stagnation flame data is 

used to provide an estimate of relative accuracy of modified Bunsen flame. This chapter 

covers the details on the implementation of these approaches and the comparison of 

results is presented in subsequent chapters.  
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3.1 Measurement approaches 

3.1.1 Modified Bunsen flame technique 

The modified Bunsen flame technique can be used with any burner capable of 

stabilizing an axisymmetric Bunsen flame. The subsequent chapter provides validation 

results from two such burners, viz. a straight tube and a contoured nozzle burner. The 

straight tube burner was used for atmospheric tests with no preheating. The primary 

selection criterion was the length of the burner to allow for sufficient distance for a 

parabolic exit velocity profile to develop. Two straight tube burners with inner diameter 

of 14.1 and 16.6 mm and length and length greater than 30 the diameter were used. 

These burners were limited to atmospheric pressure and room temperature mixtures with 

low flame speed and were later substituted by the contoured nozzle burner especially for 

measurements at pressure and/or preheat conditions. While both burners used the same 

supply (Section 3.1.1.2) and imaging (Section 3.1.1.3) system, the contoured nozzle 

burner was instrumented to measure the pressure and reactant temperature during run 

time. The following subsection provides the details of the contoured nozzle burner. 

3.1.1.1 Burner assembly 

Figure 3.1 shows a schematic of the facility used for producing axisymmetric 

Bunsen flames. The burner assembly consists of a contoured nozzle with exit diameter of 

9 mm diameter and an area-contraction ratio of 72. The high contraction ratio ensures 

that the exit velocity profile is uniform and the flow is laminar even at relatively high 

Reynolds number (Re ~ 4000). A flat near stoichiometric (ϕ = 0.9–1.0) methane/air pilot 

flame is used to anchor the main flame at high flowrates. The pilot flame is set-up on a 
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co-annular sintered metal plate of width 5 mm, which is offset 1–2 mm upstream of the 

main burner exit. The flowrate of the pilot flame reactant mixture through the sintered 

plate is not metered but is estimated to be less than 8 slpm even during experiments at 

10 atm. The pilot flame also serves an ignition source for the main flame. The pilot flame 

itself is ignited using a spark discharge close to the outer rim. 

 
Figure 3.1. Schematic of experimental setup used for producing axisymmetric Bunsen flames. 

The temperature of the reactants exiting the burner is monitored by a K-type 

thermocouple (TC1) 25 mm upstream of the burner exit. The burner is attached to a 

plenum that is used for preheating the flow to the desired temperature and also to 

laminarize the flow. The coherent structure of the jet entering the plenum is broken by a 

~60 mm deep bed of ball bearings (9.5 mm diameter). A ceramic flow straightener 

(90 mm length  76 mm diameter and 2 mm cell size) downstream removes any large 

scale and transverse flow structures. 
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The reactant mixture is preheated to the desired temperature by two electric 

resistance heater (624 W rating) wrapped around the plenum. The temperature of the 

heating tapes, monitored by a thermocouple (TC2), is controlled to be 100–150 °C higher 

than the required reactant temperature. The whole burner assembly is placed in a nitrogen 

ventilated pressure vessel. The vessel (15.24 cm diameter) is capable of withstanding 

pressures up to at least 30 atm and with a wall temperature of 500 K. Optical access for 

measurements and imaging is provided by three quartz windows (7.62 cm diameter  

1.9 cm thickness). 

The different gases used for preparing the reactant mixture were ordered from 

Airgas. Table 3.1 lists the grade and associated purity of these gases as specified by the 

supplier. The low flowrates of propane, ethane and CO2 needed resulted in single gas 

cylinders being used for each of these gases over the full set of experiments. g 

Table 3.1. Purity grade of different gases used for preparing the reactant mixture. 

Gas Grade Minimum  

Purity 

Impuritiesh 

(ppm) 

CH4 Chemically pure 99.5% C2H6  ≤ 1000 

N2  ≤ 4000 

C2H6 Research 99.99% Other HC ≤ 80 

C3H8 Chemically pure 99.0%  

Air Dry O2: 20–22%  

O2 Zero 99.8%  

N2 Zero 99.998%  

CO2 Instrument 99.99% N2  ≤ 70 

O2 ≤ 20 

He Zero 99.998%  

 

                                                
g The flowrate for CH4 was higher compared to other two fuels not only because it is forms the larger 

constituent of the fuel mixture (molar basis) but also because it was used for the pilot flame. 
h Only impurities greater than 10 ppm are reported. 
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3.1.1.2 Flow metering 

The volumetric flowrate of the reactants (�̇�) entering the flame is determined 

with a bank of variable area rotameters, both to meter and control individual gas 

flowrates. Matheson high flow accuracy FM-1050 series rotameters (tube no: E100–

E700) were used for the experiments. The rotameter tube was selected so as to maximize 

the range of movement of the floats during the experiment. The rotameters were 

calibrated at desired supply pressure using a wet-type drum (Ritter TG-50) calibration 

system. For very low flowrates (< 2 lpm) of fuel and diluents, a bubble flow calibration 

system (Sensidyne Gilibrator-2) was used.i Both the calibration systems have an accuracy 

of better than 1%. This implies that the accuracy in the equivalence ratio of the reactant 

mixture is ~2%. A more detailed discussion on measurement uncertainties is included in 

Section 3.2. 

The reactant gases were allowed to mix thoroughly by passing them through a 

length of tubing (L/D ~ 80). After mixing, the reactant mixture can be split into two 

flows. This allows for better control over the total flowrate of a given mixture without 

having to adjust the individual reactant flowrates independently. The bypass flowrate is 

measured with a separate rotameter, which is then calibrated at the end of each day for 

the desired mixture. The flowrates were corrected for pressure and temperature in the test 

section to determine the total reactant flowrate �̇� passing through the flame. 

A custom-built commercial steam generator (Bronkhorst) was used to control the 

steam addition over the range of pressures. The system uses a thermal mass flow 

controller (L23-AGD-22-K) to control liquid water flowrate (0–200 g/hr range) and has 

                                                
i More details on the calibration procedure are included in APPENDIX A. 
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an accuracy of ±1% of full scale. A mass flow controller for air (F-201AV-50K-AGD-22-

V) was also present but was set at full open during the experiments as the gas flow was 

prepared and controlled separately. The liquid and gas flows were mixed using a 

controlled evaporator mixer (W-303A-222-K) before being preheated to a set 

temperature. When working with steam, the supply lines were preheated to keep the 

reactant temperature above 400 K. This ensured no condensation occurred in the lines. 

The bypass line was not used under these conditions; instead, flowrates were adjusted 

individually at each condition. To verify the performance of the system a series of tests 

were performed. First the calibration for the liquid water flowrate was tested by 

measuring the actual flowrate. Since the flowrate of liquid water was of the order of 10–

100 g/hr, it was necessary to perform the calibration over long time. Next the connections 

were tested for any leaks when the lines were heated. Finally, flame speed measurements 

were performed at different steam dilution level for known fuel/air mixture. The results 

are presented in Section 4.1.1.1.  

The residence time of fuel and air mixture in the heated section of the setup was 

calculated to be ~1–3 s, with significant portion of the time spent at preheat temperatures 

less than 450 K. Calculation performed to check for the effect of possible chemical 

degradation of the reactant mixture in the heated lines, show that the effect of preheat on 

the flame speed is less than 1% for residence time of up to 10 s, at 750 K preheat 

temperature. Figure 3.2 presents calculations for propane and n-decane (C10H22) to 

highlight the fact that long residence time, at preheat, is an issue for heavier fuels. For 

current experiments propane was the heaviest fuel used and the results show that the 

effect of residence time is negligible. These calculations were performed by modeling the 
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experimental setup as a plug flow reactor (heated lines) followed by a flame speed 

reactor. The reactant mixture in the plug flow reactor was held at 750 K and atmospheric 

pressure while the residence time was varied from 0–10 s. The composition of the 

mixture at the exit of the plug flow reactor was used to initialize the reactant composition 

for the flame speed calculation. The final flame speed calculations were performed at 

reactant temperature of 650 K and atmospheric pressure. 

 
Figure 3.2. Effect of preheating on flame speed as a function of residence time of the reactants at high 

temperature. The calculation for propane/air mixture were performed using San Diego mechanism 

whereas for n-decane/air mixture JetSurf mechanism was used. 

3.1.1.3 Chemiluminescence imaging 

The reaction-zone area, Ab, of the flame can be determined by acquiring 

chemiluminescence images of the flame. For hydrocarbon-air flames, the 

chemiluminescence region is marked by visible and ultraviolet emissions primarily from 

CH*, OH*, C2
* and CO2

*. Broadband chemiluminescence images of the flame were 

captured using one of two 16-bit ICCD PI-MAX cameras (256  1024 pixels with a 
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25 mm Gen II intensifier, or 512  512 pixels with an 18 mm Gen III intensifier). A 

105 mm f/4.5 UV Nikkor lens along with a 25 mm extension tube was used to get to a 

spatial resolution of 30–50 μm/pixel. The imaging system is sensitive to emissions in the 

ultraviolet and visible spectrum (~300–700 nm). This allows us to capture the emission 

from: the OH* bands around 280 nm and 310 nm, CH* bands around 390 nm and 430 nm, 

C2
* bands around 430 nm, 460 nm and 520 nm and the broadband CO2

* emission from 

270–550 nm.  

The chemiluminescence images were analyzed with a gradient-based edge-

detection algorithm to determine the reaction-zone location. Since the background signal, 

from the products and other sources, was observed to be less than 10% of the signal from 

the flame and because the primary interest was in the gradient of the signal, the images 

were not background corrected. The edge-detection algorithm divides the image in two 

halves along the centerline and finds the inner edge (maximum gradient) of the reaction-

zone for both the halves. Figure 3.3 illustrates the steps involved in determining the edge 

from one such half of the flame image. (A discussion on sensitivity of flame speed 

measurements to the definition of the reaction-zone location is presented later in Section 

3.2.3.2.) The result from gradient based edge location is then passed to median filter to 

reduce the noise. 

Next a robust polynomial curve-fit of fifth order is then used to smooth the 

location of the edge determined at each axial location. The reaction-zone area can then be 

determined by revolving the edge about the centerline. The reaction-zone areas from 50–

100 realizations were averaged to determine the flame area (Ab) at each operating 

condition. Cases where the tip was observed to vary more than ±10% of the burner 
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diameter from centerline were discarded before taking an average. The movement of the 

tip was primarily due to the unsteadiness in flame anchoring resulting from non-uniform 

pilot flow. In the case of propane flames at high equivalence ratio, the flame tip is not 

observed due to extinction at high strain. The flame area for these cases only corresponds 

to visible area of the flame. The difference from actual total area of the flame due to 

discarding the area of the tip is calculated to be less than 1%. 

 
Figure 3.3. Steps involved in determining the reaction-zone location from the raw chemiluminescence 

image. The figure on the left shows the initial raw image and the final edge (red) used for further 

calculations. The plot on the right shows the edge locations at various steps of processing; green dots 

are the edge locations based on the intensity gradient, blue dots after median filtering and cropping 

the region outside the flame and red curve is the final edge location from the polynomial fit. 

3.1.2 Stagnation flame technique 

3.1.2.1 Burner assembly 

The setup used for the stagnation flame approach is similar to the one used for the 

Bunsen data (Section 3.1.1.1) with the addition of a metal stagnation plug downstream of 

the nozzle and a seeder downstream of the bypass. The plug was positioned ~10–15 mm 
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downstream of the nozzle (9 mm) exit. A schematic of the setup is presented in Figure 

3.4. Since the flame anchored in the stagnation flowfield is more resilient to 

perturbations, the use of a pilot flame, similar to one used during the Bunsen flames 

experiments, can be avoided. The only instance when the pilot flame is used was during 

high pressure experiments to ignite the reactant mixture, although the pilot flame was 

turned off during the velocity measurements. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic of the experimental setup used for stagnation flame approach. The insert on 

the right shows the actual image of the stagnation plug and its typical placement relative to the exit of 

the burner nozzle (D = 9 mm). 

The reactant flowrates were metered using a bank of rotameters (see Section 

3.1.1.2). As in the previous case, a bypass line was used to change the total flowrate 

through the nozzle without altering the settings on the rotameters during a given data set. 

This ensured that there was no change in the mixture composition for a particular data 

set. The reactant mixture then passed through a flow seeder to pick up seeding particles. 

Here the flow was split appropriately, with part of it bypassing the seeder, to control the 
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seeding level. For most experiments, it was more convenient to send the all the flow 

through the seeder and adjust the seeding level by changing the intensity of vibrations to 

the seeder. 

3.1.2.2 Flow seeding 

The flow was seeded with 1–2 μm aluminum oxide (Al2O3) particles. Various 

constraints were considered when deciding the seeding for the flow. Two important 

aspects considered while determining the size of the seeding for the current work were: 

(i) response time of the particles to changes in the flow (viscous drag forces), and (ii) 

thermophoretic effects due to large temperature gradient near the flame. Apart from 

these, particle size also affects the Mie scattering signal, i.e., larger particles provide a 

large scattering signal per particle. However the signal strength was not of concern for 

current setup. 

Other than particle size, it is also important to consider the seeding density in the 

flow. Seeding density not only affects the accuracy of PIV results, but also influences the 

flame chemistry due to heat losses associated with the particles; the particles take energy 

from the gas, and radiate it to the surroundings. To obtain good cross-correlations (so that 

the probability that a measurement judged to be valid is actually valid i.e., with a valid 

measurement probability greater than 95%) while analyzing PIV data, it is desirable to 

have at least 10 particles in an interrogation window [67]. Different seeding densities 

were tested during test runs and a minimum density was assured visually during the 

experiments. At low seeding densities, multiple passes with decreasing size of 

interrogation windows, during the data reduction phase, resulted in better accuracy in 

velocity measurements. This process is described later in Section 3.1.2.3.1. 
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3.1.2.3 PIV setup 

Two-dimensional velocity measurements of the flowfield, close to the jet 

centerline, were performed using a 15 Hz LaVision PIV system. The system consists of a 

dual-head, frequency-doubled, pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Big Sky). The energy of each 

532 nm beam (one from each head) was 120 mJ/pulse. A 10 μs interval was used between 

the pulses to allow for sufficient movement of seeding particles (~5 pixel) within the 

interrogation window (32  32 pixel). The laser beam is shaped into a thin non-

collimated sheet using a cylindrical (60 mm focal length) and spherical (250 mm focal 

length) lens. A 14-bit, 1600  1200 pixel Imager Pro X 2M CCD camera was used to 

capture the Mie scattering signal from the particles. The size of each pixel is 

7.4  7.4 μm2. A 105 mm UV Nikkor lens along with two 25 mm extension tubes and 

two 2 teleconverters was used to get to a resolution of 2.65 μm/pixel (magnification of 

~0.36). The camera field of view was ~4.2  3.2 mm2. A narrow bandpass filter was used 

to remove light away from the laser wavelength. The lens was operated at f/8 to reduce 

the spurious signal produced due to diffraction from the small seed particles. Furthermore 

since only the region close to the centerline was of interest, the camera’s region of 

interest (ROI) was restricted to 1600  400 pixels; this allowed data acquisition at 15 Hz 

over 1000 frames. 

3.1.2.3.1 Data reduction 

The DaVis 7.0 software package was used to determine the velocities from the 

PIV images. The particle images were first corrected for background noise by using a 

sliding background subtraction. The velocity field was then computed over four passes 
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starting with a 128  128 pixel window with no overlap, which was successively reduced 

to 64  64 and finally to a 32  32 pixel window. The final pass used 32  32 pixel 

interrogation windows with a 50% overlap between windows. An initial shift in the 

interrogation window, based on expected flow velocities, was specified for the first pass 

to improve the correlation. Thereafter each successive pass used the previous result as an 

initial estimate to shift the interrogation windows to get a better correlation. This practice 

ensured that same particles are correlated with each other even if there are less particles 

entering or leaving the interrogation window. A standard FFT-based correlation function 

[68] was used to determine the cross-correlation between the image pairs. The resulting 

velocity field has a spatial resolution of ~42 m per velocity measurement which results 

in a flame speed uncertainty of less than 2%, as determined by model calculations 

described in Section 3.2.4.2. 

Since the measurements were performed away from the stagnation plane and 

close to the central streamline, where the flow was primarily in the axial direction, a 2:1 

elliptical Gaussian weight was used to look for flow vectors in the dominant flow 

direction. Velocity vectors were ignored from computations by median filtering if the 

velocity vector had an RMS greater than two times the neighboring points. Vectors were 

also ignored if the correlation peak ratio was less than 1.1. No interpolation was 

performed at this stage to fill in the removed vectors. 

3.1.2.4 Flame speed and strain rate determination 

As described in the previous chapter (Section 2.1.2), the minimum axial velocity 

before the preheat zone is considered to be the unburned strained flame speed (𝑆𝐿,𝑢) and 

the maximum gradient in axial velocity upstream of the minimum velocity location is 
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taken as the imposed strain rate (𝜅). The velocity profile from PIV measurements was 

reduced to determine the strain rate and the corresponding flame speed. First, the central 

streamline was identified by searching for region where radial velocity changes sign. The 

axial velocity profile was then conditionally-averaged over three velocity measurements 

(central streamline and one adjacent streamline on each side). Only locations where 

velocity measurements were available were considered for averaging. The resulting axial 

velocity profile was then used for determining the flame speed and calculating the strain 

rate. 

The minimum axial velocity before the increase in velocity though the flame was 

identified as the strained flame speed. An alternate approach using a curve-fit for the 

velocity profile was also investigated. Here a rational function [69] of the form: 

 
𝑦 =

𝑎3𝑥3 + 𝑎2𝑥2 +  𝑎1𝑥 + 𝑎0

𝑥2 +  𝑏1𝑥 + 𝑏0
 3.1 

was considered for the curve-fit. It was observed that this function captures the axial 

velocity profile accurately. Other curve fits to stagnation flame velocity profiles, like the 

one developed using two parabolas [70], have also been reported in literature. Using the 

curve fit is equivalent to low pass filtering for removing the high frequency noise in the 

data. The minimum velocity from the curve fit provided a good estimate of the actual 

value. However the curve fit was prone to error in the absence of sufficient measurements 

close to the flame and in product region, which is often the case for measurements at high 

pressure. At these conditions, using the actual velocity minimum from the PIV 

measurement was more accurate (lower uncertainty) than those reported by the curve fit 

model. Hence the curve fit approach was limited to cases where the axial velocity profile 

could be averaged over multiple instances and not used for analyzing instantaneous 
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velocity profiles. The two approaches were observed to predict similar minimum velocity 

for atmospheric pressure profiles averaged over multiple instances. 

The slope of a robust linear polynomial fit upstream of the flame speed location 

was used to determine the strain rate imposed on the flame. For instantaneous velocity 

measurement the linear fit was performed over 30 velocity measurement locations (a 

region ~1.2 mm long), whereas for the average velocity profile, the linear fit was 

performed over 10 measurement locations (~0.4 mm). The number of points used for the 

curve fit was determined by empirically, based on a goal of minimizing the number of 

points while simultaneously minimizing the error due to noise in the velocity 

measurement and the change in slope near the velocity minimum location. In the case of 

instantaneous measurements, the strain rate and flame speed values were further filtered 

to remove measurements with significantly different values compared to the neighboring 

points. 

3.2 Measurement uncertainties 

This section discusses various sources of uncertainty introduced in the 

measurement of flame speed from both the Bunsen and stagnation flame approaches. The 

primary source of error is due to flowrate uncertainties, which affects not only the actual 

flowrate but also the composition of the mixture. Uncertainty introduced due to 

preheating, temperature and pressure measurements and data reduction techniques are 

also addressed in this section. This section does not address bias errors inherent in the 

techniques due to the assumptions made, such as those regarding strain and curvature 

effects on the Bunsen flame or the non-adiabatic nature of the stagnation flame. 
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3.2.1 Flowrate uncertainty 

All gas flowrates were monitored using high accuracy rotameters with ±1% full 

scale accuracy. The rotameters were calibrated for desired gas flow at appropriate 

pressure using a drum-type (for flowrates more than 2 lpm) or bubble flow meter (flow 

flowrates less than 2 lpm) meter. The drum-type flow meter has an accuracy of ±0.2%, 

whereas the bubble meter is ±1% accurate. Oscillations in the flow or imperfections in 

the rotameter can cause the float to fluctuate ±0–2 divisions. This can lead to an error of 

±1.3% (±2/150) in the recoded reading. It should be noted that higher oscillation are 

observed primarily at low flowrates of fuel, specifically propane, which is converted from 

liquid to vapor before it reaches the rotameter.  

The individual gas flowrates are uncorrelated because the supply lines are choked 

and assuming normal distribution for each flowrate, the combined standard uncertainty in 

total volumetric flowrate can be determined by root sum of the squares (RSS) method. 

Furthermore for simplicity, assuming that all individual flowrates have same uncertainty, 

we can express the uncertainty in the total flowrate as, 

 

𝑢(�̇�) =  √∑ 𝑢(�̇�𝑖)
2

𝑛

𝑖 = 1

≈ √𝑛 𝑢(�̇�𝑖) 3.2 

where the subscript i represents the ith component in a mixture of n gases. Assuming an 

individual uncertainty of ±1.3%, the combined uncertainty is ±1.9–2.7% for mixtures of 

2–4 gases. This is the upper bound on the uncertainties, as the uncertainties in air and 

diluent flowrates are generally lower than 1.3% (usually less than 0.7%). 

Furthermore, day-to-day fluctuations in room temperature and pressure introduce 

an error in the total calibrated flowrate. The room temperature was observed to be 
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21±3 °C and room pressure was measured to be 0.96±0.02 atm. Room pressure and 

temperature uncertainties can be accounted in the measured flowrate uncertainty as 

followsj, 

 
𝑢(�̇�𝑟)

�̇�𝑟

= √[(
𝑢(�̇�)

�̇�
)

2

+
1

2
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] 3.3 

where subscript r represents room conditions. Thus the uncertainties in the room 

temperature and pressure result in an uncertainty in measured flowrate of ±2.5–3.1% (for 

mixtures of 2–4 gases). The uncertainty in the mixture composition and equivalence ratio 

can be determined similarly. 

The modified Bunsen flame technique uses total flowrate of the reactant to 

determine the unstretched flame speed. As a result, an error in total flowrate directly 

translates to an error in measured flame speed, i.e., the uncertainty in measured flame 

speed is ±2.5–3.1% based on flowrate measurement uncertainty. This error is not relevant 

for the stagnation flame technique, because total flowrate is not required to be known. 

The main effect here is in the reactant composition and equivalence ratio. For example 

the uncertainty in the equivalence ratio is ±1.9–2.3% based on the flowrate uncertainty of 

the fuel and oxidizer and not including the room temperature and pressure uncertainty. 

3.2.1.1 Steam flowrate uncertainty 

A mass flow controller with ±1% full scale accuracy was used to control the 

liquid water flowrate. During the testing and experiments, it was observed that the mass 

                                                
j The rotameter flowrate correction for temperature and pressure is given by: 

�̇�actual = �̇�calibrated√
𝑃calibrated

Pactual

×
Tactual

Tcalibrated
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flow controller for the steam generator system controlled the water flowrate within 

±0.2 g/hr of the set flowrate. This oscillation was present over the full range of the 

controller (10–200 g/hr) and leads to an uncertainty in water flowrate of ±2% at a 

minimum flowrate of 10 g/hr and less than ±0.15% at the highest flowrates employed 

here. At sufficiently low flowrates (0–10 g/hr), the mass flow controller has difficulty 

maintaining a constant flowrate and had typical oscillation of more than ±2 g/hr. To 

avoid uncertainty due to these oscillations, this range (0–10 g/hr) was not used during the 

experiments. Furthermore the controller also has difficulty in controlling the flowrate if 

sufficient pressure head is not available to atomize the liquid water jet. To avoid these 

fluctuations in the flowrate, the water tank pressure was maintained ~150 psig above the 

pressure downstream of the steam generator. 

3.2.2 Reactant temperature uncertainty 

Laminar flame speed is a strong function of initial temperature of the reactant 

mixture. As such any uncertainty in initial reactant temperature will introduce an 

uncertainty in the measured flame speed. The effect of reactant temperature on laminar 

flame speed of hydrocarbon fuels is often expressed as 𝑆𝐿 ∝ 𝑇𝑢
𝑚, where 𝑚 ≈ 1.5–2.5 

[71–73]. Since the experiment facility has a huge thermal inertia, the reactant temperature 

was controlled within ±3 K of the desired temperature to reduce the amount of reactant 

flowrate and the time required for data acquisition. This is equivalent to a temperature 

uncertainty of 1% at 300 K and 0.5% at 650 K, which results in ~1–2% uncertainty in the 

measured flame speed. As discussed in Section 4.1.2, it is possible to correct for the 

uncertainty in the reactant temperature. However for small temperature fluctuation, the 

actual temperature is still uncertain (within ±2–3 K) due to the limitations in the accuracy 
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of the thermocouples used. Hence no corrections are made for small variations in the 

measured reactant temperature instead an overall uncertainty in the flowrate (0.5–1%) 

and flame speed (1–2%) was included in the error bars for the final results. 

3.2.3 Uncertainties in Bunsen flame approach 

3.2.3.1 Flame surface area 

Unsteadiness of the flame surface can result in fluctuations in the measured 

reaction-zone area of the flame. Variation in the measured flame area can also result from 

the inability of the processing code to accurately determine the edge location near the 

base and tip of the flame. These fluctuations are quantified by the standard deviation of 

the measured mean surface area of the reaction-zone. The mean reaction-zone area was 

calculated by averaging the area determined from the two axisymmetric halves of the 

flame over 50–100 flame images (100–200 flame area values). The standard deviation of 

the fluctuations in the mean area was generally less than ±5%, which gives an uncertainty 

in the mean area of ±1% at a 95% confidence level. The uncertainty in mean area is 

determined from the expression, ±1.96 × 𝜎/√𝑛 , where 𝜎 = 5% and 𝑛 = 100. Thus the 

overall combined uncertainty in the flame speed from the flowrate, reactant temperature 

and mean flame area uncertainties is less than ±3.3–3.8%. 

It is worth noting that the uncertainty in the measured flame area may not fully 

account for any stretch effects introduced due to the assumption that the measurements 

are performed on a stationary flame. While small unsteadiness in the flame surface is 

observed to have negligible effect on the measured flame speed, as discussed in Section 
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4.1.2, large movements in the flame surface might be responsible for increased errors in 

the measured flame speed under certain condition (such as helium dilution). 

3.2.3.2 Flame edge definition 

The finite thickness of the reaction-zone allows one to select different locations 

within the reaction-zone for measuring the flame speed. In this study, three different 

reaction-zone edges were considered based on broadband chemiluminescence imaging. 

These are: (i) the inner edge of the reaction-zone (corresponding to the maximum 

gradient in the chemiluminescence signal), (ii) the outer edge of the reaction-zone 

(corresponding to the minimum gradient), and (iii) the maximum signal intensity from an 

Abel inverted image. Other edge definitions such as those based on chemiluminescence 

signal from selective species or other signal thresholds were not investigated. Also both 

the inner and outer edges are determined from a raw (non-Abel inverted) image. 

The results presented in this work are based on the reaction-zone area determined 

from the inner edge location. This was chosen because this edge is closer to the C2
* 

chemiluminescence based edge used in the analysis by Choi et al. [57] and also because it 

was observed during the validation runs presented in Chapter 4 that the flame speed 

determined based on this edge location provided better agreement with the stretched 

corrected flame speed values reported from other techniques. However due to the 

geometry of the Bunsen flame, the inner edge location is more sensitive to the changes in 

flame thickness, which can introduce error in the measured flame speed. On the other 

hand, the outer edge is less susceptible to these changes. Since the most flames are 

relatively thin (compared to their width and height), changing the definition of flame 
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edge from inner to outer edge generally results in a small (~6%) decrease in the 

measured flame speed. 

The flame edge determined from Abel inverted image is located between the inner 

and outer edges. Calculations show that the flame area determined from Abel inverted 

images results in flame speed generally ~2% lower than the one determined from the 

inner edge. As will be shown in Chapter 4, differences of up to 10% in measured flame 

speed values are common between different experimental approaches. Since the added 

accuracy from the Abel inversion is small, it was decided to not pursue determining 

edges from Abel inversions to simplify the data reduction process. 

3.2.3.3 Lifted flames 

Another source of error in the flame speed determination results from the region 

considered for determining the flame area. During the experiments, it was observed that 

some flames were anchored a short distance (≲ 1 mm) downstream of the burner exit 

instead of very close to the burner exit. Figure 3.5 shows an example comparison 

between a lifted and an attached (regular) flame.k This distance is primarily affected by 

the equivalence ratio and the flowrates of the reactant mixture and pilot flame. At low 

flowrates for the pilot flame, the pilot flame is situated further upstream from the main 

burner exit and closer to the porous plate. As such it is more likely to lose heat to the 

burner which will result in the main flame being anchored further downstream where heat 

losses are reduced. On the other hand at high flowrates, the pilot flame can be non-

uniform due to the imperfections in the porous plate. This will affect the separation 

                                                
k The slight tilt in the burner (~2–3 deg) was always present in the contoured nozzle setup. 
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distance of the main flame from the burner due to change in the anchoring locations 

along the base of the flame. While it is possible to improve the pilot flame condition, it is 

not always possible to reduce the lift-off distance while trying to keep the flame height 

above a desired value. As such, it was necessary to consider the lift-off issue during the 

data reduction. 

 
Figure 3.5. Instantaneous image of typical attached (left) and lifted flame (right). The burner exit 

plane location is shown by the blue border. The images are for ϕ = 0.8, 60:40 CH4:C3H8 flames with 

H2O dilution at 650 K. The image on the left is for 15.7% H2O dilution at 5 atm and the one on right 

is for 11.1% H2O dilution at 1 atm. The flowrate for the two cases is respectively 12.0 and 12.9 slpm 

which correspond to an average jet exit velocity of 1.37m/s and 7.37 m/s. 

The algorithm used for determining flame area only considers the visible region 

of the flame edge. The flame area thus determined is less than the area if the edges were 

to be extended upstream to the burner exit. The effective flame speed determined using 

this area, with extended edges, will be less than the one reported. The main reason for 

using the extended edge in determining flame area is to ensure that the unburned reactant 

flow escaping at the base is accounted for. However because the lifted flame tends to be 

wider at the base than at the burner exit, it is not straightforward to account for unburned 
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reactant flowrate. Hence it was decided to use only the visible edge for consistency. No 

methodical test was performed to check for variation in the measured flame speed if the 

flowrate was decreased to reduce the flame lift-off distance. 

Lifted Bunsen flames can also be affected by buoyancy effects which can lead to 

entrainment of surrounding air thereby changing the local equivalence ratio and hence the 

flame speed. However if the measurements are performed in a nitrogen environment, the 

change in the equivalence ratio can be ignored. Although the flame speed can still change 

due to nitrogen dilution, the change in flame speed is lower when compared to the effect 

of equivalence ratio change. For flame attached to the burner, diffusion of surrounding air 

across the flame, if any, will be negligible. Furthermore as shown in Chapter 4, the 

measurements performed in the absence of nitrogen co-flowl are in good agreement with 

the results reported from other techniques, which suggests that at those conditions any 

ambient air entrainment effect is either negligible or at best assists the flame speed 

measurement. Further analysis is required to quantify the effect of air entrainment on the 

flame speed result especially at rich equivalence ratios. 

3.2.4 Uncertainties in stagnation flame approach 

3.2.4.1 Flow seeding 

As noted before, the two main factors affecting how accurately the seed particles 

follow the streamlines are the thermophoretic effect and particle inertia. The 

thermophoretic effect results in a net force on a particle in the direction opposite to the 

                                                
l These are the measurements performed on a straight tube burner which lacks the provision for nitrogen 

shrouding. 
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temperature gradient in the flow. In a flame front, the temperature gradient can reach a 

value on the order of 107 K/m. Since the thermophoretic force is proportional to the 

magnitude of the temperature gradient and the particle size, it can lead to significant lag 

in particle velocity relative to the actual flow velocity [74]. However because this effect 

is important primarily in the high temperature gradient zone of the flame, the net effect 

on velocity and strain rate measurements upstream of the flame preheat zone is small. 

This, along with the small seed particles, makes it possible to use the current 

measurement approach for laminar flame speed determination without applying any 

correction for thermophoretic effects. 

The seeding particle’s inertia determines how accurately it will follow the flow 

streamlines and is quantified using the Stokes number (St). The Stokes number is defined 

as the ratio of a particle’s momentum response time to the flow-field time scale and can 

be expressed as, St = Re (𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝
2)/(𝜌𝑓𝐿2), where subscripts p and f refer to the particle 

and fluid, Re is the Reynolds number of the flow, 𝜌 is the density, 𝑑𝑝 is the particle 

diameter and 𝐿 is the characteristic PIV window dimension. For Stokes numbers much 

less than unity, particles will follow the flow streamlines closely. More specifically, for 

Stokes numbers less than unity, the error in the velocity measurement due to particle 

response time is less than 1%. In the current experiments, 𝜌𝑝 = 3950 kg/m3, 𝜌𝑓 =

2.7 kg/m3 (for air preheated to 650 K at 5 atm pressure), 𝑑𝑝 = 1 μm and 𝐿 = 0.01 m, 

St =  1.5 × 10−5 Re. Since the Reynolds numbers for the laminar flow studied varies 

from 103–104, it is expected that the error due to viscous drag will be less than 1% of the 

actual flow velocity. 
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During PIV data processing, a minimum seeding density of ~10 particles per 

interrogation window is desirable. This would result in an ~10% particle mass loading for 

the current setup with a final interrogation window size of 32  32 pixels. While this can 

affect the measured velocities, the results (presented in Section 4.2) show that the current 

measurements are in good agreement with the results reported in the literature, indicating 

a negligible effect on flame chemistry. The effect may be small because the measurement 

primarily focuses in the earlier part of the preheat zone, where the temperature change is 

small; this reduces the heat transfer to the particles and any radiation loss from the 

particles. In many cases, the seeding density in the final interrogation window was lower 

than 10 particles. This is allowed because the velocity calculations were performed in 

passes with decreasing interrogation window size (Section 3.1.2.3.1). Thus even though 

the particle density is low (producing a lower mass loading and reduced heat losses), the 

accuracy of the velocity calculation is not reduced. 

3.2.4.2 Spatial resolution of velocity measurements 

Use of PIV for mapping the velocity field introduces a bias error when measuring 

flow with large velocity gradients. Also the spatial resolution of the velocity 

measurements is limited by the PIV interrogation window size. Decreasing the 

interrogation window size lowers the bias error and provides higher resolution, but results 

in significantly higher seeding density requirement. A limited spatial resolution can 

introduce error in the final flame speed result. The error in final flame speed result was 

estimated by modeling an expected experimental velocity profile and then processing it 

using the same algorithm used for determining the flame speed from actual experimental 
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results. The expected experimental velocity profile was generated from an actual velocity 

profile, as predicted by numerical flow simulation using OPPDIF routine. 

The model of expected experimental velocity profile was derived by averaging 

the stagnation velocity profile of a methane/air flame, at high pressure and temperature, 

over different interrogation window size (and hence different spatial resolution). This 

reduces the resolution of the actual profile to that expected from the experiments. Next 

Gaussian noise was added to the new velocity profile to account for noise in experimental 

results. The final resulting velocity profile was analyzed to determine the flame speed and 

strain rate, using the same algorithm that was employed for reducing the PIV 

measurements. The analysis results, presented in Figure 3.6, show that for a spatial 

resolution of ~85 μm per velocity measurement, the uncertainty in the flame speed is less 

than 5% and for ~50 μm per velocity measurement resolution the uncertainty is less than 

2%. The measurements reported in this work were made at spatial resolution of ~42 μm 

per velocity measurement, which translates to an uncertainty of less than 2% in the flame 

speed result. 

 
Figure 3.6. Uncertainty in actual flame speed due to limited spatial resolution of PIV measurements. 
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3.2.4.3 Flame speed and strain rate uncertainties 

Determining the flame speed (velocity minimum) and imposed strain rate 

(velocity gradient) are the largest sources of uncertainty for the stagnation flame 

technique. The uncertainties in the flame speed and strain rate values are introduced due 

to the inherent noise in the instantaneous PIV velocity data and the definition of the 

region considered for linear regression to determine the strain rate. For instantaneous 

measurements, the uncertainty in flame speed is equal to the uncertainty in the PIV 

velocity measurement whereas the uncertainty in the strain rate is equal to the uncertainty 

in the coefficient of the linear regression. On the other hand, for averaged data, the 

uncertainty in the flame speed is determined from the root sum of squares of the 

uncertainty in the PIV velocity measurement and the RMS of the averaged values, while 

the uncertainty in the strain rate is determined from the root sum of squares of the 

uncertainty in the coefficient of the linear regression and the RMS of the averaged values.  

The stagnation flame speed data is further reduced to determine the strain 

sensitivity (Markstein length) and unstretched flame speed of the mixture at a given 

condition. This is done by means of linear regression and extrapolation to zero strain rate. 

The uncertainty in the unstretched flame speed and Markstein length are then calculated 

based on a 95% confidence interval band for the linear regression. This assumes a normal 

distribution in flame speed and strain rate data. 

3.2.5 Summary 

This section provided a detailed analysis of the uncertainties introduced in the 

final result due to the different sources of uncertainty both in data acquisition and data 
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reduction processes. Table 3.2 provides a brief summary of these uncertainties. Here the 

flowrate and temperature uncertainty are applicable to both measurement techniques, 

while other sources are specific to the technique. 

Table 3.2. Overview of uncertainties associated with the flame speed measurement. 

Type of 

uncertainty 

(Section #) 

Explanation Effect on the final 

measurement 

Reactant 

flowrate 

(3.2.1) 

Unsteadiness in rotameter reading and 

fluctuations in the room conditions 
𝑆𝐿: ±2.5–3.1% 

𝜙: ±1.9–2.3% 

Reactant 

temperature 

(3.2.2) 

Variation in temperature between different cases 

and uncertainty in thermocouple measurements 

𝑆𝐿: ±1–2% 

𝜙: none 

   

Specific to Bunsen flame technique: 

Flame 

surface area 

(3.2.3.1) 

Movement in flame edge location 𝐴𝑏: less than ±1% 

𝑆𝐿: less than ±2% 

Overall uncertainty in 𝑆𝐿
0, presented in the plots, due to uncertainties in flowrate, 

reactant temperature and flame surface area: ±3.3–3.8% 

Other uncertainties are not accounted for in the error bars for the plots. 

Flame edge 

definition 

(3.2.3.2) 

Various edge locations that can be defined from 

the raw and Abel inverted flame images 
Decrease in 𝑆𝐿  due to, 

Outer edge: ~6%. 

Abel inversion: ~2% 

Lifted flame 

(3.2.3.3) 

Stand-off distance between the flame and the 

burner exit 

Not corrected for. 

Specific to stagnation flame technique: 

Flow 

seeding 

(3.2.4.1) 

Seeding particles not being able to follow the 

flow streamlines accurately (thermophoretic and 

inertia effect) 

𝑈: less than 1% 

 Effect of flow seeding density on accurate 

determination of flow velocity and effect on 

flame chemistry 

Not observed to be 

significant 

Velocity 

measurement 

resolution 

(3.2.4.2) 

Bias error introduced in PIV measurements for 

flows with high velocity gradient 
𝑆𝐿: less than 2% 
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Type of 

uncertainty 

(Section #) 

Explanation Effect on the final 

measurement 

Flame speed 

and strain 

rate 

(3.2.4.3) 

Noise in PIV measurements (affects 𝑆𝐿) and 

region considered for linear regression (affects 

𝜅) 

Based on RMS of 

measured 𝑈 and the 

uncertainty in linear 

regression coefficient 

 Linear regression affects 𝑆𝐿
0 and 𝑙 Generally less than 1–

3%. 

3.3 Modeling approaches 

Flame speed measurements were compared with predictions from different 

chemical kinetics mechanisms. The calculations were performed using a commercial 

chemical kinetics software package, Chemkin [75]. The PREMIX [76] and OPPDIF [77] 

routines were used to model unstrained and strained one-dimensional adiabatic laminar 

flames, respectively. Multi-component and thermal (Soret effect) diffusion was 

accounted for in the final step of calculations. In case of PREMIX calculations, the 

computation domain was extended far upstream and downstream of the flame to ensure 

that no noticeable change in profile is present. For OPPDIF calculations, the nozzle 

separation was fixed at 20 mm to match the experimental settings. Both these routines 

use the Twopnt boundary value solver [78] to solve a discretized set of equations. This 

solver allows for adaptive grid refinement, controlled by the parameters GRAD and 

CURV, which account for the gradient and curvature of the solution and vary from 1 

(coarse grid) to 0 (fine grid). 

In the current computations, grid independence was assured by decreasing the 

value of GRAD and CURV parameters to 0.1. Further decreasing the value of these 

parameters (to 0.01) has a small effect on flame speed (< 5%) but increases the 
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computation time requirement by almost ten-fold. This trade-off is presented in Figure 

3.7, which shows a typical PREMIX calculation convergence through flame speed and 

increase in computational requirements (through number of grid points) as a function of 

GRAD parameter value. The results presented in the figure are for calculations performed 

using GRI 3.0 mechanism for stoichiometric methane–air mixture at atmospheric 

pressure and 300 K temperature. 

 
Figure 3.7. Trade-off between the accuracy of flame speed prediction and computation requirement. 

Various leading chemical kinetics mechanism considered for comparison purpose 

are listed in Table 3.3. The GRI mechanism [79] has been widely validated presented for 

methane and natural gas combustion. Since the fuel mixtures, considered in this work, 

contained significant proportion of higher hydrocarbons, GRI mechanism results were 

only used for methane flames. Other mechanisms, viz. San Diego [80], USC II [81] and 

NUI C3 and C5 [37], have been developed to model combustion of higher hydrocarbons 

(up to C3–C5). Of these mechanisms, the flame speed predictions from USC II 

mechanism were observed to be similar (< 2% difference) to those predicted by the San 

Diego mechanism for the cases considered. Hence only a limited number of flame speed 

predictions are presented for the USC II mechanism. 
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Table 3.3. Chemical kinetics mechanisms considered for flame speed predictions. 

Mechanism Version Species Reactions 

GRI 3.0 53 325 

San Diego 20051201 46 235 

USC II (2007-09) 111 784 

NUI C3 High Temp 

2009-09 

96 588 

C5 v52 High Temp 

2010-11 

167 1064 

The San Diego mechanism is hierarchically derived from a simplified chemical 

system and then slowly increasing the complexity of system while keeping the number of 

species and reactions to minimum to minimize the uncertainty in rate parameters. The 

mechanism focuses on conditions relevant to flames, high temperature ignition and 

detonations. The mechanism version used in this work does not account for nitrogen 

chemistry. However it is possible to include the nitrogen chemistry by including the 

appropriate reactions and species specified separately. The absence of nitrogen chemistry 

is favored due to the fact that it has small effect on predicting flame speed and it helps 

keep the size of the mechanism small. 

On the other hand, the NUI mechanism, which is also derived hierarchically, tries 

to account for detailed fuel and nitrogen chemistry. Two versions of this mechanism were 

used in this study due to the updates being made during the course of the work. Since the 

newer version primarily addresses fuel chemistry for higher hydrocarbon, the results on 

flame speed for lower hydrocarbon did not differ significantlym from the previous version 

for the few cases that were compared. Furthermore since we are only interested in flame 

                                                
m The flame speed generally differ by less than 5% except at significantly rich conditions (ϕ > 1.5), where 

flame speeds differ by up to ~10%. 
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speed predictions, only the high temperature chemistry option is considered for both 

versions. These versions also do not account for nitrogen chemistry, since it has a 

negligible effect on the flame speed predictions. 

3.3.1 Modeling uncertainty 

While comparing stagnation flame results with the prediction from OPPDIF 

routine of Chemkin, it is worth noting that the boundary conditions at the nozzle exit and 

the stagnation plane are not same between the experiment and the model. The difference 

is in the slip boundary condition and heat transfer rate at the stagnation plane and in the 

velocity profile at the nozzle exit.  

In opposed flow flame simulation the slip boundary condition at the stagnation 

plane results in a non-zero radial velocity gradient, whereas in the experiments the no-slip 

boundary condition imposes a zero radial velocity gradient. Furthermore while the 

opposed flow flame configuration has an adiabatic stagnation plane, in the experiment the 

presence of a relatively cooler plug can result in a non-adiabatic stagnation plane. The 

effect of the slip boundary condition and non-adiabatic nature of the wall, on the strain 

rate variation and hence the flame speed was studied by Natarajan [55]. He reported that 

while there is a significant change in the strain rate variation close to the wall in the 

product region of the flame, the predicted flame speed with non-adiabatic wall and no 

slip condition is lower than that for the opposed flow flame configuration by less than 

3%. Also the strain sensitivity of the reactant mixtures under different conditions is 

essentially the same. 

OPPDIF models the nozzle exit using plug flow boundary condition. However the 

exit velocity profile in the experiments can deviate from the ideal plug flow boundary 
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condition due to presence of boundary layer and pressure gradient from the stagnation 

condition. For large deviations this profile can approach a potential flow. Natarajan’s [55] 

analysis showed that while flame is situated closer to the stagnation plane for the 

potential flow boundary condition, the flame speed (minimum axial velocity) is lower 

than that for the plug flow boundary condition by less than 2%. Furthermore the strain 

sensitivity of the reactant mixture is similar for both boundary conditions.  

Overall the differences in boundary condition between the OPPDIF modeling and 

actual experiments can lead to slightly lower flame speed values begin reported from the 

measurements. However the difference in measured speed is expected to be less than 2 –

 3% from the predicted value. 
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CHAPTER 4  

VALIDATION RESULTS 

One of the primary goals of this thesis is to extend the application of the modified 

Bunsen technique, for unstretched flame speed measurement, to hydrocarbon fuels. The 

goal is to be able to accurately measure flame speeds over ranges of fuel and oxidizer 

composition, pressure and temperature relevant to gas turbines. Another goal is to 

implement a bluff-body stagnation flame technique and use high resolution PIV for 

strained flame speed measurements. In this regards, the application of these techniques is 

experimental validated by comparing the measurements with results reported in literature. 

These comparisons also serve as an estimate for the fidelity of the current measurements. 

This chapter also provides a comparison of measurements using the current 

approaches with flame speed predictions from leading chemical kinetics mechanisms. 

These comparisons help provide a guideline for estimating the difference between the 

current measurements and model predictions. The first section presents measurements 

from the Bunsen flame technique and compares it to results reported in literature and 

predictions from chemical kinetics mechanism. Results are presented for a range of fuels 

(C1–C3 alkanes), pressures and temperatures. This section also explores the 

reproducibility of the results under different conditions and discusses the effect of some 

of the approximations made during the measurements. 

Next validation results are presented for implementation of PIV and the 

stagnation flame technique, along with comparison to literature results and mechanism 
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predictions. Since stagnation flame techniques have been used by a number of 

investigators for measurement of laminar flame speeds, the main goal here is to 

experimentally verify the current implementation, including the use of a stagnation body 

as opposed to counter-flow jets, and the use of high-resolution PIV and the analysis 

approach for faster data acquisition. Finally a brief comparison is presented between the 

validation result measurements from the two approaches. A more detailed comparison is 

presented in Chapter 6. 

4.1 Bunsen flame technique 

The modified Bunsen flame technique had been validated and used extensively 

for flame speed measurement of syngas fuel at lean equivalence ratios [55]. Natarajan 

also reported measurements of flame speed for lean to slightly rich methane–air mixtures 

at room temperature and pressure for validation. Since one of the goals of this work is to 

extend the range where Bunsen flame technique can be used for hydrocarbon fuels, 

validation results are presented for C1–C3 alkanes over a wide range of equivalence 

ratios, pressure and temperature. Measurements are also presented for methane–air 

mixtures with steam dilution. 

4.1.1 Atmospheric pressure results 

Flame speed measurements were performed for methane–air mixtures at room 

conditions over an equivalence ratio range of ~0.8–1.3. These measurements were 

performed using a Bunsen flame stabilized on a straight tube (16.6 mm inner diameter). 

The flame is anchored by adjusting the total flowrate and without the help of a pilot 

flame. Figure 4.1 shows the comparison of the measurements with stretch-corrected 
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results from spherical [19, 21] and counter-flow flame [18] configurations. The 

comparison shows that the current measurements are almost same as those from opposed 

flow flame configuration, which in general tend to be slightly higher than spherical flame 

configuration results (for lean and close to stoichiometric conditions). Overall, the 

measurements are in good agreement (±5%) with each other over the range of 

equivalence ratios, except the spherical flame results which tend to be lower but are still 

within ±10%. 

 
Figure 4.1. Bunsen flame technique validation for measuring unstretched laminar flame speed of 

methane–air mixtures at room temperature and pressure. (a) Actual measured laminar flame speed 

values and comparison to stretched corrected values reported in literature. (b) Normalized difference 

in flame speeds between reported measurements using other techniques and current measurements 

using Bunsen flame technique. 

The figure also shows that there is a scatter in the current flame speed results 

close to a stoichiometric equivalence ratio and at lean conditions. The scatter is due to the 

oscillations in the flame shape arising from the difficulty in anchoring the flame at high 

flowrates. Since the setup did not have a provision for a pilot flame to anchor the main 

flame, the flow velocity had to be reduced to avoid lifted flames that are highly unsteady. 
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Figure 4.2 shows fluctuation in instantaneous measured flame speeds for a few different 

equivalence ratios. For the two cases at similar equivalence ratio, the flowrate for 

ϕ = 0.82 increases by roughly a factor of two compared to ϕ = 0.80. Although decreasing 

the flowrate reduces the unsteadiness in the flame, it also results in a decrease in the 

flame height (e.g., h/D ~ 1.15 for the low flowrate case as compared to >1.5 for most of 

the cases). This can increase the systematic uncertainty in the measured flame speeds due 

to increased fraction of the flame that experiences significant stretch.  

 
Figure 4.2. Fluctuation in instantaneous flame speed at different conditions. The measured flame 

speed, at a given condition, is an average over all the frames. 

Figure 4.3 compares a few instantaneous flame images at different equivalence 

ratios. The images are for methane–air flames, except for the rightmost one, which is for 

a propane–air mixture. For the short methane–air flames, the curvature at the base of the 

flame is also significant, in addition to the flame tip. Since the base of the flame 

contributes a significant proportion of the flame surface area for short flames, it can lead 

to increased uncertainty in the flame speed for such flames, because the technique 

assumes negligible curvature effects on the flame speed. This effect is reduced when a 

pilot flame is used to anchor the main flame, because now the base of the main flame is 

relatively straight compared to the unpiloted case. 
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Figure 4.3. Instantaneous images of methane–air Bunsen flame at different equivalence ratios. The 

right most frame is for a propane–air flame. The methane–air flames are stabilized over 16.6 mm 

unpiloted burner, whereas the propane–air flame is stabilized on a 9 mm piloted burner. 

Since the measurements presented in Figure 4.1 were acquired over separate days, 

they provide a means to check for reproducibility of the results. Figure 4.4 presents this 

comparison of current measurements, acquired on two subsequent days, with 

measurements reported by Natarajan [82] using the same approach but with a different 

experimental setup. The current measurements were performed on a 16.6 mm burner, 

whereas Natarajan used an 18 mm burner. The measurements show roughly same flame 

speeds (within ±5%) for a given equivalence ratio, with a slightly higher difference 

(~10%) at rich equivalence ratio. 

 
Figure 4.4 Repeatability and reproducibility of flame speed measurements using Bunsen flame 

technique over different diameter burner. Measurements are for methane–air mixture at room 

conditions.  
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Flame speed measurements were also performed for ethane–air mixtures at room 

conditions. Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of these measurements with stretch-

corrected results from a counter-flow flame [29] and a spherical flame [83] 

configurations. The measurements, presented in Figure 4.5, were acquired from Bunsen 

flames stabilized on straight tube burners, one with a 14.1 mm inner diameter and the 

other with a 16.6 mm diameter. Similar flame speeds (within ±5%) were measured for 

both burners, which indicates that the measured flame speed is not sensitive to the burner 

diameter. 

From Figure 4.5, we observe that the measurements are in good agreement 

(within ±4%) with the stretch-corrected results from the literature over most of the 

equivalence ratio range. Interestingly at lean equivalence ratios (ϕ ≈ 0.75), the current 

measurements seem to level-off. This was also observed for results with a larger diameter 

tube and for flames with different heights (i.e., h/D ratio). Also closer to stoichiometric 

conditions, it was observed that the flame speed values from the spherical flame 

configuration are slightly lower than the current measurements and the counter-flow 

flame results. This behavior is similar to the methane–air results (Figure 4.1), where the 

spherical flame produced slightly lower flame speeds than the other measurement 

approaches. Overall, the comparisons show the current measurement approach results in 

flame speeds that are within 5–10% of those from other established approaches, and these 

other approaches differ from each other by a similar amount. 
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Figure 4.5. Measurements of unstretched laminar flame speed of ethane–air mixture at room 

temperature and pressure for validating applicability of Bunsen flame technique. (a) Actual flame 

speed measurements using Bunsen flame technique and comparison with stretch corrected results 

from other techniques. (b) Normalized difference in flame speed between current measurements and 

other reported values. 

A validation test was also performed at high preheat temperature and atmospheric 

pressure using a propane-air flame. These measurements were performed with a Bunsen 

flame stabilized on a piloted contoured nozzle (9 mm diameter). A piloted burner allows 

for extending the range of equivalence ratios where flame speed measurements can be 

performed accurately. This is because the pilot flame allows for stabilizing the main 

flame over wider range of equivalence ratios and at higher flowrates (hence higher flame 

height). Also subsequent measurements were performed on the 9 mm contoured nozzle 

burner because the flame was observed to be more unsteady (susceptible to oscillations) 

on a larger diameter burner. A few high pressure measurements were also performed on a 

smaller 6 mm contoured nozzle burner due to the lower flowrate required. 

Figure 4.6 shows a comparison of propane–air flame speed measurements with 

stretch-corrected results from a stagnation flame configuration [32]. The measurements 
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were performed over three separate days, at atmospheric pressure and 650 K reactant 

temperature. The Bunsen flame measurements are within ±5% of the stagnation flame 

results over most of the equivalence ratio range. 

 
Figure 4.6. Unstretched laminar flame speed measurements of propane–air mixtures at 650 K and 

atmospheric pressure for validating applicability of Bunsen flame technique. (a) Actual measurement 

(separated by day) and comparison to stretch corrected results from stagnation flame technique. (b) 

Normalized difference in flame speed between current measurements and reported values. 

At the significantly lean and rich equivalence ratios, the difference in flame 

speeds is slightly higher than 5%; however it is not possible to conclude from the current 

data whether the difference will increase at other equivalence ratios. It was also observed 

that short flames (h/D < 1.3) tend to predict higher flame speeds than that for tall flames. 

As such these measurements are not presented here. Instead the experiment was repeated 

at higher flowrates. 
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4.1.1.1 Steam dilution 

Vitiation studies with steam dilution required implementing a new vaporizer 

system and modification to the reactant supply lines. The performance of this system and 

handling of steam dilution was tested by a series of sanity checks (as mentioned in 

Section 3.1.1.2). A final check was carried out by comparing the flame speed 

measurements for a known reactant mixture to those reported in the literature and to those 

predicted from standard chemical kinetics mechanisms. To this effect, atmospheric 

pressure flame speeds of a stoichiometric methane–air mixture were measured at 477 K 

preheat temperature. The measurements and comparison with literature data are presented 

in Figure 4.7. The measurements show that the measured flame speed is in good 

agreement (within ±10%) with similar measurements from a spherical flame technique 

[84] and a Bunsen flame technique with schlieren imaging to determine flame area [54]. 

The differences in the flame speed, between the Bunsen flame results by Mazas et al. and 

the current measurements are slightly larger at high steam dilution levels. However they 

are still reasonable given the reported uncertainty of ±5% for Mazas’s data. It is worth 

noting that flame speed measurements from the current reaction-zone area based Bunsen 

flame technique are in better agreement with the stretch corrected results than the 

measurements from schlieren imaging based Bunsen flame technique. This indicates that 

using the reaction-zone edge is better for measuring unstretched flame speed than the 

unburned edge from schlieren imaging. 
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Figure 4.7 Atmospheric pressure laminar flame speed of stoichiometric methane–air mixture as a 

function of steam dilution at 477 K preheat temperature (473 K for literature results). (a) Actual 

measurements and (b) normalized difference in flame speed between current measurements and 

other techniques. 

To briefly summarize, the atmospheric pressure validation results show that flame 

speeds measured with the modified Bunsen flame technique are within ±10% of stretch-

corrected results from other accepted techniques. The measurements are shown to be 

reproducible. While the technique is not sensitive to burner diameter, a significant 

decrease in the non-dimensional height (h/D) of the flame was found to affect the 

measurements. In general, short flames (h/D < 1.3) can result in higher than expected 

flame speed values. To conclude, the modified Bunsen flame technique can be used to 

accurately measure the atmospheric pressure flame speed of different alkanes over a 

range of equivalence ratios and preheat temperatures. 
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4.1.2 High pressure results 

The accuracy of the Bunsen flame speed technique was also examined at high 

pressure through a series of validation tests. Figure 4.8a presents flame speeds measured 

for ethane–air mixture at room temperature and 5 atm on 6 mm and 9 mm piloted-

burners. The measurements are compared with stretch-corrected results from outward 

propagating spherical flames [29]. At fuel rich conditions, the flame surface was 

observed to be susceptible to instabilities, which leads to wrinkling of the flame surface 

and introduces error in the measured flame surface area. Reference flame images at 

different equivalence ratios are shown in Figure 4.9. To avoid erroneous results due to 

uncertainty in the flame surface area, no measurements are presented at rich conditions. 

Also during the experiments, it was observed that the reactant mixture 

temperature was higher than the room temperature by ~25–35 K. This is because at high 

pressure there is an increased heat transfer to the burner, from both the main flame and 

the pilot flame, which are anchored closer to the burner. This results in higher burner 

temperatures, and therefore heating of the reactant mixture flowing through it. 

Furthermore because different equivalence ratio mixtures are stabilized at different 

flowrates and have different adiabatic flame temperatures (hence different heat transfer to 

the burner), they do not get preheated to the same reactant temperature. As a result, the 

reactant temperature variation is high for these mixtures. This is not a significant issue for 

the atmospheric pressure cases, where the both the flames are stabilized further 

downstream of the burner. In case of high pressure measurements with reactant 

preheating, it is possible to control the external heat source so that reactant temperature is 

held constant. This is not possible for cases with no preheating. Due to the difference in 
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reactant temperature, direct comparison to other measurements reported in the literature 

can be misleading. Instead, the current measurements are corrected to account for the 

preheat temperature and then compared with literature results. The reactant temperature 

correction is performed by first determining a best fit power-law (based on 𝑆𝐿 ∝ 𝑇𝑢
𝛼 

scaling) for the flame speeds at different reactant temperatures.n The final temperature 

corrected flame speed at the desired equivalence ratio is then estimated by using a third-

order polynomial fit for flame speed as a function of equivalence ratio. 

 
Figure 4.8. Validation results for flame speed measurement of ethane–air mixtures at 5 atm pressure 

using Bunsen flame approach. (a) Experimental measurements at actual conditions and those 

corrected to 300 K reactant temperature along with stretch corrected results from spherical flame 

configuration. (b) Normalized difference in flame speed between current temperature-corrected 

measurements and spherical flame results. 

The reactant temperature corrected flame speed results presented in Figure 4.8 

show that the current measurements are in good agreement with the stretch-corrected 

spherical flame results. As seen for the atmospheric pressure results, the measurements in 

                                                
n Flame speed values predicted by San Diego mechanism, at different preheat temperatures (300–500 K), 

are used as reference for determining the power-law fit. 
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general tend to be higher than the spherical flame results, but are within 10% of the 

reported flame speeds. 

 
Figure 4.9. Instantaneous images of ethane–air flames, at 5 atm pressure, showing wrinkling in flame 

surface at rich equivalence ratio conditions. The flames were stabilized on a 6 mm piloted burner. 

Signal intensity is not normalized across the images.  

As noted previously, the flame surface at high pressure is more susceptible to 

hydrodynamic and thermo-diffusive instabilities due to reduced flame thickness. As a 

result, the flame surface develops wrinkles, which limits the applicability of the Bunsen 

flame technique for flame speed measurement at high pressure. It has been shown that 

replacing nitrogen in the oxidizer with helium reduces the susceptibility of the flame 

surface to form wrinkles [21]. Helium dilution suppresses the hydrodynamics instabilities 

by decreasing the density gradient across the flame as a result of increase in the flame 

thickness from the higher thermal and mass diffusivity of helium. Furthermore helium 

dilution increases the Lewis number of the mixture, which is useful in suppressing the 

thermo-diffusive instabilities.o 

Figure 4.10 presents flame speed measurements at room temperature for 

methane/oxygen/helium flames at 10 atm pressure. Here a 1:5 O2:He molar mixture was 

                                                
o Steam dilution also has similar effect as helium dilution on suppressing the instabilities. Therefore, helium 

dilution is not necessary when studying steam dilution cases. 
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used as oxidizer to allow for comparison with results presented in the literature for 

outwardly propagating spherical flames [21]. Similar to the room temperature ethane–air 

flames, the reactant mixture was observed to be preheated by a few degrees. Therefore, 

the comparison is again indirect, between the temperature corrected results from the 

current experiments and the literature data. As evident in Figure 4.10, the current 

measurements are in good agreement with the literature results for lean and 

stoichiometric mixtures. However at rich conditions, the measured flame speed is 

significantly lower than the results from the spherical flame technique. 

 
Figure 4.10. Validation results at 10 atm pressure for Bunsen flame technique for methane–O2/He 

mixture. O2:He = 1:5 by volume. (a) Current experimental measurements are at actual conditions 

and those corrected to 300 K reactant temperature along with results for spherical flame 

configuration. (b) Normalized difference in flame speed between current temperature-corrected 

measurements and spherical flame results. 

To understand the large differences at rich equivalence ratio, the experiments 

were repeated by varying the flowrate (with the 9 mm burner) and also with a larger 

diameter (12 mm) burner. Increasing the flowrate (by ~10–40%) resulted in an increase 

in the flame speed (by ~5–10%) primarily for lean cases. However the flame was 
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observed to be more susceptible to instabilities and oscillations for the higher flowrates, 

which leads to weak wrinkles in the flame surface. Since the measured area of a wrinkled 

flame is lower than the actual area, wrinkling will result in a measured flame speed that is 

higher than actual. Similarly, increasing the diameter resulted in a significant increase in 

the oscillations in the flame surface along with an increase in the instabilities. Therefore 

the results from these cases were deemed unhelpful due to these inaccuracies and are not 

presented further.  

A possible reason for the significantly lower flame speed value at the rich 

condition (presented in Figure 4.10) could be due to the unsteadiness in the flame surface. 

At the rich condition, there was a significant lateral motion in the flame surface, with the 

flame tip moving by ~15% of the burner diameter to the either side of the centerline of 

the burner. In this work, the flame motion is assessed by measuring the RMS in the 

measured flame area. However this may not fully capture a stretch effect on the flame 

speed due to the motion of the flame surface. One of the assumptions in the modified 

Bunsen flame technique is that the measurements are performed on a stationary flame; 

this is clearly not valid for this case. However for small motions in the flame surface, the 

effect on the flame speed is generally observed to be negligible. This may not be the case 

for mixtures with helium, which has a significantly higher diffusivity and hence the effect 

of the flame motion maybe pronounced at these conditions. It is also worth noting that the 

flame height for these mixtures is ~1.5–1.8 diameters, which is on the lower side, and 

that the flame is anchored close to the burner, i.e., no error is expected due to flame lift-

off. 
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4.1.3 Conclusions on Bunsen flame technique validation 

To summarize, it has been shown that laminar flame speed measurements from 

the modified Bunsen flame technique can provide a good estimate of the unstretched 

laminar flame speed of hydrocarbon fuels. The measurements show good accuracy and 

repeatability over a wide range of reactant compositions, equivalence ratios, pressures, 

and preheat temperatures. The measurements are generally within a ±10% agreement 

with other stretch-corrected measurements presented in the literature. However at high 

pressure and for rich mixtures, the measured flame speeds were significantly lower than 

values reported in the literature (at least for the methane/oxygen/helium mixture studied). 

This is possibly due to large oscillations observed in the flame at these conditions. The 

results also show scatter at different conditions due to uncertainties arising from short 

flames. For instance, reducing flame height significantly (h/D < 1.3) leads to over-

prediction in measured flame speed. These effects are discussed in more detail in 

subsequent chapters. 

4.1.4 Mechanism comparison 

Since one of the goals of this work is to develop a database of flame speed values 

for validating chemical kinetics mechanisms, it is useful to compare the results of 

validations tests with predictions from different chemical kinetics mechanisms. These 

comparisons are useful in understanding the differences that may be present between the 

measurements and the models. To this effect, Figure 4.11–4.16 present the comparison 

for each of the validation cases presented earlier. The figures also present a normalized 

difference between the measured and predicted flame speed. 
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Figure 4.11. (a) Measured and predicted flame speed for methane–air mixture at atmospheric 

pressure and room temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted 

flame speeds. 

 
Figure 4.12. (a) Measured and predicted flame speed for ethane–air mixture at atmospheric pressure 

and room temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted flame speeds. 
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Figure 4.13. (a) Measured and predicted flame speed for propane–air mixture at atmospheric 

pressure and 650 K preheat temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and 

predicted flame speeds. 

 
Figure 4.14. (a) Measured and predicted flame speed for stoichiometric methane–air mixture with 

steam dilution at atmospheric pressure and 477 K preheat temperature. (b) Normalized difference 

between the measured and predicted flame speeds. 
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Figure 4.15. (a) Measured and predicted flame speed for ethane–air mixture at 5 atm pressure and 

300 K. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted flame speeds. Measurements 

are at actual experimental conditions and those corrected for 300 K reactant temperature. 

 
Figure 4.16. (a) Measured and predicted flame speed for CH4/O2/He mixtures at 10 atm pressure and 

300 K. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted flame speeds. Measurements 

are at actual experimental conditions and those corrected for 300 K reactant temperature. Oxidizer 

composition is O2:He = 1:5 by vol. 
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Calculations are primarily presented for the San Diego and GRI 3.0 mechanisms. 

However, GRI 3.0 does not contain helium and is not optimized for pure propane, 

therefore it is not employed for those cases. Instead, USC II and a C1 [85] mechanism are 

employed. Multiple mechanisms are considered to provide an estimate of spread in flame 

speed predictions from different standard mechanisms. The differences between the 

mechanism predictions and the current measurements can be significant (±30%), even 

though the measurements are in good agreement (±10%) with other stretch-corrected 

flame speed results. Furthermore even between the mechanisms themselves, there is a 

spread in the flame speed predictions (5–10%). The uncertainty in mechanism flame 

speed predictions, due to inherent uncertainties in the heat of formation of the species and 

in the rate coefficients of elementary reactions, can be of the order of 10–20% for 

methane–air mixtures [86]. Furthermore the differences in the flame speed predictions are 

also because the mechanisms are typically optimized to achieve various performance 

goals, and may be adjusted to match different flame speed data sets. The spread in flame 

speed predictions is comparable to the spread in the stretch-corrected flame speeds from 

experimental measurements, which is around 10%. There is no systematic trend in the 

differences with equivalence ratio, although they tend to be small (< 10%) for near 

stoichiometric fuel/air mixtures. 

4.2 Stagnation flame technique 

Since the PIV technique was implemented here with a goal to improve on the 

spatial resolution, the current setup was validated by measuring flame speeds for 

stoichiometric methane–air mixtures at room conditions. The comparison of strained 

flame speed measurements to counter-flow flame results from the literature [33, 87] is 
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presented in Figure 4.17, along with strained flame speed predictions from different 

chemical kinetics mechanisms. The strain rate range for the current measurements is 

limited on the lower end by seeding density requirement and on higher end by 

limitations on the experimentally available flowrates. Since the primary goal was to 

validate the implementation of PIV measurements and data reduction, the higher 

strain rate range was not explored for this data set. For reference, an unstretched 

flame speed measurement from the Bunsen flame configuration is also presented in 

Figure 4.17. 

 
Figure 4.17. Validation of stagnation flame speed technique implementation by comparing results for 

room condition stoichiometric methane–air mixture from current experiments (closed symbols) to 

those from literature (open symbols) and mechanisms (lines). The open symbols at zero-strain are 

flame speed measurements by current modified Bunsen flame technique. The counterflow flame 

results are at equivalence ratio 0.98 and 1.04 for Yu et al. and Law et al. respectively. 

The comparison shows that the current strained flame speed measurements are in 

good agreement, though generally higher than the literature results by 5–10%. The 

current uncertainty in the measured flame speed due to error in PIV measurement is 

roughly ±1 cm/s (so only 2-3% of the measured speeds). The result also indicates that the 

strain sensitivity from the current measurements is lower compared to the literature 
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results. The Markstein length from current measurements is – 77 μm whereas that from 

counterflow flame results by Law et al. is – 125 μm. 

Since the focus of the stagnation flame experiments is to measure the stretch 

sensitivity of the reactant mixture over a range of strain rates, and because PIV allows for 

simultaneously measurement of the velocity and strain rate, the stagnation flame 

experiments can be modified to allow for faster data acquisition. This is achieved by 

slowly varying the flowrate of the reactants while the PIV data is being acquired. Varying 

the flowrate changes the strain rate imposed on the flame and hence the flame speed. 

Thus from a single run the stretch sensitivity measurements may be obtained over a range 

of strain rate as opposed to the averaging method where measurements are obtained at a 

fixed strain rate and averaged before changing the strain rate. To validate this 

instantaneous measurement approach, results were compared with those obtained by 

averaging the measurements at fixed strain rate.  

 
Figure 4.18. Averaged and instantaneous strained flame speed measurements for stoichiometric 

methane–air mixture at room pressure and 650 K. The flame speed at zero strain rate are from 

linear extrapolation of instantanous data and mechanism predictions. 

Figure 4.18 compares results from these two measurement approaches, along with 

predictions from chemical kinetics mechanism and a linear fit to the instantaneous 

(scanned) measurements. The measurements are in excellent agreement with each other, 
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both in terms of the measured strained flame speeds and the stretch sensitivity. The 

mechanisms also predict similar stretch sensitivity but show slight differences in the 

actual flame speed value (~4%). The coefficients of linear regression,p 𝑆𝐿 = 𝑆𝐿
0 − 𝑙 𝜅, are 

presented in Table 4.1, along with the associated 95% confidence interval for the linear 

fit to experimental results. The uncertainty in the coefficients for the fit is better than 2%. 

The averaged measurements show a slightly higher uncertainty due to the number of data 

points available for the linear regression. 

Table 4.1. Linear regression coefficients for data presented in Figure 4.18. 

 
𝑺𝑳

𝟎 (cm/s) 𝒍 (μm) 

Data (averaged) 158.0±2.9 – 136 ± 26 

Data (instantaneous) 157.5±1.5 – 135 ± 13 

GRI 3.0 156.3 – 137 

San Diego 148.5 – 136 

Figure 4.18 shows that the instantaneous approach has a significant scatter in 

flame speed and strain rate values. However, the stretch sensitivity as measured by the 

slope of the linear regression has significantly smaller uncertainty due to the high 

sampling rate and strain rate range for data acquisition. The 95% confidence interval for 

the linear fit to the instantaneous measurements is less than ±1% of the actual fit. The 

linear regression and its confidence interval, for the instantaneous measurements, are 

presented only over the range where measurements were performed. This approach will 

be used in later chapters to present results where strain flame speed measurements are 

                                                
p The linear regression was performed over the whole range of available data in the same manner for the 

experimental data sets and simulation results. Since the range of 𝜅 range over which the linear regression is 

performed is different, it can introduce some uncertainty in the regression. This is important if 𝑆𝐿 behaves 

non-linearly over the range of 𝜅. For example see results presented in Table 6.2. However for most of the 

data presented 𝑆𝐿 varies linearly with 𝜅 and the regression was performed over the whole range. 
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performed in similar manner, as it helps convey both the extent of data acquisition and 

the corresponding linear fit, thereby reducing the clutter due to the actual data points.  

4.3 Chapter summary 

This chapter presented a comparison of flame speed measurements with the 

modified Bunsen flame with literature results over a range of conditions. The current 

measurements are within ±10% (generally higher) of other stretch-corrected values 

reported in literature over range of equivalence ratio (0.6–1.3). No correlation is observed 

between the difference in flame speed and equivalence ratio. The measurements are 

shown to be repeatable and independent of burner size, with systematic uncertainty due to 

fluctuations in the flame area and flowrate calculated to be less than 3.5%. These 

uncertainties do not account for the stretch effect due to the motion of the flame surface, 

which along with other sources of stretch (strain and curvature) remains the largest un-

quantified source of uncertainty in the measurements. The effect of stretch, in terms of 

the influence of flowrate and hence the flame height, on the flame speed measurements is 

explored in more detail in subsequent chapters. The current Bunsen flame speed 

measurements also show differences up to ±20% in comparison to the mechanism 

predictions. Such differences in flame speed with mechanism predictions are seen in 

previous stretch-corrected results too and provide a reference when looking at differences 

in flame speed at conditions where no measurements have been performed before. 

The chapter also presented strain flame speed measurements using a stagnation 

flame configuration. The results serve to verify the implementation of current setup and 

also show the feasibility of acquiring instantaneous strain rate sweeps of flame speed data 

with high accuracy.  
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CHAPTER 5  

FLAME SPEED OF PURE FUELS WITH VITIATION 

Vitiated air combustion is encountered in modern gas turbines and other 

combustion applications due to techniques such as exhaust gas recirculation, inter-turbine 

combustion, and staged combustion, which are used for improving efficiency and 

reducing emissions. Vitiated air from hydrocarbon combustion can contain significant 

proportion of combustion products, e.g., CO2, H2O, CO, NOx and unburned hydrocarbon, 

in addition to N2. Moreover steam is sometimes added to reactant mixtures to reduce 

NOx emissions and improve life and efficiency of gas turbines for power generation. The 

presence of combustion products causes a decrease in the O2 mole fraction in the 

oxidizer. 

This chapter studies the influence of diluents on flame speed of fuel–air mixtures. 

The first half of this chapter focuses on the effect of N2, CO2 and H2O dilution on the 

flame speed of propane–air mixtures. The second half of the chapter investigates flame 

speeds of methane–air and propane–air mixtures at constant adiabatic flame temperature. 

This is achieved by varying the dilution level and equivalence ratio of the mixture while 

keeping the flame temperature constant. The measurements reported here were performed 

at atmospheric pressure using the 9 mm contoured nozzle burner and the modified 

Bunsen flame technique. The oxidizer mixture, with O2 mole fraction as low as 15% of 

oxidizer (by vol.), is formed by adding diluent to air. Since vitiated air is often 
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encountered at high temperatures, this study focuses on high reactant preheat temperature 

(~650 K). 

5.1 Effect of diluents on flame speed of propane–air mixture 

5.1.1 Nitrogen dilution 

Nitrogen is the least chemically active of the three diluents considered (viz. N2, 

CO2 and H2O). Since N2 chemistry occurs primarily in the high temperature product 

region of the flame, the effect of N2 dilution on flame speed should be limited to changes 

caused due to its heat capacity and changes in O2 concentration in the reactant mixture. 

Figure 5.1a presents the measured flame speeds for propane–air mixtures, as a function of 

equivalence ratio at three different O2:N2 volumetric ratios, specifically 21:79, 16.7:83.3 

and 15:85, which correspond to added N2 mole fractions (compared to air) of 0%, 20.6% 

and 28.6%. As expected, increasing the amount of dilution decreases the flame speed of 

the mixture. The largest reduction in flame speed with dilution occurs near the 

stoichiometric condition, which is not surprising as this is also near the peak flame speed 

location. Furthermore at sufficiently rich equivalence ratios, the flame speeds appear to 

be approaching similar values for the two dilution cases, though this may be a result of 

the measurement uncertainty. Also at sufficiently rich equivalence ratio (1.4–1.6) the 

flame speed of the mixture shows a marked change in slope. The equivalence ratio where 

this change occurs decreases with increase in the dilution level (and hence a decrease in 

the peak flame speed and O2 mole fraction in the oxidizer). 
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Figure 5.1. Atmospheric pressure laminar flame speed of propane–air mixture with N2 dilution at 

650 K. (a) Bunsen flame measurements and mechanism predictions. (b) Normalized percentage 

difference between measured and predicted flame speeds. The lines are for San Diego (thick) and 

NUI C3 (thin) mechanisms. Oxidizer mixture consists of standard air and excess N2. The legend 

specifies the added N2 (and O2) mole fraction in the oxidizer mixture. 

Figure 5.1a also includes the flame speed predictions by the San Diego and NUI 

C3 mechanisms, which are in good agreement (within ±10%) with the measurements, for 

the two dilution cases, at lean and stoichiometric conditions. However at moderately rich 

equivalence ratios, the mechanisms predicts significantly higher (> 20%) flame speed 

than the measured values, with the NUI mechanism predictions being much higher than 

the San Diego results. Figure 5.1a also shows that both mechanisms under-predict the 

change in peak flame speed with N2 dilution. Additionally, the rich mixture, where the 

flame speed slope changes, is predicted correctly by the San Diego mechanism but the 

NUI mechanism predicts it at a higher equivalence ratio. 

Figure 5.1b, which shows the normalized fractional difference between the 

predicted flame speed from a best fit curve (fifth-order polynomial) to the experimental 

results, provides a better visualization of the differences in flame speed. It is interesting to 
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note that, for a given mechanism, similar fractional differences in the predicted and 

measured flame speeds are observed over a wide range of equivalence ratio, for both N2 

dilution levels. The difference in the flame speeds for rich mixtures is much greater than 

the expected experimental uncertainties (±5–10%), indicating a possible limitation in the 

flame speed prediction from the mechanisms at these conditions. This observation is 

discussed further in subsequent sections.  

Both the mechanisms considered here viz. San Diego and NUI C3 are based on 

species up to C3 only. It has been observed that, especially at rich conditions, 

recombination of methyl, ethyl and propyl radicals can be important in capturing the fuel 

chemistry correctly and on accurately predicting flame speed [88, 89]. This could be one 

reason for the large difference in flame speed observed at rich conditions. In order to 

assess this possibility, a simulation was performed for propane/air mixtures with nitrogen 

dilution using the NUI C5 mechanism, which includes higher order species than the C3 

mechanism. The C5 mechanism predictions are higher than those obtained with the C3 

mechanism by ~0–9% over ϕ = 1.3–1.8. The difference is slightly higher (~2–11%) for 

nitrogen dilution cases. Since the predictions from the C5 mechanisms show a larger 

disagreement with the measured flame speeds, it is unlikely that the lack of higher order 

hydrocarbons is the source of the disagreement. 

Figure 5.2 shows the effect of N2 dilution on the flame speed of a rich ( = 1.1) 

propane–air mixture. The flame speed measurements, from the current Bunsen flame 

technique,q are within +3% to –15% of the stretch corrected measurements from the 

                                                
q The Bunsen flame speed measurements were interpolated to correct for the equivalence ratio. 
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stagnation flame technique [32]. Furthermore both the techniques and mechanisms 

indicate that the flame speed of the mixture decreases nearly linearly with dilution. 

 
Figure 5.2. Laminar flame speed of rich (ϕ = 1.1) propane–air mixture as a function of N2 dilution.  

Results are for atmospheric pressure and 650 K preheat. Current experiment results were 

interpolated to correct for the equivalence ratio. 

The effect of N2 dilution is studied further by analyzing simulated (San Diego 

mechanism) flame speeds of propane–air mixtures, with the N2 diluted results normalized 

by the undiluted flame speed at the corresponding equivalence ratio (Figure 5.3a). The 

different equivalence ratio mixtures considered show similar nearly linear decreases in 

normalized flame speed. However, the rate of change in the flame speed is slightly higher 

for equivalence ratios further from a stoichiometric condition. This quasi-linear variation 

of flame speed with dilution and the increase in slope away from a stoichiometric 

equivalence ratio were also observed by Zhao et al. [32] in simulations for the propane–

air with nitrogen dilution, at atmospheric pressure and over a range of preheat 

temperatures (300–650 K). The decrease near  of 1 may be closer to linear because for 

the same amount of dilution, the fractional decrease in the adiabatic flame temperature is 

lower. To examine the influence of temperature, Figure 5.3c presents semi-log plots for 

the variation of flame speed with dilution level and temperature change.  
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As discussed in more detail in Section 5.1.5, N2 dilution does not have a direct 

chemical effect on the flame speed of propane–air mixture. The effect of N2 dilution on 

the flame speed is due to the decrease in the adiabatic flame temperature of the mixture 

and the decrease in the O2 concentration.r Standard scaling models for flame speed 

suggest a dependence on flame temperature due to its influence on both the (assumed) 

Arrhenius rate kinetics and the diffusivity [73] viz. 𝑆𝐿 ∝ 𝑇ad
𝑚 exp(−𝐸𝑎/2𝑅𝑇ad), where 𝐸𝑎  

is the activation energy and 𝑅 is the gas constant. The dependence of flame speed on the 

adiabatic flame temperature is seen in Figure 5.3b, which shows normalized flame speed 

(𝑆𝐿/𝑆𝐿
0) as a function of normalized change in flame temperature (Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad

0 ), where Δ

𝑇ad = 𝑇ad
0 − 𝑇ad is the change in adiabatic flame temperature from the reference, 

undiluted condition (represented by superscript 0).  

With the semi-log scaling used in Figure 5.3b, the drop in normalized flame speed 

is nearly linear with the fractional decrease in adiabatic flame temperature. Moreover, all 

the equivalence ratios cases considered here show essentially the same variation in flame 

speed when the dilution effect is scaled by the fractional decrease in flame temperature. 

Expanding the flame speed expression above in a Taylor series and truncating the result 

to first order in Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0 , the variation in the flame speed can be expressed as, 

 
ln (

𝑆𝐿

𝑆𝐿
0) ≈ − (𝑚 +

𝐸𝑎

2𝑅𝑇ad
0 )
Δ𝑇ad

𝑇ad
0 = −𝑚

Δ𝑇ad

𝑇ad
0 −

𝐸𝑎

2𝑅

ΔTad

(Tad
0 )

2 5.1a 

                                                
r During numerical simulations, it is possible to modify the heat capacity of N2 such that the effect of flame 

temperature is isolated from the changes in O2 concentration, thereby separating the thermal and indirect 

chemical kinetics effect of N2 dilution. However this was not done in the present study. 
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Figure 5.3. Laminar flame speeds of propane–air mixture with N2 dilution (normalized by the flame 

speed of the undiluted mixture) at atmospheric pressure, 650 K and different equivalence ratios.  

Linear (a) and semi-log (c) plot of flame speed as a function of added N2 mole fraction. Variation of 

flame speed as a function of change in flame temperature normalized by (b) the flame temperature of 

undiluted mixture and (d) square of the flame temperature of undiluted mixture. Calculation 

performed using San Diego mechanism. 

The second term in the expression above (5.1a) scales inversely with 𝑇ad
0 2

. 

However when the normalized flame speed is plotted against Δ𝑇ad/(𝑇ad
0 )

2
 (Figure 5.3d), 

the flame speeds at different equivalence ratios do not collapse as well as when the 

Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0  scaling is used. The fact that the results for different equivalence ratios nearly 

collapse to one curve indicates that the effective m (the value based on fitting the results 

to a simple power law dependences; subsequently referred to as 𝑚′ in this thesis) is nearly 

the same for all the equivalence ratios examined. For the cases considered, the value of 

                                                
s 𝑚′ is defined based on the relation, ln(𝑆𝐿/𝑆𝐿

0) = −𝑚′(Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0 ). 
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𝑚′ is found to be 4.8–5.5 based on linear regression, with 𝑅2 > 99%, over the range of 

data. The high value of 𝑚′, compared to 𝑚t, suggests that the second term in Equation 

5.1a (due to the exponential dependence of 𝑆𝐿  on 𝑇ad) is also important and is captured to 

a certain extent with the current Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0  scaling. The nearly linear trend and the 

agreement among the different equivalence ratio cases begins to fail at high dilution 

levels, i.e., significant decrease (> 10–15%) in flame temperature. This is likely due to 

the influence of the higher order terms.u 

5.1.2 Carbon dioxide dilution 

The effect of CO2 dilution on laminar flame speeds of propane–air mixtures was 

studied at two CO2 dilution levels, viz. (i) 10 mol% CO2 dilution in oxidizer 

(corresponding to O2:N2:CO2 volumetric ratio of 18.9:71.1:10) and (ii) 5 mol% CO2 and 

15.5 mol% N2 dilution in oxidizer (with O2:N2:CO2 ratio of 16.7:78.3:5). These 

compositions were selected to explore different N2 and CO2 vitiation conditions as shown 

in Figure 5.4. 

Figure 5.5a presents the flame speed measurements for propane–air mixtures with 

N2 and CO2 dilution. The addition of CO2 results in a significant decrease in flame speed. 

Furthermore, CO2 addition leads to a larger decrease in flame speed than N2 addition, as 

observed by comparing the flame speeds for 16.7% O2 cases for N2 (Figure 5.1a) and 

CO2 (Figure 5.5a) dilution. For example, the flame speed for a stoichiometric mixture 

                                                
t 𝑚 has a value generally less than 1 [73]. 
u For 𝑆𝐿 ∝ 𝑇ad

𝑚 exp(−𝐸𝑎/2𝑅𝑇ad), the Taylor series expansion results in: 
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with only N2 dilution (O2:N2 = 16.7:83.3) is ~99 cm/s whereas that for N2 and CO2 

dilution (O2:N2:CO2 = 16.7:78.3:5) is ~77 cm/s.  

 

O2 N2 CO2 H2O 

21 79   

18.9 71.1 10  

17.7 66.8  15.5 

16.7 83.3   

16.7 78.3 5  

15 85   
 

Figure 5.4. Schematic showing the relationship between different N2/CO2 dilution cases studied (left) 

along with the actual mole fraction composition of the oxidizer mixture (right). The dashed line 

represents O2:N2 ratio of 21:79. 

The greater decrease in flame speed, associated with CO2 addition, is expected 

because CO2 results in a higher decrease in flame temperature than N2 for the same 

equivalence ratio.v This decrease in flame temperature is primarily driven by the higher 

(molar) specific heat capacity of CO2 compared to N2. CO2 addition also leads to a 

reduction in the net oxidation of CO, due to a decrease in the extent of completion of the 

CO + OH  CO2 + H reaction. Since CO oxidation is responsible for significant heat 

release in hydrocarbon combustion, more CO in the products means a decrease in the 

final temperature. Because the change in amount of un-oxidized CO can be small (few 

100–1000’s ppm), its effect on the final flame temperature is marginal for many 

mixtures. However, CO2 dilution can still have a chemical effect due its effect on the CO 

oxidation rate within the flame and thus the heat release profile. The chemical effect of 

the diluents is discussed later in Section 5.1.5. 

                                                
v For the stoichiometric propane–air mixtures, mentioned here, the flame temperature decreases from 

2459 K (at no dilution) to 2254 K for N2 dilution case and to 2217 K for CO2 and N2 dilution i.e. the 

temperature decrease for the latter case is ~20% higher.  
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Figure 5.5. Atmospheric pressure laminar flame speed of propane–air mixture with N2 and CO2 

dilution at 650 K. (a) Bunsen flame measurements and mechanism predictions. (b) Percentage 

difference between measured and predicted flame speeds. The lines are for San Diego (thick) and 

NUI C3 (thin) mechanisms. Oxidizer mixture consists of standard air, CO2 and added N2 (diluent 

and O2 fraction are specified in the legend). 

Figure 5.5a further shows that for 10% CO2 dilution, the peak in flame speed is 

closer to a stoichiometric mixture, compared to the 5% CO2 case, which peaks lean (𝜙 ≈

0.9). Interestingly for lean mixtures, the two dilution cases appear to have very similar 

flame speeds, although this is within the uncertainty of the measurements. Also similar to 

the N2 dilution findings, the 10% CO2 dilution case shows a change in the flame speed 

profile around ϕ ~ 1.6; this is close to where the no dilution case also changes slope. 

Since the 10% CO2 dilution case has a similar peak flame speed as 20.6% N2 dilution 

(Figure 5.1a), it is likely the location where the flame speed changes slope is affected by 

the O2 mole fraction in the oxidizer.  

The flame speed predictions from the San Diego mechanism show a good 

agreement (within ±10%) with the measured flame speed for lean and close to 

stoichiometric mixtures. Figure 5.5b shows that good agreement is also observed for rich 
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mixtures for high O2 content (18.9%). However for the low O2 content (16.7%) mixture, 

the differences between the measured and predicted flame speed exhibits an increase 

similar to the one observed for N2 dilution (Figure 5.1b). Figure 5.5 also includes 

predictions from the NUI C3 mechanism, which produces good agreement to the 

measurements over a very limited range of lean equivalence ratios (~0.7–0.9). For 

stoichiometric and rich mixtures, the NUI predictions show significant difference from 

the measured flame speed values. These differences are similar to those observed for N2 

dilution (Figure 5.1), though somewhat smaller in magnitude. The trend in the difference 

in flame speed, especially at low O2 content and for rich mixtures, suggests a possible 

limitation in the measurement technique and/or the chemical kinetics mechanism at these 

conditions. Additionally, both mechanisms under-predict the change in peak flame speed 

with addition of CO2. Since this was also observed for N2 dilution, the under-predictions 

is more likely due to a general decrease in O2 content rather than the specifics of the 

diluent used. 

The effect of dilution on flame speed for a fixed equivalence ratio can again be 

examined using the simulation results. Calculations performed using the San Diego 

mechanism and presented in Figure 5.6a show that the different equivalence ratio cases 

follow the same trend. Unlike the N2 results, the decrease in flame speed with increasing 

CO2 dilution is not linear with dilution level; rather, the flame speed decrease is 

moderated at higher dilution levels. Like the N2 dilution results, however, the decrease in 

flame speed is well correlated to the change in adiabatic flame temperature. As before, 

the log of the flame speed ratio scales nearly linearly with Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0  (Figure 5.6b), at least 
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until high dilution levels. Also, the different equivalence ratio cases nearly collapse with 

an effective exponent, 𝑚′, for these conditions of 6.8–7.7. 

 
Figure 5.6. Normalized flame speed of propane–air mixture (a) as a function of CO2 dilution and (b) 

change in adiabatic flame temperature normalized by the flame temperature of undiluted mixture, at 

1 atm and 650 K for different equivalence ratios. Calculations performed using San Diego 

mechanism. 

Compared to the N2 results, the drop in flame speed is greater for the same 

fractional decrease in flame temperature and there is a slightly greater difference between 

the equivalence ratio cases (especially ϕ = 0.7). These observations may be a result of the 

direct chemical influence of CO2. As noted previously, the presence of CO2 inhibits the 

CO oxidation reaction (CO + OH  CO2 + H), as well as lowers the adiabatic flame 

temperature. While these are separate influences on flame speed, they are correlated; 

additional CO2 both lowers temperature and further inhibits the CO oxidation. The 

correlation can change, however, with equivalence ratio. For example, how much CO2 

inhibits the oxidation of CO also depends on the concentrations of OH and H, which 

should be different for lean and rich flames. Thus, while the success of the Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0  

correlation indicates the thermal effect likely dominates (quantified later in Section 

5.1.5), the direct chemical effects are also likely captured by the correlation. 
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5.1.3 Steam dilution 

Flame speed measurements were also performed for atmospheric propane–air 

mixtures with fixed steam dilution. Figure 5.7 presents the flame speed measurements for 

propane–air–steam mixtures with 15.5 mol% of the oxidizer being H2O (this 

corresponding to 17.7 mol% O2 in the oxidizer). The flame speed profile changes slope at 

ϕ ~ 1.5. Also around ϕ = 1.1, the measured flame speed dips, though this could be due to 

experimental scatter. 

Figure 5.7 also compares the measurements with predictions from the San Diego 

and NUI C3 mechanisms. As observed for other dilution cases, the San Diego mechanism 

predictions are in good agreement (within ±10%) with the measured flame speeds for 

lean and near stoichiometric mixtures. Although, they tend to be higher than the 

measurements for steam dilution, and lower for N2 and CO2 dilution. Furthermore, at rich 

conditions, the predicted flame speeds become progressively lower than the measured 

values, reaching a difference of ~40% at the richest condition examined. The trend is 

different for the NUI mechanism; there, the predicted flame speed values are higher by 

10-15% compared to the measurements until ϕ ~ 1.5, at which point the predicted flame 

speed decreases more rapidly than the measured data. The disagreement between the two 

mechanisms for rich mixtures is ~10–25%, which is similar to the results for the other 

diluents. 
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Figure 5.7. Laminar flame speed of propane–air mixture with steam dilution (15.5% of oxidizer by 

vol.) at atmospheric pressure and 650 K. (a) Bunsen flame measurements and mechanism 

predictions. (b) Percentage difference between measured and predicted flame speeds. Lines represent 

calculations from San Diego (thick) and NUI C3 (thin) mechanism. 

To further investigate the effect of H2O dilution, flame speeds of propane–air 

mixtures were calculated with the San Diego mechanism and normalized by the 

corresponding value for the undiluted mixture; these are presented in Figure 5.8. The 

flame speed decreases roughly linearly with increase in H2O dilution, and like the N2 

(Figure 5.3b) and CO2 (Figure 5.6b) results, the decrease in normalized flame speed 

correlates well with the fractional drop in adiabatic flame temperature. The sensitivity of 

the flame speed to fractional drop in temperature is greater compared to N2 dilution, but 

less than for CO2 dilution (𝑚′ ~ 5.7–6.6). However the 𝑅2 value of the linear regression 

for H2O dilution case is poor (𝑅2 > 97%) compared to the N2 and CO2 dilution cases 

(𝑅2 > 99%). This suggests that while the variation, in ln(𝑆𝐿/𝑆𝐿
0) as a function of Δ

𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0 , is similar for different equivalence ratio conditions, it has a slight non-linear 

dependence. The non-linearity could be due to a change in the reaction chemistry with 

change in H2O dilution level. 
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Figure 5.8. Normalized flame speed of propane–air mixture (a) as a function of CO2 dilution and (b) 

change in adiabatic flame temperature normalized by the flame temperature of undiluted mixture, at 

1 atm and 650 K for different equivalence ratios. Calculations performed using San Diego 

mechanism. 

Figure 5.9 compares the differences between the measured and predicted flame 

speeds for the different dilution cases with propane–air mixtures. In general for both 

mechanisms, the lean and stoichiometric mixtures ( = 0.71) show good agreement 

(within ±10%) between the measured and predicted flame speeds. However for rich 

mixtures, specifically for low O2 content and with N2 or CO2 dilution, the predicted flame 

speeds are significantly higher than the measured values. For rich mixtures and H2O 

dilution, the agreement is better, though not as good as for lean and stoichiometric 

mixtures. The agreement with the measurements at rich conditions is closer for the San 

Diego mechanism than for the NUI predictions. The reason for the disagreement between 

the measured and predicted flame speed is expounded further in subsequent sections and 

in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 5.9. Normalized difference in measured and predicted laminar flame speed of propane–air 

mixture with different diluents. Differences for atmospheric pressure condition with reactants at 

650 K. Legend specifies the mole fraction of diluent in oxidizer with remaining fraction being 

standard air,while the number in bracket are mole fraction of oxygen in oxidizer mixture. 

5.1.4 Summary of flame speed measurements with vitiation 

To summarize, flame speed measurements for propane–air mixtures with 

N2/CO2/H2O dilution show that flame is most affected by CO2 addition followed by H2O 

and N2 respectively. The results also show that the equivalence ratio where the flame 

speed changes slope for sufficiently rich mixtures decreases with the decrease in the O2 

content of the oxidizer. 

Flame speed predictions from different chemical kinetics mechanisms show good 

agreement with the measurements for lean and near stoichiometric conditions. However 

for rich mixtures, the mechanisms predict a significantly higher flame speed. The 

mechanisms also tend to under-predict the decrease in peak flame speed with the 

decrease in the oxidizer O2 mole fraction. The flame speed simulations show that the 

decrease in flame speed due to dilution correlates well with the fractional decrease in 
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adiabatic flame temperature. Furthermore the effective slope of the ln (𝑆𝐿/𝑆𝐿
0) curve as a 

function of Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0  is around 4.8–5.5 for N2, 5.7–6.6 for H2O and 6.8–7.7 for CO2, 

which suggest that it scales with the likely direct chemical effect of the diluent. 

5.1.5 Chemical effect of diluent 

As indicated above, the decrease in flame speed associated with dilution is not 

limited to the thermal (cp) effect; some diluents are important actors in the chemical 

reactions. The relative effect of these processes can be separated by comparing the flame 

speeds with and without the chemical effects of the diluents. Figure 5.10 presents 

predictions from the San Diego mechanismw for a 90:10 (mole ratio) oxidizer mixture of 

air and diluent, either N2 or CO2. The chemical effect of the diluent species was “turned-

off” by introducing an inert species (referred to as CO2 (inert) and N2 (inert)) with the 

same thermodynamic and transport properties of the actual diluent species. These inert 

species are allowed to participate in reactions as a third-body, with same third-body 

efficiency as the actual diluent. 

Figure 5.10 shows that the direct chemical effects of nitrogen on flame speed are 

negligible (< 1%), whereas for CO2 dilution the chemical effect accounts for almost 30% 

of the decrease in flame speed from the undiluted condition. The effect on flame speed is 

more pronounced near stoichiometric conditions. This is because artificially removing the 

direct chemical effect reduces the concentration of radicals available to react. Since the 

flame temperature is highest close to the stoichiometric conditions, the radical 

concentrations are also high at these conditions. As such by not allowing CO2 to 

                                                
w Additional species and reactions were added, as specified [80], to account for the nitrogen chemistry. 
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participate in the reactions, the radical concentrations are most affected at this condition 

and in turn produce a greater change in flame speed. 

 
Figure 5.10. Laminar flame speed of methane–air mixtures with CO2 and N2 dilution, with (solid 

line) and without (dashed line) the direct chemical effect of the diluent. Predictions are from San 

Diego mechanism, for oxidizer with 10% vol. as diluent and a reactant mixture at 650 K and 

atmospheric pressure. 

The chemical effect of CO2 dilution on flame speed for propane–air mixture can 

be further understood by examining the sensitivity of the flame speed to variations in the 

pre-exponential factor of the reaction rate constant of the elementary reactions. A positive 

sensitivity indicates that flame speed increases with the increase in the reaction rate 

constant. Sensitivity analysis results indicate CO2 has a significant effect on propane–air 

flame speed through the CO oxidation reaction: 

 CO + OH  CO2 + H R1 

Increasing CO2 inhibits H radical production as observed from Figure 5.11. This in turn 

affects the rate of chain branching reaction: 

 H + O2  OH + O R2 

Sensitivity analysis results show that propane–air flame speeds are highly sensitive to the 

rate of reactions R1 and R2; and since addition of CO2 results in a decrease in the rate of 

these reactions, the flame speed of the mixture will decrease. Figure 5.11 also shows that 
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even chemically inert CO2 reduces the rate of consumption of H radicals. This is due to 

the decrease in the temperature and the concentration of the species, thereby decreasing 

the rate of the reactions. The rate of H radical consumption decreases even more when 

CO2 is chemically active, suggesting a further decrease in the flame speed of the mixture. 

 
Figure 5.11. Profile of H radical rate of production (total and from reaction R2)in propane–air flame 

without (solid line), with chemically inert (dashed line) and with chemically active (dotted line) CO2 

dilution. Calculations are performed using San Diego mechanism for an oxidizer mixture with 90:10 

vol% of air and CO2 and reactant mixture at atmospheric pressure and 650 K preheat. 

As in the case of CO2 dilution, the decrease in flame speed due to H2O dilution is 

also due to both thermal and chemical kinetic effects. However unlike CO2, the chemical 

effect of H2O does not always lead to a decrease in flame speed as shown in Figure 5.12. 

The figure presents fractional change in flame speeds of propane–air mixtures due to the 

direct chemical effect of the diluent species. The fractional change in the flame speed is 

defined as, 

 
Fractional change in flame speed =

𝑆𝐿,inert − 𝑆𝐿

𝑆𝐿
0 − 𝑆𝐿

× 100 5.2 

where 𝑆𝐿
0 is the flame speed of a fuel/air mixture with no dilution, 𝑆𝐿  is the flame speed 

with dilution and 𝑆𝐿,inert is the flame speed of the diluted mixture without the direct 
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chemical effect of the diluent. It should be noted that the change in flame speed for 5% 

CO2 dilution case is primarily due to the chemical effect of CO2 and not excess N2. For 

the case of H2O dilution at near stoichiometric conditions, the chemical effect of H2O 

leads to a decrease in the flame speed. The change is greatest near ϕ ~ 1.3, before 

decreasing to zero at ϕ ~ 1.45. A further increase in equivalence ratio results in higher 

flame speeds due to the chemical effect of H2O. The change in flame speed due to the 

chemical effect of diluent CO2 also shows a decrease around similar rich conditions, 

 ~ 1.3–1.5. However for higher equivalence ratios, the chemical effect of CO2 dilution 

results in a decrease in the flame speed of the mixture. It is also interesting to note that 

the equivalence ratio with minimum chemical effect on flame speed increases with 

increase in the O2 content of the oxidizer. 

 
Figure 5.12. Fractional change in flame speed of propane–air–diluent mixture due to the chemical 

effect of diluent specie (CO2 and H2O). Calculation performed using San Diego mechanism at 1 atm 

and reactant temperature of 650 K. The numbers in the legend correspond to mole fraction of the 

diluent and corresponding final oxygen mole fraction in the oxidizer mixture. 

Since the “inert” diluents are allowed to participate in the reactions as a third 

body, their interaction can be thought of as an “indirect” chemical effect. Furthermore 

because the third body efficiencies of CO2 and H2O can be significantly different from 
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N2, this effect can be large. Preliminary calculationsx show that including this effect in 

the overall chemical effect (i.e., setting the third body efficiency of inert CO2 and H2O to 

be the same as N2), generally results in an increase in the flame speed, from the case 

where the third body efficiencies were modified to match the that of the actual diluent 

specie, by less than 1% for CO2 and up to 8% for H2O dilution. This translates to change 

in the percent value of chemical effect for CO2 by ~2 and for H2O dilution by up to 15. 

These calculations were performed for atmospheric pressure and it is expected that the 

changes in third body efficiency will have a larger effect at high pressure. The results 

suggest that how the chemical effect of the diluent specie is defined, is important. 

5.2 Constant adiabatic flame temperature 

Addition of diluent results in a decrease in the adiabatic flame temperature of a 

mixture. The flame temperature also changes with the equivalence ratio of the fuel–air 

mixture. It is possible to change the diluent fraction and the equivalence ratio 

independently while keeping the adiabatic flame temperature constant. This can be of 

practical interest in gas turbine design process where flame temperature is an important 

design parameter and in understanding how flame speed will change for different fuel/air 

mixtures at constant flame temperature.  

Flame speeds were measured for nearly constant flame temperatures for a 

methane–air mixture with H2O dilution and for a propane–air mixture with CO2 and N2 

dilution. Figure 5.13a presents normalized flame speeds for the methane–air mixture at a 

constant adiabatic flame temperature of 1975 K. The flame speed is normalized by the 

                                                
x The calculations were performed for atmospheric pressure propane/air mixture at 650 K with a diluent to 

air ratio of 10:90. These conditions are same to those for calculations presented in Figure 5.10. 
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corresponding value at a stoichiometric equivalence ratio to emphasize the change in 

flame speed. The adiabatic flame temperature was held constant by adjusting the H2O 

mole fraction in the oxidizer mixture, shown in Figure 5.13b. This results in a change in 

the O2 mole fraction in the oxidizer, also shown in Figure 5.13b. The results show an 

interesting trend in flame speed. 

An undiluted methane–air mixture has a peak in flame speed at an equivalence 

ratio of ~1.1. To a large extent, this is influenced by the adiabatic flame temperature, 

which also peaks around the same equivalence ratio. However when the flame 

temperature is held constant, the flame speed has a local minimum near the 

stoichiometric condition. Also the flame speed increase on either side of stoichiometric 

mixture is asymmetric.  

Figure 5.13a shows that predictions from the chemical mechanisms follow the 

same trend observed in the measurements.y The variation predicted by the San Diego 

mechanism is closer to the measured trend for lean mixtures, while the NUI mechanism 

trend is closer for rich mixtures. Furthermore, all the mechanisms predict a decrease in 

flame speed for rich mixtures (ϕ > 1.2). Although no measurements were performed at 

these equivalence ratios, the drop in flame speed can be expected based on the agreement 

between the experiments and simulations. Also similar results are observed for propane–

air–diluent mixture presented later. 

                                                
yThe non-normalized, predicted flame speeds were higher (~30%) than the measurements. 
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Figure 5.13. (a) Normalized laminar flame speed for methane/air/steam mixture at atmospheric 

pressure, 650 K preheat temperature and constant adiabatic flame temperature of 1975 K. (b) H2O 

and O2 mole fraction in the oxidizer mixture. 

The flame speed of a mixture is driven by its diffusivity and reaction rate. 

However, the change in the thermal diffusivity, of CH4/O2/N2/H2O mixtures over the 

range of equivalence ratio (0.7–1.4), is less than 2%, whereas the observed change in 

flame speed is ~60%. This indicates that the trend in the flame speed is driven by the 

change in the reaction rate. Furthermore since the reactant and flame temperatures are 

held constant, the change in reaction rate should be primarily due to the change in the 

concentration of the reacting species, specifically O2 and CH4.
z Since H2O needs to be 

added to keep the flame temperature constant, it results in a decrease in the concentration 

of O2 and CH4. The amount of H2O added is driven by the adiabatic flame temperature of 

the undiluted mixture. As a result, the concentration of both O2 and CH4 are lowest at the 

                                                
z The chemical effect of H2O on flame speed is not sufficient to explain for the changes in flame speed 

because similar trend is flame speed is also observed for inert diluent such as N2. 
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stoichiometric mixture (Figure 5.13b).aa Since flame speed is a function of reaction rate 

and hence the concentration of the reactants, it follows a similar trend as change in the 

concentration of the reactants. The decrease in the flame speed for rich equivalence ratio 

is discussed after presenting the measurements for propane–air mixtures. 

A similar trend in flame speed at constant flame temperature was observed for 

propane–air mixtures with N2 and CO2 dilution (Figure 5.14a). The measurements 

included in the figure were selected from the propane–air results presented earlier in the 

chapter and at flame temperatures of 2150 ± 25 K. Since the experiments did not have 

exactly the same flame temperature, the difference in flame temperature is also presented 

in Figure 5.14b. Figure 5.14a also includes the flame speed predictions from the San 

Diego mechanism. Unlike the methane–air mixtures, which had a local minimum in 

flame speed close to an equivalence ratio of 1, the measured flame speeds for propane–air 

mixtures have a minimum at a slightly rich mixture,  ~ 1.15. On the other hand, the 

predicted flame speeds are relatively constant for  = 1.0–1.2. This difference is probably 

due to the change in the diluent from N2 to CO2, which results in a significant change in 

the reaction chemistry, as explained above. At sufficiently rich conditions ( > 1.25–1.3), 

the predicted flame speed shows a decrease similar to the methane–air results. The 

measured flame speed at the richest condition ( = 1.3) does not show the decrease, 

though this could be in part due to the higher flame temperature (nearly 25 K above the 

nominal value) for that point. 

                                                
aa The amount of H2O added to the mixture changes significantly in order to hold the flame temperature 

constant. As a result the effect of change in concentration of O2 and CH4, due to the change in the 

equivalence ratio of the mixture, is overshadowed. 
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Figure 5.14. (a) Laminar flame speed of propane–air mixture with N2 and CO2 dilution at 

atmospheric pressure, 650 K preheat temperature and constant adiabatic flame temperature of 

2150±25 K. (b) Calculated difference in adiabatic flame temperature of measurements due to 

difference in equivalence ratio. Open symbols are for the experimental measurements and closed 

symbols are predictions from San Diego mechanism. 

The increase in flame speed at lean equivalence ratios is attributable to the 

increase in concentration of O2 and C3H8 as the diluent is decreased. However this 

reasoning does not suffice to explain the decrease in flame speed at sufficiently rich 

equivalence ratios (> 1.25–1.3). To understand this, the sensitivity of the flame speed to 

the pre-exponential factor of the elementary reaction rates was calculated. The results 

show that the flame speed for these mixtures has a high sensitivity to reactions involving 

H radicals. This is because the H radicals that diffuse back are responsible for the initial 

chain branching reaction: 

H + O2  OH + O R2 

Figure 5.15 compares the calculated rate of production of H radicals from three 

flames: (i) ϕ = 0.894, (ii) ϕ = 1.244 and (iii) ϕ = 1.334. All these cases have the same 

adiabatic flame temperature of 2150 K. Cases (i) and (iii) correspond to an oxidizer 

composition of O2:N2:CO2 = 18.9:71.1:10, and case (ii) has an oxidizer composition of 

O2:N2 = 16.7:83.3. For case (i), there is significant consumption of H radicals through 
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reaction R2. However, the total rate of consumption of H radicals for the lean case (i) is 

less than for the rich cases (ii) and (iii). For the rich cases, the H radical is used in 

breaking up fuel molecules or in recombination reactions such as: 

 C3H8 + H  n-C3H7 + H2 R3 

 C3H6 + H  C3H5 + H2 R4 

 C2H3 + H  C2H2 + H2 R5 

 H + CH3 (+ M)  CH4 (+ M) R6 

The rate of these reactions is lower for the fuel-lean case. Also for the fuel-lean 

case, excess O2 facilitates the rate of reaction R2. These competing reactions (which lead 

to decrease in the available H radical pool) result in a decrease in the rate of reaction R2 

at rich conditions. Furthermore Figure 5.15 also shows that there is a decrease in rate of 

consumption of H radical from case (ii) to case (iii), which will result in a decrease in 

flame speed for case (iii) due to the high sensitivity of the flame speed to reaction R2. 

 
Figure 5.15. Rate of production of H radical (total and from reaction R2) and temperature profile for 

three different propane–air flames with same adiabatic flame temperature of 2150 K. Calculations 

performed using San Diego mechanism at equivalence ratio of (i) 0.894 (solid line), (ii) 1.244 (dashed 

line) and (iii) 1.334 (dotted line). 
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5.3 Relationship between flame height and measured flame 

speed 

One of the approximations made during the modified Bunsen flame technique is 

that the flame is sufficiently tall that the contribution of the tip to the overall flame area is 

small. This is intended to reduce the effect of stretch on the measured flame speed. 

However it was not always possible to get to large flame height without significant 

instability in the flame surface. This introduces variations in flame height that can lead 

variability in the measured flame speed. To analyze possible systematic errors due to 

varying flame height, Figure 5.16 compares the difference between the flame speed 

predicted by the San Diego mechanismbb and the measured value as a function of 

normalized flame height (h/D) for different propane–air–diluent mixtures. The results are 

further grouped in three equivalence ratio ranges: lean (ϕ < 1.0), slightly rich (1.0 < ϕ < 

1.2) and significantly rich (ϕ > 1.2). 

Figure 5.16 shows that most of the lean propane mixture data presented here are 

clustered around normalized flame heights of 1.5–2.5, whereas the rich mixtures have a 

greater variation in flame height (1.5–3.5). This is because it was possible to stabilize rich 

flames at high flowrates without any instability in the flame surface. In contrast for lean 

mixtures at high flowrates, the flame would either stabilize further downstream of the 

burner (thus being more susceptible to oscillations) or blow-off. As a result it was not 

always possible to establish a tall flame for lean mixtures. Overall there is no observable 

correlation in the flame speed differences (between measured and predicted values) and 

                                                
bb The San Diego mechanism predictions were interpolated to equivalence ratio of experimental 

measurements using a 5th order polynomial curve fit. 
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the flame height. This suggests that either the flame speed is not sensitive to the flame 

height above some critical value or (more likely) the stretch effects are more prominent at 

certain mixture conditions and flame height alone is not sufficient to account for these 

effects. 

 
Figure 5.16. Difference in predicted and measured flame speed as a function of normalized flame 

height (h/D) for different propane–air–diluent mixtures. Results are for atmospheric pressure and 

reactant temperature of 650 K. Color indicates equivalence ratio: blue (ϕ < 1.0), bright red (1.0 < ϕ < 

1.2) and dark red (ϕ > 1.2). Symbols indicate oxidizer composition in terms of mole fraction of 

diluent with balance being standard air: square (no dilution), diamond (20.6% N2), triangle (28.6% 

N2), circle (10% CO2), cross with vertical strike (5% CO2 and 15.5% N2) and cross (15.5% H2O). 
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CHAPTER 6  

FLAME SPEED OF BINARY FUEL MIXTURES 

Designing a fuel-flexible system requires understanding how flame speed is 

affected by changes in the fuel composition. This is important for systems operating on 

natural gas, which depending on it source can have significant variation in composition. 

Furthermore change in flame speed is not necessarily a linear function of the change in 

fuel composition. To this end, this chapter discusses the effect of fuel composition on the 

flame speed of fuel/air mixtures. Flame speeds of binary fuel mixtures of methane with 

ethane and propane are studied over a range of pressures (1-10 atm) and at high preheat 

temperature (~600–650 K). Flame speeds of these mixtures are also investigated for 

significant steam dilution (0-30% by vol.). The measurements were performed primarily 

with the Bunsen flame technique, with a few specific cases investigated the using 

stagnation flame technique. The results are used to validate the performance of leading 

chemical kinetics mechanisms, as well as investigate the relative accuracy of the 

measurement techniques. 

This chapter first presents the flame speed results for binary fuel mixtures without 

steam dilution at atmospheric and high pressures. The next part of the chapter discusses 

the effect of fuel composition in the presence of steam dilution and provides a 

comparison of the measurements from the two techniques. Lastly, the performance of 

different mixing rules is studied for the binary fuel mixtures to help develop such rules 

especially in the presence of steam dilution. 
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6.1 Atmospheric pressure results 

Laminar flame speed of two methane/ethane blends as a function of equivalence 

ratio, at 650 K preheat temperature and atmospheric pressure, are presented in Figure 

6.1a. The results show that increasing the amount of ethane in the fuel mixture, from 20% 

to 40%, results in a marginal increase in the flame speed. In fact, the increase in flame 

speed is within the experimental uncertainty of the technique. The measurements suggest 

the peak flame speed for both fuel blends occurs close to a stoichiometric mixture, 

possibly slightly lean ( = 0.95–1.0). This is in contrast to the expected result for alkane 

fuels, which tend to have a peak flame speed on the rich side ( = 1.05–1.1). 

 
Figure 6.1. (a) Atmospheric pressure flame speed measurements of methane/ethane/air mixtures at 

650 K preheat temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted flame 

speeds. Legend lists the mole fraction of methane and ethane in the fuel mixture. Symbols represent 

experiment data and lines are predictions from San Diego mechanism. 

Figure 6.1a also includes predictions from the San Diego mechanism for the fuel 

blends; predictions for pure fuels are also presented for reference. As seen in Figure 6.1b, 

the mechanism predictions are in reasonable agreement (within ±12%) with the measured 
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flame speed values for lean and close to stoichiometric mixtures ( = 0.6–1.25). However 

for sufficiently rich (ϕ > 1.3) mixtures, the predicted flame speeds are significantly higher 

(20–30%) than the measured values. It is also interesting to note that the measurements at 

lean conditions are close to the pure ethane predictions, while as the mixture becomes 

progressively richer, the experimental flame speeds approach the pure methane 

predictions.  Furthermore the peak flame speeds predicted by the mechanism occur, as 

expected, at slightly rich equivalence ratios. These discrepancies were also observed in 

some of the high pressure measurements and are discussed further later in this chapter. 

Figure 6.2 presents the strained flame speed of a 78:22 CH4:C2H6 mixture, at 

equivalence ratio of 0.8, 1 and 1.2, for 650 K preheat and atmospheric pressure. Each 

measurement data point is an average over 400 instantaneous measurements. The ϕ = 0.8 

and ϕ = 1.2 mixtures have similar flame speeds (within ±1%), while the stoichiometric 

mixture has a higher flame speed (~15%). Predictions from the San Diego and NUI C5 

mechanism show good agreement (within ±8%) with the measurements for all the cases. 

 
Figure 6.2. Flame speed of 78:22 CH4:C2H6 mixture with air as a function of strain rate and 

equivalence ratio at 650 K and atmospheric pressure. 

The largest differences are observed for the rich mixture, with the predictions 

higher than the measurements. Since the number of measurements is limited, it is difficult 
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to say conclusively that the mixtures show similar strain sensitivity, although the 

mechanism predictions do indicate this to be the case. Also these results suggest that for 

rich mixtures, the mechanism will over-predict the unstretched flame speed. 

6.2 High pressure results 

This section focuses on flame speed measurement at high pressure (5–10 atm). As 

discussed in Chapter 4, at high pressures a laminar flame is more susceptible to 

hydrodynamic and thermo-diffusive instabilities. These instabilities can be suppressed by 

addition of diffusive species such as helium or steam. As such the Bunsen flame results 

presented in this section are for an oxidizer mixture of oxygen and helium with no 

nitrogen. Helium dilution was not required for stagnation flames as they did not exhibit 

any instability in the flame surface. 

The oxygen to helium ratio was chosen such that the adiabatic flame temperature 

of the mixture is similar to that for air. Maintaining the same adiabatic flame temperature 

ensures that there is no significant change in the fundamental fuel/oxygen chemistry 

compared to the cases where air is used as an oxidizer. The O2:He volume ratio was held 

constant at 1:6 for different fuel mixtures. This corresponds to an O2 mole fraction in 

oxidizer of 14.3%. Thus there is some impact on the fuel and oxygen concentration in the 

reactants; both are reduced, which can result in modestly reduced reaction rates compared 

to fuel-air mixtures. 

6.2.1 Methane/ethane mixtures 

Figure 6.3 shows the Bunsen-based laminar flame speed measurements for two 

methane/ethane mixtures at 5 atm and 600 K preheat. As expected, increasing the amount 
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of ethane in the fuel increases the flame speed of the mixture. The observed change in the 

flame speed is small, however, and within the precision uncertainty of the measurements. 

Furthermore for the 80:20 mixture, the flame speed changes little for  = 0.9–1.0.  

 
Figure 6.3. (a) High pressure (5 atm) laminar flame speed of methane/ethane fuel mixtures at 600 K 

preheat temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted flame speeds . 

The oxidizer is a 1:6 volumetric mixture of O2:He. Legend lists the mole fraction of methane and 

ethane in the fuel mixture. Symbols represent experiment data and lines are predictions from San 

Diego mechanism. 

Similar to the atmospheric pressure data, the peak flame speeds of these mixtures 

occur at slightly leaner equivalence ratios (0.95–1.0) compared to that expected for air 

(1.05–1.1). In this case, however, a shift of peak flame speed to leaner mixtures can be 

expected due to the replacement of nitrogen with helium. Addition of helium 

significantly increases the diffusivity of the mixture and hence the flame speed.  Because 

helium is added to the oxidizer, its impact on flame speed will be biased toward leaner 

mixtures. To ensure that this is not due to an error in flow calibration,cc the experiment 

                                                
cc An error in the flow calibration can cause the measured equivalence ratio to be lower than actual. This 

will shift all the measurements to leaner equivalence ratio. 
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was repeated after re-calibrating all the flow meters. No significant change in flame speed 

was observed between the repeated measurements. 

Figure 6.3a includes predictions based on the San Diego mechanism. For 

reference, flame speed predictions for pure methane and ethane, at these conditions, are 

also included. Although the San Diego mechanism has not been validated at these 

conditions for these fuel/oxidizer mixtures, it shows trends very similar to those observed 

in the experimental data; though, the predictions show a greater change in flame speed 

due to the difference in fuel composition than that observed in the experiments. 

Still, the predicted flame speeds are within ±10% for most of the equivalence ratio 

range (Figure 6.3b), with the best agreement at near stoichiometric conditions. The 

difference monotonically increases as the mixture becomes less stoichiometric. The most 

striking systematic difference between the predictions and measurements is that for lean 

mixtures the mechanism under-predicts the flame speed whereas for rich mixtures it over-

predicts. As discussed above, repetitions of the experiments with re-calibrated flow 

meters rule out the possibility of errors in the measured equivalence ratios. Additionally, 

as will be shown in Section 6.2.2, similar disagreement is observed for methane/propane 

mixtures. 

Figure 6.4 present the strained flame speed measurement for a ϕ = 1.4 

methane/ethane mixture at 5 atm and 650 K with air as the oxidizer. Since the flame 

speed and strain rate were determined from instantaneous velocity profiles, the result 

appear to have significant scatter in the measured values. However the 95% confidence 

interval for the linear fit to the data reveals that the uncertainties in the unstretched flame 
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speed and the Markstein length are small.dd The linear fit to the experimental data agrees 

quite well with the NUI C5 predictions of strained flame speed (within ±3%); however 

the San Diego mechanism predictions tend to be significantly lower (~15%). The 

measurements also have a 50% higher strain sensitivity compared to the mechanisms’ 

predictions (see Table 6.1); though in both cases the sensitivity is small. 

 
Figure 6.4. Instantaneous strained flame speed results rich (ϕ = 1.4) for 60:40 CH4:C2H6 mixture at 

5 atm and 650 K. Open symbols at zero strain rate indicate the unstretched flame speed from linear 

extrapolation of experimental data and those calculated using PREMIX routine. 

Table 6.1 presents the Markstein lengths and unstretched flame speeds from linear 

extrapolation of the experimental and numerical data. It is interesting to note that the 

unstretched flame speed estimated from the strain flame measurements is slightly higher 

(~12%) than the San Diego mechanism prediction. In contrast, the Bunsen flame speed 

measurements (Figure 6.3) for the same fuel mixture at rich conditions (though with a 

He:O2 oxidizer) were lower than the San Diego predictions. While this could be due to 

the difference in diluent (N2 versus He), it is worth nothing that the atmospheric pressure 

results (with no helium dilution) also indicate that the flame speed predictions tend to be 

high for rich mixtures (Figure 6.1). 

                                                
dd The 95% confidence interval is within ±2% of the actual flame speed value and therefore barely visible 

in the figure. 
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Table 6.1. Unstretched flame speed and Markstein length determined from linear regression for 

experiment and OPPDIF simulation. Results are for ϕ = 1.4, 60:40 CH4:C2H6 mixture at 5 atm and 

650 K. 

 Unstretched flame speed (cm/s) Markstein length (μm) 

Experiment 75.6 ± 3.2 – 162 ± 51 

San Diego 66.1 – 74 

NUI C5 80.4 – 67 

Figure 6.5a presents flame speed measurements for the same methane/ethane 

mixtures at 10 atm. As expected: (i) increasing the pressure for a given mixture results in 

a decrease in the flame speed of the mixture, and (ii) decreasing ethane content increases 

the flame speed at a given equivalence ratio. However, compared to the 5 atm results, 

these measurements show a larger percentage change in flame speed with change in fuel 

composition. For example, the flame speed at ϕ = 0.9 increases, as the amount of ethane 

is increased from 20 to 40%, by roughly 5% at 5 atm and 16% at 10 atm. Furthermore the 

peak flame speed of the 80:20 CH4:C2H6 mixture occurs at a rich equivalence ratio (1.0–

1.1). Although, no measurements are available for the 60:40 CH4:C2H6 mixture close to 

stoichiometric conditionsee, it appears to have a similar trend to the 80:20 mixture. 

Figure 6.5a also provides a comparison of the measurements with the San Diego 

mechanism predictions. The overall trends are similar, e.g., (i) the predicted flame speeds 

show a similar variation with equivalence ratio, (ii) a higher fractional change in flame 

speed due to change in fuel composition at higher pressure, and (iii) similar peak flame 

speed location. 

                                                
ee Measurements could not be performed due to the limitation in metering the required flowrates at the 

required conditions. 
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Figure 6.5. (a) High pressure (10 atm) laminar flame speed of methane/ethane fuel mixtures at 600 K 

preheat temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted flame speed. 

The oxidizer is a 1:6 volumetric mixture of O2:He. Legend lists the mole fraction of methane and 

ethane in the fuel mixture. Symbols represent experiment data and lines are predictions from San 

Diego mechanism. 

Quantitatively, the predictions are in reasonable agreement with the 

measurements over the complete range of equivalence ratios studied, within 2% to 

+20% (see Figure 6.5b). Excellent agreement is found for near stoichiometric 

equivalence ratio (differences of only a few %), but the predictions show a smaller 

decrease in flame speed away from near-stoichiometric conditions compared to the 

experiments. This leads to increasingly over-predicted flame speeds at off-stoichiometric 

condition, with a more rapid deviation between experimental and predicted results 

observed for lean mixtures. 

6.2.2 Methane/propane mixtures 

Flame speed measurements for methane/propane fuel mixtures at 5 atm and 650 K 

preheat temperature are presented in Figure 6.6a. The results, similar to the 

methane/ethane measurements at 5 atm (Figure 6.3a), indicate that increasing the mole 
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fraction of propane, from 20% to 40%, marginally increases the flame speed of the 

mixture over most of the equivalence ratio range. However for rich equivalence ratios, 

the measured flame speeds are essentially the same for the two fuel mixtures. Also, the 

observed increase in flame speed for the higher propane content mixture is within the 

precision uncertainty of measurements. Finally, the peak flame speed is shifted 

significantly toward lean equivalence ratios (close to 0.9) in the measurements. 

 
Figure 6.6. (a) High pressure (5 atm) laminar flame speed of methane/propane fuel mixtures at 650 K 

preheat temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and predicted flame speed.  

The oxidizer is a 1:6 volumetric mixture of O2:He. The ratios indicate the volumetric 

methane/propane composition of the fuel mixture. Symbols represent experiment data and lines are 

predictions from San Diego mechanism. 

As in the methane/ethane results, the predicted flame speeds show good 

agreement with the measurements, within ±10%, for equivalence ratios close to one (see 

Figure 6.6b). However for rich equivalence ratios the mechanism significantly over-

predicts the flame speed of the mixture (~20–40% for  > 1.2). Furthermore while the 

experiments and computations indicate similar peak flame speed values, the mechanism 
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predicts the peak flame speed location to be at rich equivalence ratio (~1.05 to 1.1) 

compared to the lean value (~0.9) observed in the measurements.  

Much like the atmospheric pressure methane/ethane comparisons, the lean flame 

speeds are closer to those predicted for pure propane; while for increasingly richer 

mixtures, the results tend toward the pure methane predictions. Thus the differences in 

the flame speeds display a similar trend with equivalence ratio as observed for 

methane/ethane mixtures at 1 and 5 atm; the mechanism under-predicts the flame speed 

for lean mixtures and over-predicts it for rich mixtures.  

The predictions also show that addition of even 40% propane shifts the flame 

speed of the mixture close to that of pure propane. This shows that propane has a strong 

effect on the methane/propane mixture flame speed. A similar change in flame speed 

(although to a smaller extent) is also observed with ethane addition in the methane/ethane 

mixtures. These changes in flame speed as a function of mixture composition are further 

discussed in Section 2.2. 

6.3 Steam dilution results 

This section presents stretched and unstretched (Bunsen) flame speed 

measurements for binary fuel mixtures of methane/ethane and methane/propane with 

significant steam dilution for a range of equivalence ratios. Results with steam mole 

fractions up to 30% of the oxidizer mixture are presented. The measurements were 

performed on a 9 mm burner at a preheat temperature of 650 K. 
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6.3.1 Atmospheric pressure results 

6.3.1.1 Methane/ethane mixtures 

Figure 6.7 presents the laminar flame speed for two methane/ethane mixtures, as a 

function of steam in the oxidizer and the equivalence ratio of the mixture, obtained with 

the Bunsen technique. As expected, increasing ethane fraction in the fuel mixture 

increases the flame speed for a given equivalence ratio and steam dilution. For a given 

equivalence ratio, the flame speed decreases nearly linearly with the amount of steam. 

Furthermore, the decrease in flame speed normalized by the no-steam-dilution value is 

similar for all the equivalence ratios considered. This is seen in Figure 6.8, along with the 

normalized flame speed predictions from the San Diego mechanism. 

The predictions from the San Diego and NUI C3 mechanism are also presented in 

Figure 6.7. Both mechanisms predict flame speeds that are close to the measured values 

(mostly within ±10%) for the lean and stoichiometric equivalence ratios, though with a 

tendency to over-predict the measurements, especially at higher dilution levels. However, 

the mechanisms significantly over-predict the flame speed for the rich mixture ( = 1.2) 

by as much as 30% for the San Diego and 40% for the NUI mechanism. It is also worth 

noting that the flame speed predictions from the two mechanisms are nearly identical for 

stoichiometric mixtures, but for lean mixtures the San Diego results are higher and for 

rich mixtures the NUI results are higher. Overall though, both mechanisms show a 

similar decrease in the normalized flame speed with added steam dilution (Figure 6.8), 

and the decrease is a bit less than that observed in the experiments. 
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Figure 6.7. Laminar flame speed of methane/ethane/air/steam mixtures at atmospheric pressure and 

650 K preheat temperature. The rows correspond to equivalence ratio of 0.8 (first), 1 (second) and 

1.2 (third), whereas the columns correspond to CH4:C2H6 mixture of 60:40 (first) and 80:20 (second). 

 
Figure 6.8. Measured (symbols) and predicted (lines) flame speed of atmospheric methane/ethane/air 

mixtures with steam dilution normalized by flame speed at no dilution. Results are color coded: red 

and blue for 60:40 and 80:20 CH4:C2H6 mixture respectively. Predictions are for San Diego 

mechanism. 
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6.3.1.2 Methane/propane mixtures 

Figure 6.9 presents the unstretched laminar flame speed measurements for two 

methane/propane mixtures as a function of steam dilution level and equivalence ratio. 

Normalized flame speed values are plotted in Figure 6.10. The flame speed decreases 

nearly linearly with steam dilution, with a steeper decline at low steam dilution. 

However the flame speed measured for the lean ( = 0.8) 80:20 CH4:C3H8 

mixture at low steam dilution level (< 5%) is questionable because: (i) it is higher than 

the flame speed for the stoichiometric mixture of the same fuel blend, and (ii) because it 

is higher than the flame speed for the higher propane content mixture at the same . A 

more careful inspection of the flame images (Figure 6.11) and experimental conditions 

did not reveal any systematic differences for this data set in terms of flame height, flame 

thickness, oscillation of flame front or flow metering and calibration. As discussed in 

Section 3.2.3.3, it is possible that the measured area is lower than the actual flame area 

due to the stand-off distance of the flame from the burner nozzle (~1 mm). However, 

flames at other steam dilution levels were also lifted by a similar distance. Furthermore, 

systematic errors due to improper data processing or scaling of the images can be ruled 

out because the all the data for the ϕ = 0.8 case were acquired on the same day and the 

discrepancies are only observed for low steam dilution levels. 
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Figure 6.9. Laminar flame speed of methane/propane/air/steam mixtures at atmospheric pressure 

and 650 K preheat temperature. The rows correspond to equivalence ratio of 0.8 (first), 1 (second) 

and 1.2 (third) respectively whereas the columns correspond to CH4:C3H8 mixture of 60:40 (first) 

and 80:20 (second) by volume. 

Figure 6.9 also compares the measurements to the prediction from the San Diego 

and NUI C3 mechanisms. Similar to the methane/ethane case, the mechanisms predict 

nearly the same flame speeds (within 5–15%) as those measured for the lean and 

stoichiometric mixtures. However for rich mixtures, the mechanisms predict significantly 

higher flame speed values (by as much as 30–40%). Unlike for the ethane mixtures, the 

two mechanisms now agree best with each other (and with the experiments) for the lean 
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mixture, with increasing differences between the two mechanisms for the stoichiometric 

and rich conditions, with significant disagreement at the latter ( = 1.2). 

 
Figure 6.10. Measured (symbols) and predicted (lines) flame speed of atmospheric 

methane/propane/air mixtures with steam dilution normalized by flame speed at no dilution. Results 

are color coded: red and blue for 60:40 and 80:20 CH4:C3H8 mixture respectively. Predictions are for 

San Diego mechanism. 

 
Figure 6.11. Typical instantaneous chemiluminescence image of the flame for ϕ = 0.8 

CH4:C3H8 = 80:20 mixture with steam dilution. Numbers indicate steam mole fraction in oxidizer. 

Images are not scaled to same signal intensity. The bright spot on the lower right corner is due to the 

pilot flame. 

Focusing on the effect of dilution (Figure 6.10), the normalized results from both 

the experiments and simulations show that the relative decrease in flame speed is only a 

weak function of equivalence ratio, at least for the near stoichiometric range of conditions 

examined here ( = 0.8–1.2). Also, the predicted decline in flame speed with added 
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dilution is less than observed in the experiments. These findings for the methane/propane 

mixtures are consistent with the methane/ethane results (Figure 6.8). When compared to 

the atmospheric pressure results for pure propane (Figure 5.7a), the San Diego 

mechanism predictions show a similar decrease in normalized flame speed with steam 

dilution level. Furthermore the variation in ln(𝑆𝐿/𝑆𝐿
0), for the two methane/propane 

mixtures (as shown in Figure 6.12), is roughly linear with the fractional change in 

adiabatic flame temperature and similar to that of pure propane for different equivalence 

ratios close to stoichiometric with 𝑚′ ~ 5.9–6.9. 

 
Figure 6.12. Normalized flame speed of different methane/propane mixtures with steam dilution as a 

function of change in flame temperature normalized by the flame temperature of undiluted mixture. 

The legend indicates the mole fraction of propane in the fuel mixture and the equivalence ratio. 

The measurements presented in Figure 6.9 show that the measured flame speed of 

methane/propane mixtures at the rich equivalence ratio has a significantly lower value 

than at the lean and stoichiometric conditions tested, and also lower than that predicted 

by the two kinetic mechanisms. To investigate whether this is a systematic error 

associated with the measurement technique, strained flame speed measurements were 

also acquired, using the stagnation flame configuration, for the 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixture 

at the rich condition.  
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Linear fits to the measured flame speeds, presented in Figure 6.13, for an 

undiluted and 10% steam diluted mixture are in good agreement with the mechanism 

predictions for the strained flame, especially for the San Diego mechanism. Furthermore, 

extrapolations of the strained flame speeds (indicated along the left axis of Figure 6.13) 

to zero strain rate, and thus to the unstretched flame speed, also agree well. However, the 

unstretched flame speeds estimated from the Bunsen flame technique (indicated by the 

closed symbols along the left axis of Figure 6.13) are significantly lower than the 

extrapolations. Since none of the measurement uncertainties investigated in Chapters 3 

and 4 can account for such a large error in the Bunsen-based flame speed, it is reasonable 

to conclude that the error is due to the failure of an underlying assumption of the method 

at these conditions, e.g., that the burned flame speed of this Bunsen flame is only weakly 

effected by curvature and strain except very close to the base and at the flame tip. 

If this is true, however, this must somehow correlate to the specific conditions of 

these flames, as much better agreement was observed in Chapter 4 for pure methane and 

propane fuels at atmospheric pressure. The same systematic effect on flame speed is 

observed in Figure 6.13 for both diluted and undiluted oxidizers. Thus the cause can not 

simply be associated with dilution. Also, the atmospheric pressure results for 

methane/ethane mixtures (Figure 6.1) reveal the same trend at rich conditions. Therefore, 

the cause can not be associated solely with propane addition. If a greater portion of the 

Bunsen flame is being significantly impacted by flame stretch, it would have to be due to 

some combined impact of conditions that make these flames “different”, i.e., multi-fuel 

mixtures and preheating, combined with operation at rich equivalence ratios. 
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Figure 6.13. Strained laminar flame speed of 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixture without (a) and with (b) 10% 

steam dilution. ff Open symbols are linear extrapolation to zero strain rate and closed symbols are 

measurements from Bunsen flame technique (estimated to correct for steam dilution level). 

Comparisons of the strained flame speed measurements and predictions, presented 

in Figure 6.13, also show a difference between the strain effect. The simulations indicate 

an increase in sensitivity of flame speed to strain rate (or increase in Markstein length) 

with increase in the steam dilution level. However, the experiments indicate a decrease in 

the Markstein length. The Markstein lengths for the different cases are presented in Table 

6.2. The mechanism predictions show that the Markstein length for the 10% steam 

dilution case increases for strain rates higher than 900 s-1. Since the measurements are 

performed around this strain rate, it is possible that measurements from the experiment 

are weighted towards the lower Markstein length conditions. Table 6.2 also presents, in 

parenthesis, the Markstein length estimated from the mechanism results with strain rate 

over 900 s-1. 

                                                
ff The 95% confidence interval for the linear fit is barely visible due to its proximity to actual fit. The 

difference between linear fit and the 95% confidence interval is less than ±3%. 
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Table 6.2. Markstein length for ϕ = 1.2, 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixtures with and without steam dilution. 

Values based on linear fit to strained flame speed results at atmospheric pressure and 650 K preheat. 

 Markstein length (μm) 

 Experiment San Diego NUI 

No dilution – 149 ± 16 – 133 – 127 

10% H2O – 92 ± 22 
– 153  

(– 106)gg 

– 145  

(– 91) 

6.3.2 High pressure results 

6.3.2.1 Methane/ethane mixtures 

Figure 6.14 shows the flame speed measurements for methane/ethane mixtures at 

5 atm. Here, instead of varying steam dilution level at fixed equivalence ratio, the steam 

dilution was fixed at 26% mole fraction of the oxidizer, in order to prevent flame 

instabilities, and the equivalence ratio was varied over a wide range. As expected, higher 

pressure decreases the flame speed of the mixture at a given  and steam dilution level 

(cf. Figure 6.7 and Table 6.3). Also increasing ethane mole fraction in the fuel mixture, 

from 20% to 40%, results in a significant (15–25%) increase in the flame speed over the 

equivalence ratio range. This is in contrast to atmospheric pressure measurements, where 

increasing ethane results in an ~20% increase in flame speed for the lean mixture but less 

than a 5% change for the stoichiometric mixture. Furthermore at high pressure, the peak 

flame speed for the 80:20 CH4:C2H6 mixture is at a slightly leaner equivalence ratio 

compared to the 60:40 mixture (0.95 compared to 1.0). 

                                                
gg The value in parenthesis refers to the Markstein length based on results with strain rate higher than 

900 s-1. 
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Table 6.3. Effect of pressure on laminar flame speed of 60:40 methane/ethane mixture with 25.9% 

steam dilution. Values interpolated, from flame speed measurements, to correct for the equivalence 

ratio and steam dilution level. 

ϕ 

SL (cm/s) % 

change in 

SL 1 atm 5 atm 

0.8 54.3 40.6 25 

1.0 59.9 46.8 22 

1.2 49.3 34.8 29 

 
Figure 6.14. (a) Unstretched laminar flame speed of methane/ethane/air/steam mixtures at 5 atm 

pressure and 650 K preheat temperature. (b) Normalized difference between the measured and 

predicted flame speed. Oxidizer consists of 25.9% mole fraction of steam in air. The ratio in the 

legend indicates fuel composition as methane/ethane ratio. Current measurements are represented 

by symbols and mechanism predictions by thick and thin lines for San Diego and NUI C3 mechanism 

respectively. 

The mechanism predictions are in good agreement with the measurements for rich 

mixtures, but predict significantly lower (20–60%) flame speeds for lean and near 

stoichiometric mixtures. This is in contrast with the trend observed at atmospheric 

pressure (Figure 6.7), where the mechanism predictions are in reasonable agreement with 

the measurements for  = 0.8 and 1.0, but over-predict the flame speed for rich mixtures. 
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There is also a significantly larger difference in the predictions for the two mechanisms. 

The NUI mechanism predictions, which were lower than the San Diego results for lean 

mixtures, by ~7% at atmospheric pressure are now lower by ~15%. This disagreement 

between the mechanism increases with increase in the ethane content of the mixture. It 

should be noted that the mechanisms predict a peak in flame speed at a slightly rich 

equivalence ratio (between 1.0–1.15) for both the fuel mixtures. 

6.3.2.2 Methane/propane mixtures 

Flame speed measurements for two methane/propane mixtures at 5 atm pressure 

are presented in Figure 6.15. Measurements are not available at low steam dilution levels 

due to the wrinkling of the flame surface as a result of increased instabilities at this 

elevated pressure. As expected, the flame speed of the mixtures decreases in comparison 

to the atmospheric pressure case (Figure 6.9). The measured flame speed decrease with 

steam dilution is also less linear compared to the atmospheric pressure results. This is 

more evident in Figure 6.16, which presents a comparison of the normalized flame speeds 

for different equivalence ratios. The flame speeds were normalized by the value at 20% 

steam dilution due to the absence of undiluted data. 

While increasing the amount of propane in the fuel mixture might be expected to 

increase the flame speed, this is clearly not the case for the lean condition ( = 0.8), 

where the 80:20 CH4:C3H8 mixtures have higher flame speeds compared to the 60:40 

mixtures. Furthermore the flame speeds for the lean 80:20 mixtures are higher than those 

for the stoichiometric mixtures at the same dilution. A higher flame speed can result 

either due to error in flowrate (actual flowrate being is lower than recorded) and/or error 

in the measured flame area (actual area being higher than measured). However, the same 
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results were obtained when the experiments were repeated, a month later, after 

recalibrating and making sure there were no gas leaks in the flow system. These are 

highlighted by data points with a lighter shade. An error in the measured flame area is 

unlikely due to the image processing algorithm used, which was also used for the all the 

other cases reported and has been thoroughly validated. 

 
Figure 6.15. Unstretched laminar flame speed of methane/propane/air/steam mixtures at 5 atm 

pressure and 650 K preheat temperature. The rows correspond to equivalence ratio of 0.8 (first), 1 

(second) and 1.2 (third) respectively whereas the columns correspond to CH4:C3H8 mixture of 60:40 

(first) and 80:20 (second) by volume. The lighter shade data for ϕ = 0.8, 80:20 mixture, corresponds 

repeat of experiment on a different day. 
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Figure 6.16. Measured (symbols) and predicted (lines) flame speed of atmospheric 

methane/propane/air mixtures with steam dilution normalized by flame speed for 20% dilution case. 

Results are color coded: red and blue for 60:40 and 80:20 CH4:C3H8 mixture respectively. 

Predictions are for San Diego mechanism. 

Reference flame images at different steam dilution level are presented in Figure 

6.17. Figure 6.17 also shows reference flame images at two steam dilution levels for the 

rich 80:20 mixtures. The images for the rich 80:20 mixtures are presented as a reference 

because the flame speeds measured at the two conditions, viz. 8.4% and 8.8% steam 

dilution, are significantly different (~20%). However no significant systematic difference 

is observed between the two images; the difference in flame height is due to the change in 

the total flowrate.hh These images indicate a possibility that significant difference in 

measured flame speed can exist even for cases with visibly similar and acceptable flame 

geometry. 

Figure 6.15 also presents the flame speed predictions from the San Diego and 

NUI C3 mechanisms. The predictions show good agreement with the lean 60:40 and 

stoichiometric 80:20 mixtures over most of the measurement range. However for rich 

mixtures, the predicted flame speeds are lower by ~30–50% for the 60:40 case and higher 

by ~5–40% for the 80:20 case. At all other binary fuel mixtures conditions tested, the 

                                                
hh The total reactant flowrate for the 8.4% and 8.8% mixture was 11.8 and 16.9 slpm respectively, which 

corresponds to an increase in the flowrate by ~40%.. 
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mechanisms predictions are either higher or lower for both fuel compositions. However 

this is not the case for the methane/propane mixture presented in Figure 6.15. This 

indicates that the change in fuel composition has an effect on the flame speed 

measurement at these conditions. There is also significant difference between the 

measured and predicted flame speeds for the lean 80:20 mixtures. However this is 

expected due to the high flame speed measured for these mixtures. 

 
Figure 6.17. Instantaneous chemiluminescence image of the flame for lean and rich 80:20 CH4:C3H8 

mixtures with steam dilution. Numbers indicate equivalence ratio and steam mole fraction in 

oxidizer. Images are not scaled to same signal intensity. 

6.3.2.2.1 Strained flame speed measurements 

The 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixture is further investigated at lean and rich conditions, 

with and without steam dilution, with the stagnation flame approach. Figure 6.18 presents 

flame speeds for a lean (ϕ = 0.8) methane/propane mixture at 5 atm and 650 K preheat 

with no dilution and 10% steam dilution. Increasing the steam dilution results in greater 

strain sensitivity, though there is a significant uncertainty in the measured strain 

sensitivity for the no dilution case (–2 ± 56 μm). Also for 10% steam dilution, the 

unstretched flame speeds estimated from the stagnation and Bunsen flame technique are 

in good agreement (less than a 10% difference). Furthermore the predictions from both 

chemical kinetics mechanisms are also in good agreement with the measurements at both 
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dilution levels. The mechanisms, however, predict a smaller change in strain sensitivity 

with steam dilution level. The Markstein lengths for these mixtures are presented in Table 

6.4. The apparent higher change in measured Markstein length could be due to the higher 

uncertainty in the undiluted case data, which indicates that a linear fit is not able to 

correctly capture the strain flame speed variation. 

 
Figure 6.18. High pressure (5 atm) strained laminar flame speed of lean (ϕ = 0.8) 60:40 CH4:C3H8 

fuel mixture (a) without and (b) with 10% steam dilution. Open symbols are linear extrapolation to 

zero strain rate and closed symbols are measurements from Bunsen flame technique (estimated to 

correct for steam dilution level). 

Table 6.4. Markstein length for ϕ = 0.8, 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixtures with and without steam dilution. 

Values based on linear fit to strained flame speed results for 5 atm pressure and 650 K preheat. 

 Markstein length (μm) 

 Experiment San Diego NUI 

No dilution – 2 ± 56 – 58 – 58 

10% H2O – 319 ± 35 – 68  – 75 

Figure 6.19 presents the strained flame speed measurements for a ϕ = 1.2 

methane/propane mixture at 5 atm and 650 K preheat, with varying steam dilution level. 
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The measurements show that the Markstein length for the mixture decreases (becomes 

more negative) with steam dilution (see Table 6.5). Furthermore, comparisons with the 

prediction from chemical kinetics mechanism show that the NUI mechanism is in slightly 

better agreement with the measurements as compared to the San Diego mechanism. In 

comparison, at atmospheric pressure, the San Diego mechanism predictions were in 

better agreement with the experiments. Furthermore at high pressure, both the 

mechanisms predict strain sensitivities that are much larger than the measured value and 

show a smaller change with the steam dilution level. A possible reason for these 

differences could be the high uncertainty in the measured Markstein length. For example 

for 10% steam dilution (Figure 6.19b), the measured Markstein length would agree better 

with the predicted values if the strain rate range for the linear fit is limited to 300–700 s-1, 

whereas for 14.4% steam dilution case (Figure 6.19c) there is higher uncertainty because 

the number of measurements available is low, due to insufficient seeding density. 

Table 6.5. Markstein length for ϕ = 1.2, 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixtures with and without steam dilution. 

Values based on linear fit to strained flame speed results for 5 atm pressure and 650 K preheat. 

 Markstein length (μm) 

 Experiment San Diego NUI 

No dilution – 39±71 – 63 – 55 

10% H2O – 189±15 – 97  – 79 

14.4% H2O – 265±57 – 98 – 74 
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Figure 6.19. High pressure (5 atm) strained laminar flame speed of rich (ϕ = 1.2) 60:40 CH4:C3H8 

fuel mixture (a) without, (b) with 10% and (c) with 14.4% steam dilution. The extent of linear fit 

(blue curve) indicates the range of strain rate where the measurements were performed. Open 

symbols are linear extrapolation to zero strain rate and closed symbols are measurements from 

Bunsen flame technique (estimated to correct for steam dilution level). 

6.3.3 Relationship between strain sensitivity and measured 

flame speed 

Section 5.3 explored the relationship between flame height and the difference 

between the predicted and measured flame speeds. While no clear correlation was found, 

flame height is a global parameter that influences the degree of stretch (due to both the 

curvature and strain) experienced by the Bunsen flame. It does not, however, address the 

stretch sensitivity of the flame. To examine whether there is any correlation between 

strain sensitivity and the observed differences in flame speeds for the binary mixtures, the 
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normalized difference between the predicted and measured flame speed is plotted against 

the Markstein numberii for select fuel mixtures in Figure 6.20.jj 

 
Figure 6.20. Difference between the predicted and measured flame speed (normalized by measured 

flame speed) as a function of Markstein number for a mixture. Results are for 60:40 CH4:C3H8 

(square) and 60:40 CH4:C2H6 (triangle) mixtures at 650 K. 1 and 5 atm pressure result are 

represented by closed and open symbols respectively. Lean and stoichiometric mixtures are in blue 

and rich mixtures in red. Darker shades represent steam dilution, whereas lighter shades are without 

steam dilution. Flame speed predictions are from San Diego mechanism. 

The results do not show a clear correlation between the strain sensitivity of the 

mixture and the difference in the flame speed; for the same strain sensitivity, lean and 

rich mixtures show significantly different flame speed differences. For rich mixtures, the 

difference in flame speed does appear to decrease as the Markstein number increases 

(toward zero for these negative Markstein number mixtures). However this could also be 

                                                
ii Markstein number is defined as Ma = 𝑙/𝛿𝐿

0, where 𝑙 is the Markstein length and 𝛿𝐿
0 is the flame thickness 

determined, based on the maximum temperature gradient in an unstretched flame (PREMIX calculations), 

as follows, 

𝛿𝐿
0 =

𝑇max − 𝑇𝑢

(𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑥)max  
 

where 𝑇max is the maximum temperature in the flame (generally equal to the adiabatic flame temperature) 

and 𝑇𝑢 is the reactant temperature. 

 
jj The stretch sensitivity (Markstein length) of a reactant mixture is a function of the geometry of the flame 

[90]. As such one can expect the stretch sensitivities calculated from Bunsen, stagnation flame or outwardly 

propagating spherical flame geometries to be different. The Markstein length used here is determined from 

the opposed flow stagnation flame geometry (as modeled by Chemkin’s OPPDIF reactor). While the 

Bunsen flame stretch sensitivity is not expected to be uniform over the flame surface, no tool for 

calculating that flame configuration was available. 
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attributed to the change in pressure between the low Markstein number data point (at 5 

atm) and the other rich points (at 1 atm). Since the number of measurements is limited, it 

is not possible to conclusively say if there is any correlation between the difference in the 

flame speed and strain sensitivity for rich mixtures. 

6.3.4 Summary 

This section has presented the effect of steam dilution on binary mixtures of 

methane/ethane and methane/propane. As expected, increasing the amount of ethane or 

propane in the fuel mixture increases the flame speed of the mixture. The flame speed 

decreases in a slightly non-linear fashion with steam dilution level for the different fuel 

mixtures considered. Furthermore, the methane/propane mixtures show a similar quasi-

linear dependence of the flame speed to the change in the flame temperature as found for 

pure propane with 𝑚′ ~ 6–7.3. This suggests that it is possible to parameterize the results 

to predict the change in flame speed with dilution for pure fuels and binary mixtures. 

For atmospheric pressure, the Bunsen flame technique provides a faithful 

measurement of flame speeds at the lean and stoichiometric conditions studied, and the 

results are in agreement with predictions from the chemical kinetics mechanisms. 

However at rich conditions, the technique generally produces significantly lower flame 

speeds than those predicted by the mechanisms, especially for methane/propane mixtures. 

Such a difference is not observed in the stagnation flame speed measurements. This 

indicates needed improvements in the Bunsen flame technique; preliminary comparisons 

do not show any clear correlation between the stretch sensitivity and differences in the 

measured flame speeds. Furthermore, significant difference is observed between the 
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flame speed predictions from different mechanisms, indicating a possibility of needed 

improvements in the mechanisms at rich conditions. 

At high pressure, the measurements for methane/ethane mixtures show a 

significant change (15–25%) in flame speed with amount of ethane. There is also 

significant difference between the measured and predicted flame speeds at lean 

equivalence ratios, whereas rich mixtures show good agreement. However unlike the 

atmospheric pressure results, the mechanisms now show a higher difference (> 20%) in 

flame speed for lean conditions and have better agreement with the measurements at rich 

conditions. Thus there is a need for possible improvement in the mechanisms while 

accounting for effect of pressure for methane/ethane mixtures. On the other hand, high 

pressure flame speeds for the methane/propane fuel still show good agreement for lean 

and stoichiometric mixtures but have significant differences for rich mixtures. However 

the mechanism predictions show good agreement with the strain flame speed 

measurements. These results for the atmospheric and high pressure cases indicate a need 

for improving the understanding of the Bunsen flame technique at these conditions. 

Furthermore the measurements for lean 80:20 CH4:C3H8 mixtures with steam dilution 

exhibit a significantly higher flame speed than expected. The reason for this is not fully 

understood, even though most of the experimental sources of uncertainty have been 

accounted for. 

6.4 Mixing rules 

As discussed in Section 2.2, different mixing rules are used to estimate the flame 

speed of fuel mixture. This section explores the performance of some of these mixing 

rules under high preheat and steam dilution conditions. Since measurements were not 
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performed for pure fuels at desired conditions, the results presented in this section are 

based on predictions from the San Diego mechanism. The mixing rules tested are derived 

based on: 

1. mole fraction weighting; 

2. mass fraction weighting; and 

3. adiabatic flame temperature weighting. 

 𝑆𝐿,𝑚 = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑆𝐿,𝑖

𝑖

 1a 

 1

𝑆𝐿,𝑚
= ∑

𝑥𝑖

𝑆𝐿,𝑖
𝑖

 1b 
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𝑖
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 1

𝑆𝐿,𝑚
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𝑖
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ln 𝑆𝐿,𝑚 =

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑇ad,𝑖 ln 𝑆𝐿,𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑇ad,𝑖𝑖
=

∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑇ad,𝑖 ln 𝑆𝐿,𝑖𝑖

𝑛𝑚𝑇ad,𝑚
 3 

Figure 6.21 compares the performance of these mixing rules viz. expressions 1–3, 

for an 80:20 CH4:C2H6 mixture with air at atmospheric pressure and 650 K preheat 

temperature over a range of equivalence ratios. The plot presents a normalized difference 

of the estimated flame speed from the actual flame speed of the mixture. The results show 

that all the mixing rules provide a reasonable estimate of the flame speed. However they 

all tend to under-estimate the flame speed of the mixture. 
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Figure 6.21. Normalized difference in flame speed estimated using different mixing rules and the 

actual flame speed of 80:20 CH4:C2H6 mixture with air. Calculations performed using San Diego 

mechanism at atmospheric pressure and 650 K preheat temperature. The numbers in the legend 

refer to the expressions presented in the text. 

It is worth nothing that the approaches based on reciprocal of flame speed (viz. 

expression 1b and 2b) always provide a lower estimate of the mixture flame speed 

compared to their counterparts (viz. expressions 1a and 2a respectively). This is because 

these expressions provide a higher weight to the component with lower flame speed. 

However from the measurements presented in this thesis, it is evident that addition of 

propane or ethane to methane will shifts the flame speed of the mixture significantly 

towards the higher flame speed component viz. propane or ethane. As such combining 

the reciprocals of flame speed will not produce a good estimate of the mixture flame 

speed and hence is not considered further. 

Figure 6.22 presents difference in actual and estimated flame speed, at 10 atm, for 

a 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixture at 300 K and 650 K. For methane/propane mixtures, the 

adiabatic flame temperature based mixing rule provides a better estimate of the flame 

speed compared to the mass fraction based mixing rule, while the latter tends to be better 

for methane/ethane mixtures. Furthermore, an increase in preheat temperature does not 

have any systematic effect on the accuracy of the flame speed estimate.  
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Figure 6.22. Normalized difference in flame speed estimated using different mixing rules and the 

actual flame speed of 60:40 CH4:C3H8 mixture with air. Calculations performed using San Diego 

mechanism at 10 atm pressure and 300 K (thin lines) and 650 K (thick lines). The numbers in the 

legend refer to the expressions presented in the text. 

Figure 6.23 presents the difference in flame speed for methane/ethane mixtures 

with steam dilution at 1 and 10 atm. There is no clear systematic trend with change in 

pressure. However, compared to undiluted cases, the mass fraction weighted flame speed 

estimates are higher than the actual flame speed for some of the equivalence ratios. In 

general, the flame speed estimates from the mass fraction and adiabatic temperature 

weighted mixing rules tend to be within ±5% of the actual flame speed over most of the 

tested range of fuel mixtures, equivalence ratios, preheat temperatures and pressures. 

 
Figure 6.23. Performance of different mixing rules for 60:40 CH4:C2H6 mixture with steam dilution 

(15%) at 650 K. Calculations are for atmospheric (thin lines) and 10 atm (thick lines) pressure. 
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Finally, Figure 6.24 shows the difference in the estimated and actual flame speeds 

as a function of amount of methane in the fuel mixture. Once again, the mass- and 

temperature-weighted estimates are quite close to the actual mixture values. The flame 

speed estimates are asymmetric (about the 50% level) with respect to the mole fraction of 

methane but more symmetric as a function of the methane mass fraction. This could 

simply be a coincidence for the given fuel mixture. It is known that the flame speed 

changes marginally between higher-order alkanes (> C3) because the adiabatic flame 

temperature change between these alkane is small [9]. Also for estimates of flame speed 

for mixtures of methane and a higher order alkane, based on mass fraction weighting, the 

flame speed will be weighted more towards the flame speed of the higher order alkane. 

However because the flame speed does not change significantly between higher order 

alkanes, the estimate can be skewed for higher order alkane. 

 
Figure 6.24. Normalized difference in flame speed estimated using different mixing rules and the 

actual flame speed of stoichiometric CH4:C2H6 mixture with air as a function of amount of methane 

in the fuel. Calculations performed using San Diego mechanism at atmospheric pressure and 650 K 

preheat temperature. The numbers in the legend refer to the expressions presented in the text. 

To summarize, all the different mixing rules tests mixing rule tested provide a 

reasonable estimate of the actual flame speed of a binary fuel mixture. However in 

general, the mass fraction mixing rule provides a better estimate for the methane/ethane 
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mixtures, while the adiabatic temperature based rule works best for methane/propane. In 

general, the flame speed estimates are only a few percent lower than the actual flame 

speed. However, this is not the case under all conditions, as seen here for steam dilution. 

Furthermore, increasing the pressure and preheat temperature appears to have no 

systematic effect on the accuracy of the flame speed estimate.  
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CHAPTER 7  

CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Summary and conclusions 

This thesis investigated laminar flame speeds of pure and binary mixtures of C1–

C3 alkanes over a range of conditions relevant to gas turbine conditions. To perform the 

flame speed measurements two techniques viz. a modified Bunsen flame approach (for 

unstretched flame speed measurements) and a bluff-body stabilized stagnation flame 

approach (for flame speed strain sensitivity measurements) were implemented. Various 

leading chemical kinetics mechanisms and a 1-d laminar flame simulation were also used 

to predict flame speeds under these conditions. This chapter summarizes the key results 

and provides suggestions for further study. The key goals of this work can be divided into 

three areas: 

1. Flame speed measurement techniques 

a. Extend the modified Bunsen flame measurement approach to measure 

flame speeds of hydrocarbon fuels and to improve understanding of 

the uncertainties associated with such measurements. 

b. Implement a bluff-body stabilized stagnation flame approach with high 

resolution PIV imaging for measuring strain sensitivity. 

2. Flame speed database 

a. Develop an unstretched and stretched flame speed database for C1–C3 

alkanes at high preheat and dilution. 
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b. Understand the effect of binary fuel mixtures and vitiation on the 

flame speed of the mixture. 

3. Mechanism comparison 

a. Investigate the performance of leading chemical kinetics mechanisms 

for predicting flame speed at relevant conditions and identify possible 

regions of improvements. 

7.1.1 Measurement techniques validation 

7.1.1.1 Modified Bunsen flame approach 

The modified Bunsen flame approach was previously used by Natarajan [55] to 

successfully measure flame speeds of syngas fuel mixtures. In this work, the technique 

has been validated for flame speed measurement of hydrocarbon fuels over a range of 

conditions. The validation results show that the technique is suitable for measuring 

unstretched flame speed for a number of pure alkane fuels (methane/ethane/propane), 

with different diluents (nitrogen, steam and helium), at lean and rich conditions ( = 0.6–

1.3), and at various pressures (1–10 atm) and reactant temperatures (300–650 K). The 

flame speeds measured using this approach are generally within ±10% of stretch-

corrected results from other widely accepted techniques viz. stagnation and spherical 

flame configurations. The results also show that measurements are reproducible and 

insensitive to the burner diameter (6–16.6 mm). However, a significant decrease in the 

non-dimensional flame height (h/D < 1.3) introduces a systematic error, a higher than 

actual flame speed. To conclude: the reaction-zone area based approach using a Bunsen 

flame configuration is suitable for determining the unstretched flame speed of 
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hydrocarbon fuels, within ±10%, over a wide range of conditions. The technique is 

suitable for high temperature and pressure measurements (with negligible effect of fuel 

degradation due to low residence time) and reasonably fast to perform measurements 

over many conditions. However as detailed in Section 7.1.2, discrepancies were observed 

in the Bunsen measurements at certain conditions, such as rich mixtures with low O2 

content in the oxidizer. 

7.1.1.2 Stagnation flame approach 

The stagnation flame configuration has been widely used for flame speed and 

strain sensitivity measurements. The current implementation of the bluff-body stabilized 

stagnation flame with PIV for velocity measurement, as opposed to the more common 

opposed jet flame configuration with LDV measurements, has been shown to be suitable 

for accurate flame speed and strain rate measurements, with demonstrated errors of less 

than 5%. Furthermore the setup also allows for acquiring instantaneous flame speed and 

strain rate sweeps with high accuracy and precision (less than 1% difference for 95% 

confidence interval). 

7.1.2 Laminar flame speed results 

Laminar flame speed measurements were performed over a range of conditions 

using the Bunsen and stagnation flame techniques. Table 7.1 provides an overview of the 

conditions where the flame speed measurements were performed. A complete flame 

speed database of the measurements, performed during this work, along with relevant 

experimental conditions is provided on the Georgia Tech’s Smartech repository. Except 

for the validation tests (primarily at low preheat temperature), most of the flame speed 
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measurements presented here are the first reported at the conditions listed in the table, 

i.e., combinations of high preheat, dilution, fuel composition and elevated pressure. Thus 

these measurements represent a unique database at conditions relevant in gas turbine 

combustor. The measurements are useful for evaluating the performance of chemical 

kinetics mechanisms for C1-C3 alkanes and also for understanding the uncertainties in the 

Bunsen flame technique for measuring flame speed. The subsequent sections discuss 

some of the key observations from the measurements, including the validation of various 

chemical kinetics mechanisms and their implication on improving the understanding of 

the Bunsen flame technique. 

Table 7.1. Overview of the range of conditions where flame speed measurements were performed. 

Each symbol corresponds to a variation in equivalence ratio or strain rate (tick mark) and dilution 

level (asterisk). The color of the symbols correspond to the room temperature (blue) and high 

temperature (red). 

 

7.1.2.1 Pure fuels and vitiation 

Measurements of flame speed were performed for propane–air mixtures with N2 

(0–28.5%), CO2 (0–10%) and H2O (15.5%) dilution at high preheat (650 K). The O2 mole 
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faction in the oxidizer varied from 15–21%. As expected, the measured flame speed 

decreases with addition of the diluents. Furthermore for equal amounts of diluent, the 

flame speed is most affected by CO2 addition, followed by H2O and N2.  

The simulation data shows that the flame speed decrease with increasing dilution, 

for propane–air mixtures, is nearly linear with N2, slightly non-linear with H2O and 

significantly non-linear with CO2 addition (with a slower decrease in flame speed at 

higher dilution levels). This is because, unlike N2, both H2O and CO2 are chemically 

active and thus affect the flame speed through a decrease in both the flame temperature 

and the radical pool concentration, and also because for the same dilution level the 

change in the flame temperature is highest for CO2 addition followed by H2O and N2. 

Furthermore the relative decrease in the flame speed, for a given diluent, is similar over a 

range of equivalence ratios (0.7–1.3). 

The simulations also show that the log of normalized flame speed (ln(𝑆𝐿/𝑆𝐿
0)) is 

roughly linear with the fractional change in adiabatic flame temperature (Δ𝑇ad/𝑇ad
0 ). The 

negative slope of these curves, 𝑚′, is between 4.8–7.7, increasing for dilution with N2 

(4.8–5.5) to H2O (5.7–6.6) to CO2 (6.8–7.7) for propane flames. The linear trend is also 

observed for methane-propane fuel mixtures with steam dilution with roughly the same 

range of sensitivity values as for pure propane (𝑚′ ~ 5.9–6.9). These findings suggest that 

it is possible to develop simple correlations for the variation in flame speed with dilution 

that is valid for a large range of equivalence ratios and fuel mixtures. 

Based on the simulations, the chemical effect of CO2 is responsible for almost 

30% of the decrease in the flame speed from the undiluted condition (the remaining 70% 

decrease is due to the thermal effect). The chemical effect of H2O accounts for up to a 
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10% decrease in the flame speed, while the chemical effect for N2 is negligible (< 1%). 

The direct chemical effect of dilution is most significant near stoichiometric conditions 

due to the high flame temperature and hence higher radical concentration at these 

conditions. How the third body efficiency of the diluent is accounted for is also important 

in defining the chemical effect of the diluent. 

Measurements were also performed at constant adiabatic flame temperature at 

different equivalence ratios, as they are helpful in isolating the chemical kinetics effect 

from the flame temperature effect on the flame speed and also because such 

measurements can be of practical use in real combustors where temperature is an 

important design consideration. Measurements were performed for methane–air mixtures 

with H2O dilution and propane–air mixtures with N2 and CO2 dilution. These 

measurements show that the minimum flame speed location is close to the stoichiometric 

condition. On either side of stoichiometric condition, the flame speed increases due to 

increase in O2 and fuel concentration. However for sufficiently rich conditions (ϕ >1.2), 

the flame speed starts decreasing due to the decrease in the H radical concentration, 

which is consumed by fuel breakup and recombination reactions. 

7.1.2.2 Binary fuel mixtures 

Flame speed measurements of binary fuel mixtures of methane/ethane and 

methane/propane show that changing the amount of higher alkane from 20% to 40% 

(mole fraction in fuel mixture) results in a marginal increase in the flame speed (< 5%). 

However for high pressure methane/ethane flames with steam dilution the results show a 

much higher (15–25%) change in flame speed with increase in ethane mole fraction. 
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Simulation results for atmospheric pressure indicate that addition of higher alkane 

(viz. ethane and propane) to methane significantly shifts the flame speed towards that of 

the higher alkane. Further increase in mole fraction of higher alkane increase the flame 

speed marginally. Similar results are observed at higher pressure for methane/propane 

mixture. However for methane/ethane mixtures, the fractional increase in flame speed is 

lower at high pressures (5 and 10 atm) than at atmospheric pressure. 

Steam dilution measurements, for the binary fuel mixtures at 1 and 5 atm and  

up to 30% H2O mole fraction in the oxidizer, show a similar behavior for the relative 

change in flame speed as the pure fuel results. For example, the relative impact of H2O 

addition is similar for different equivalence ratios. In addition, the same behavior is 

observed for different fuel mixture compositions. The measurements confirm the 

expected trends of decrease in flame speed with increase in steam dilution or decrease in 

fraction of higher alkane in the fuel mixture. Also like the pure fuel results, the decrease 

in normalized flame speed can be related to the normalized decrease in the flame 

temperature with 𝑚′ ≈ 6–7.3. Strained flame speed measurements, for methane/propane 

mixtures with steam dilution at 5 atm pressure, show that steam dilution results in a slight 

increase in the strain sensitivity of the mixture, whereas for atmospheric pressure, the 

strain sensitivity decreases. In comparing the differences between the measured and 

predicted (unstretched) flame speeds, no clear correlation was observed. 

Predictions from chemical kinetics mechanisms were used to empirically 

investigate the performance of different mixing rules in estimating the flame speed of 

binary fuel mixtures from the properties of individual components. In general, all the 

mixing rules considered provided a reasonable estimate (generally within 10%) of the 
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flame speed of the mixture. More specifically for methane/ethane mixtures, mass fraction 

based mixing rule provided better estimate of the mixture flame speed, whereas for 

methane/propane mixtures, adiabatic flame temperature based mixing rule performed 

better. The results from these two mixing rules are generally within ±5% of the actual 

flame speed. While the estimated flame speed from the mixing rule tends to be lower than 

actual value for most conditions tested, this is not always the case as shown for steam 

dilution condition. Furthermore the accuracy of the mixing rules does not have any 

systematic dependence on the pressure or preheat temperature conditions. The accuracy 

of these simple mixing rules, in estimating the flame speed of a fuel mixture, is 

comparable to uncertainties in the flame speed simulations. In addition, the wide range of 

applicability of these rules, suggests that they can be useful for estimating flame speed of 

fuel mixtures for practical use, without having to run the full chemical kinetics 

mechanisms at all conditions. 

7.1.3 Evaluation of chemical mechanisms 

Comparison of the experimental measurements and predictions from leading 

chemical kinetics mechanisms are useful in validating the mechanisms, as well as 

providing information on the accuracy of the current measurements. Comparisons of 

unstretched flame speed predictions with validation test results show that mechanism 

results are generally within ±30% of the measured values with systematic trend in the 

differences between the mechanism predictions and actual measurements, over the 

conditions tested. 
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7.1.3.1 Pure fuels and vitiation 

Comparisons for propane/air mixture at vitiated conditions show a systematic 

difference between the measured and predicted flame speeds. For lean and stoichiometric 

mixtures, the flame speed predictions are usually within ±10% of the measured value. 

However for rich mixtures, the mechanisms significantly over-predict (> 20%) the flame 

speed for N2 and CO2 dilution. The trends are similar for both San Diego and NUI 

mechanism predictions, although the NUI mechanism predictions tend to show higher 

difference. These observed differences suggest that the mechanisms tend to under-predict 

the change in flame speed with increase in dilution level (and corresponding decrease in 

O2 concentration). Furthermore the differences in measured and predicted flame speed 

values do not show any systematic dependence on the flame height (for h/D > 1.3), 

indicating that above the observed differences in flame speed, if due to the stretch effect 

on Bunsen flame, are not limited to geometry of the flame. 

7.1.3.2 Binary fuel mixtures 

Comparisons for binary fuel mixtures show that the flame speed predictions are 

generally within ±20%, of the measured flame speed, over a wide range of equivalence 

ratios (0.7–1.3), pressure (1–10 atm) and fuel mixtures. The mechanisms predictions, at 1 

and 5 atm, tend to be lower for lean and stoichiometric mixtures and high for rich 

mixtures. For 10 atm, the results are generally higher for both lean and rich mixtures. 

7.1.3.2.1 Steam dilution 

Atmospheric pressure steam dilution results for all fuel mixtures studied, show 

that mechanisms accurately predict the flame speed of lean and stoichiometric mixtures 
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(within 5–15%) but tend to over-predict (> 30%) the flame speed for rich mixtures. This 

discrepancy for rich mixtures can be attributed to a systematic error in the Bunsen flame 

speed measurements at these conditions, as confirmed by the stagnation flame speed 

measurements. 

In addition, the flame speed predictions at high pressure (5 atm) for 

methane/propane mixture show a similar trend, except that for the rich 60:40 CH4:C3H8 

mixture the mechanisms under-predict the flame speed. The strained flame speed 

measurements, which show better agreement with the mechanism predictions, again 

suggest that this could be due to uncertainty in the Bunsen flame speed approach. The 

mechanisms under-predict (by 20–60%) the flame speed of lean and stoichiometric 

methane/ethane mixtures at high pressure, but produce reasonable agreement (better than 

20%) for rich mixtures. 

To conclude, the mechanisms predictions are generally within ±20% of the 

measured flame speeds for lean and stoichiometric mixtures but show significant 

differences for rich mixtures (where even the predictions from the different mechanisms 

differ significantly). The agreement between the strained flame speed measurements and 

predictions, especially at rich conditions, suggest a better understanding is required of the 

Bunsen flame approach at these conditions (as it measures a lower than expected flame 

speed). Interestingly the differences between the two mechanisms also tend to be higher 

at the same conditions where there are significant differences from the Bunsen flame 

measurements. 
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7.2 Suggestions for future work 

7.2.1 Modified Bunsen flame approach 

The current measurements show that the modified Bunsen flame approach based 

on reaction zone area measurement is suitable for measuring unstretched flame speed of 

hydrocarbon fuels, especially from lean to slightly rich (ϕ = 1.1) conditions. However due 

to the observed discrepancies in the measured flame speed, there is a need for better 

understanding the stretch effects on Bunsen flame, especially at moderately rich (ϕ = 1.2–

1.6) conditions. Some of the specific conditions where inconsistencies are observed in 

measured flame speed were: 

1. Flame speed measurements for rich methane/oxygen/helium flames at 10 atm 

were significantly lower than those reported using spherical flame approach. 

2. Strained flame speed measurements indicate that for rich (ϕ = 1.2) 60:40 

CH4:C3H8 mixtures the Bunsen flame technique results in a significantly 

lower unstretched flame speed values. 

3. The flame speed measured, at 5 atm pressure with steam dilution, for lean 

80:20 CH4:C3H8 mixture is significantly higher than the corresponding value 

for stoichiometric 80:20 mixture or lean 60:40 mixture, even after having 

accounted for possible experimental uncertainties. The reason for these 

differences is not fully understood. 

4. Significant difference (~20%) in flame speed was observed for rich (ϕ = 1.2) 

80:20 CH4:C3H8 mixture at similar steam dilution level with change in 

flowrate (~40%) of the reactants. The Bunsen flames at these conditions were 

visibly similar and acceptable for performing measurement. Furthermore such 
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a high difference in the flame speed with change in flowrate is generally not 

observed at other conditions. 

5. Flame speed measurements for propane–air mixtures with dilution show a 

systematic trend with high difference from mechanism predictions for rich 

mixtures (~1.2–1.6) and low O2 content (< 17% mole fraction of the oxidizer). 

While these differences could be due to the uncertainties in the predicted 

values, the disagreement of Bunsen flame results with stagnation flame 

measurements (for rich methane/propane), suggest that it would be helpful to 

further investigate the Bunsen flame results at these conditions. 

If these discrepancies for (methane/propane flames) are due to the failure of the 

assumption that these Bunsen flames are weakly affected by stretch effects except very 

close to the tip and the base, then it has to be due to combined effect of conditions that 

make these flames different. This is because the Bunsen approach was shown to be 

accurate for rich mixtures of pure methane and propane flames, based on comparisons 

with other stretch corrected techniques. Essentially these effects are not limited to the 

geometry of the flame but are influenced by other conditions such as fuel, pressure and 

preheat. Furthermore as discussed in Section 5.3, there appears to be no correlation 

between the flame height and difference between predicted and measured flame speeds. 

Also Section 6.3.3 shows that for lean mixtures the difference in the flame speed does not 

show any clear correlation with the strain sensitivity of the mixture. It should be noted 

that the strain sensitivity of the mixture was calculated for a positively stretched, 

stagnation flame geometry. However the Bunsen flame is affected by both the strain and 

curvature effects and has an overall negative stretch. This suggests that further study, for 
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example with a 2D axisymmetric modeling of the Bunsen flame, may be required to 

conclusively show that the difference in flame speed is un-correlated to the stretch effect 

(due to strain and curvature). 

The validation data presented in Chapter 4 had a limited equivalence ratio range 

(ϕ = 0.6–1.3), based on the available results from other techniques. However most of the 

differences in the predicted and measured flame speeds were observed at richer 

equivalence ratios. Furthermore, the Markstein numbers were negative for the cases 

where comparisons were made with other techniques. Thus it would be useful to validate 

the Bunsen flame measurement approach over a wider range of equivalence ratio where a 

change in the sign of Markstein number is observed. 

The results presented here try to account for unsteadiness in the flame surface by 

measuring the RMS in the flame area fluctuations. However this may not be sufficient to 

fully account for the stretch effect due to the movement of the flame surface. Measuring 

the fluctuations in the flame surface by either measuring the local movement in the flame 

edge location at a given height from the burner exit or by measuring the movement of the 

flame tip might be a better estimate of the unsteadiness in the flame surface. Although 

any flame surface movement parallel to the line of sight would still be lost. Ideally it is 

advisable to have a steady flame surface by reducing any fluctuations that may be 

introduced due to factors such flowrate oscillation and non-uniformity, and poor flame 

anchoring. 

Another avenue to explore is the effect of equivalence ratio of the pilot flame on 

anchoring the main flame and final flame speed result. For most of the tests reported 

here, the pilot equivalence ratio was slightly lean (~0.9–1.0). However it is expected that 
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increasing the pilot equivalence ratio to rich (~1.1) may improve the stability and the 

flowrate at which the main flame (specifically for lean mixtures) can be anchored. A 

more systematic study can also be performed to account for the effect of flame lift-off 

distance on the measured flame speed. 

7.2.2 Stagnation flame approach 

The accuracy of the current stagnation flame approach implementation is limited 

due to the strain rate range over where the measurements could be performed. At the 

lower end, the limitation is due to insufficient seeding density, whereas at the higher end, 

a change in flame shape (from a flame anchored in the stagnating flow to one anchored in 

the shear layer) restricts the measurements. The seeding density can be increased by 

improvements in the seeder design, using a larger diameter burner (currently 9 mm)kk or 

by increasing the separation distance between the nozzle and the stagnation planell, which 

may necessitate a need for larger diameter bluff-body to ensure that the flowfield around 

the stagnation streamline is not altered significantly. The change in flame shape can be 

influenced by changing shape of the bluff-body or by adjusting the nozzle and stagnation 

plane separation distance. 

In addition to the strain rate range, the run time was limited, especially at high 

pressure and hence higher seeding density, due to the seed particles sticking to the 

stagnation plug. This was more pronounced when the plug was at high temperature. A 

possible suggestion is to try changing the material of the stagnation plug (currently 

                                                
kk Increasing the burner diameter results in an increased flowrate through the seeder which can improve the 

seeding density. 
ll Increased separation distance between the nozzle and stagnation plug decreases the strain rate experienced 

by the flame for the same flow velocity. This is equivalent to increasing the flow velocity for the same 

strain rate, thereby increasing the amount of seeding the flow can pick. 
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stainless steel) and/or the seeding particle (currently alumina). A plug made from 

material with low thermal conductivity (such as ceramic) may be helpful in extending the 

run time of the experiments. For seeding, alumina particles are known to coagulate which 

may be the reason for particle buildup on the stagnation plug. Other particles for high 

temperature applications such as titanium dioxide and silicon carbide may be worth 

investigating. 

7.2.3 Chemical kinetics mechanism 

The flame speed predictions from the tested San Diego and NUI mechanisms, in 

general, are good agreement with the measurements for lean mixtures. However 

significant differences (> 20%; higher than expected uncertainties in the measurements) 

with measured flame speed suggest possible avenues for improving the flame speed 

predictions. More specifically, both the mechanisms (viz. San Diego and NUI) over-

predict the flame speed for moderately rich propane–air mixtures with N2 and CO2 

dilution. Furthermore the mechanisms under-predict the effect of dilution on flame speed 

for these mixtures. The mechanisms also predict a higher change in flame speed with 

increase in mole fraction of higher alkane in binary fuels mixtures. For methane/ethane 

mixture, at 5 atm and ~26% steam dilution, the mechanisms significantly over-predict (up 

to 40–60% higher) the flame speed for lean and stoichiometric mixtures.  
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APPENDIX A 

FLOWMETER CALIBRATION 

The rotameters used for the current experiments were calibrated using either a wet 

drum-type flow meter (Ritter TG-50) for high flowrates (2–100 slpm) or a bubble flow 

meter (Sensidyne Gilibrator-2) for low flowrates (0.1–2 slpm). Both the flow calibration 

systems measure the volumetric displacement (at room conditions) due to a constant 

flowrate and the corresponding time duration to determine the flowrate. 

The drum-type flow meter measures the gas volume by measuring the rotation of 

a drum over fixed time duration. To reduce the uncertainty in the measured flowrate it is 

necessary to measure the flowrate over long time durations. In general, each 

measurement was timed for ~4–5 min. During this time reading were also recorded at 

intermediate time intervals to check if the flowrate is converging. This also confirmed 

that the flowrate was steady over the measurement duration. At high flowrates instead of 

making measurements over long time duration, the measurements were made for fixed 

volumetric displacement (typically 5–10 revolutions of the drum, which correspond to a 

volume of ~250–500 liter). 

In case of the bubble flow meter, the displacement volume is fixed and the 

readout provides a direct flowrate reading based on the time taken for the bubble to 

traverse two fixed locations. To reduce the uncertainty in the measurements, the flowrate 

reading was averaged over 6–8 values. At high flowrates, it was observed that the bubble 

would start deforming i.e. it would progressively become more convex instead of staying 
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flat. Since this can introduce systematic error in measured flowrate, this calibration 

system was limited to flowrate less than 2 lpm even though it was rated for higher 

flowrate. One possible reason for this could be the soap solution used for forming 

bubbles was different than the one recommended. Instead the drum-type flow meter was 

used to measure the higher flowrates. 

The Matheson FM-1050 series rotameter tubes consist of two floats (one made of 

glass and other steel). Calibrations were performed at multiple float positions; ~5–8 

positions for each float, depending on the observed linearity in the flowrate vs. float 

position plot. The results were then fitted with a third-order polynomial to help 

interpolate to desired float position or flowrate value. An example calibration case is 

presented in Figure A.1. 

 

Figure A.1. Flow calibration readings for oxygen at 230 psig pressure in the rotameter tube. The 

symbols are measured flowrate values and the curves are for third-order polynomial fit. 
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